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Abstract 
 

Nanophotonic devices help to manipulate light at nanometric scale through various optical 

phenomena in near infrared and visible regions of the electromagnetic spectrum. This research 

aims to present the fabrication, modelling, optical characterisation and real life applications of 

optical devices based on materials such as ink, soft polymer, gelatine, leuco dye and liquid 

crystals. Laser interference-based ablation is utilised to generate phase conjugate 

nanostructures on ink, gelatine based edible nanostructures for food decoration purposes, and 

flexible polymeric nanostructures on polydimethylsiloxane substrate to demonstrate their use 

for remote sensing applications. Replication of Cornercube Retroreflector array and diffusing 

surface is conducted in this research to construct flexible force and temperature sensors.  

CCRs are mainly exploited in this research due to their retroreflection property. Reflected light 

from CCRs is sent back towards the source through total internal reflection and is independent 

of the incident angle. A silver coated CCR is used to fabricate a 2D conjugate periodic gratings 

structure on ink coated glass substrate through Denisyuk reflection holography. Diffractive 

gratings (super prism) fabricated from simple mirror-based interference reflection have less 

features to manipulate as compared to the conjugate diffractive gratings made by using 

interference obtained from CCRs. Nanometric holographic CCR showed somewhat similar 

optical properties as shown by master centimetric CCR e.g. phase conjugation. Predictions 

through computational modelling were also in good agreement with the experimental (optical 

characterisation) results. 

CCR array structures are most commonly encountered in everyday life activities such as traffic 

signals, vehicle safety systems and nightwear clothing. The use of brittle optical devices is 

limited due to their rigidity. In this research, PDMS was used to replicate rigid CCRs array 

structures into a flexible form. Polymeric CCRs array was examined and compared to the 
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stencil by utilising optical microscopy. Optical characterisations were performed under various 

mechanical and thermal stress levels. Optical properties dependent on structure’s dimension 

were tuned based on the external stimuli such as force. It is concluded in this study that 

polymeric optical structures have a potential to be employed in numerous sensing applications 

for stretch, temperature, pH, and humidity. 

Combination of CCRs and thermochromatic materials can yield remote temperature sensors 

based on active components. This research also demonstrates two different systems including 

liquid crystals and leuco dyes to record temperature changes within a region of interest. Glass 

based CCRs were coated with leuco dye and liquid crystals and were treated at various known 

temperatures under continuous monochromatic light illumination. Reflected power from 

thermochromatic CCR was tuned based on supplied temperature and was found to be 

dependent on the colour scheme. These novel systems may help to monitor environmental 

conditions such as temperature changes within hazardous areas, where human access is 

restricted.  

Finally, edible, flexible and multi-layered materials were engineered with photonic structures 

to examine the flexibility of Nd:YAG laser ablation in Denisyuk reflection mode. Fabricated 

structures were examined by scanning electron microscopy and optically characterised with 

monochromatic and broadband light sources. Various shapes of nanostructures were achieved 

by utilising provided parameters for fabrication. It is hence concluded that laser interference-

based ablation is simple, fast, cost-effective and flexible technique to copy reflective objects in 

nanometric scale. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
 

1.1 Overview 
 

The Electromagnetic spectrum (EMS) is composed of wavelengths ranging from gamma rays 

of few picometers to radio waves of some kilometres. The term light or optical radiations refers 

to a small portion of EMS with a wavelength range between 390 nm and 750 nm, often denoted 

by the colours visible to human eye. Optics is a branch of science which deals with the study 

of light behaviour, properties and light matter interaction such as, refraction, reflection, 

absorption, diffraction, and transmission. Optics involves very basic phenomenon of 

visualisation to the very complex mechanisms of utilising optical elements to facilitate sectors 

including biosciences, astronomy, geology, information technology, imaging, microscopy and 

several others. Historically, the term optics is rooted from the term ‘‘appearance’’ called by the 

Greeks and this began with the development of lenses, centuries ago [1]. Early modern 

Europeans were the pioneers of diffraction optics, which further acted as a pivotal moment 

around which the construction and development of modern optical devices was based.  

Denis Gabor developed the theory of holography in 1947, which evoked scientists all over the 

world. Despite of equipment limitations, scientists elaborated Gabor’s work and explored their 

understanding about this process and its potential for the next generation of researchers in the 

field. The emergence of laser in 1960s enabled first practical optical holographic image. Since 

then, holograms have been in focus for a great amount of research and development [1]. A 

hologram is a physical structure, which under light illumination can reconstruct the wavefront 

by means of diffraction [2, 3]. Several methods exist which are well known for the construction 

of physical structures with dimensions comparable to the wavelength within visible and near 

infrared region of EMS. There are many different techniques for holography such as e-beam 
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lithography, focussed ion beam milling, direct laser writing and surface embossing. All these 

techniques come along with their relevant advantages and disadvantages. FIB milling and e-

beam lithography are required connection with advanced expensive equipment such as 

scanning electron microscopy and FIB and are expertise dependent more over the eroding 

process is slower and have low through put. Nanofabrication through direct laser writing is 

limited due to the dependence of dimensions of fabricated structures on the spot size of incident 

laser beam. Surface embossing is currently the most productive method to be used for 

nanofabrication but still it has the drawbacks such as the dimensions of replicated 

nanostructures are limited to the dimensions of the stencil. Moreover, the material choice is 

limited for these methods. 

In this research work laser interference-based lithography is optimised to create nanostructures 

within various materials including conductive and nonconductive thin films. Laser interference 

beam lithography is simple to operate, no extensive laser tuning is required and provides many 

different parameters to control the sizes and dimensions of 1D/2D nanostructures. Fabrication 

process is completed within few minutes. Size of the grooved structures is comparable to the 

wavelength of laser beam so the beam spot limitation can be overthrown. 

 Optical structures interact with incident light through various phenomenon depending upon 

their dimensions, shapes and cross-sectional area to produce corresponding visible pattern at 

far fields. 

Any changes in dimensions or other properties of physical structures under illumination based 

on external stimuli such as, thermal effect, natural or mechanical forces, chemical changes and 

other environmental conditions may lead to a change in their optical response, which can then 

be analysed to measure and quantify the variation/transformation in these environmental 

factors. In this research, a simple, cost effective and productive method is adopted to observe 
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nanostructures on variety of substrates including rigid, flexible, conductive, nonconductive and 

edible characteristics. Moreover, fabricated nanostructures were optically characterised to 

elaborate their potential applications in remote sensing. 

CCR is perhaps one of the smartest optical devices ever constructed, by employing three 

reflective surfaces, which intersect perpendicularly to each other to receive reflected light from 

the device without any angle of reflection [4]. Incident light at the cornercube is reflected once 

from each three surfaces and then propagates towards the source, regardless the incident angle, 

through the total internal reflection mechanism as shown in figure 1.1 [4, 5]. 

 

Figure 1. 1: Schematics of CCR and temperature sensing: a) hollow corner-cube retroreflector, 

b) uncoated solid TIR corner-cube retroreflector, c) back coated solid corner-cube 

retroreflector, d) a TIR–CCR coated with the thermochromic material used to obtain 

colorimetric modulation at various thermal conditions. 

 

Interference pattern originated from the CCR was utilised to selectively ablate the light 

absorbing material (black ink) coated on silica glass in order to fabricate optical elements in 
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the form of diffractive gratings during this research work. The fabricated optical structures that 

are more compact on illumination show somehow similar optical properties as the parent 

recorded interference pattern. Optical phase conjugation, diffraction, beam splitting, and phase 

conjugate periodic structures are demonstrated in detail. It is anticipated that the holographic 

structures may help to improve the application of ordinary diffraction gratings such as remote 

sensing, data storage, and narrow band colour filters. 

Rigid cornercube array are easily available reflectors in the market, which are mostly used in 

wearable devices, traffic signals and vehicle lights [6]. Their replication into a flexible substrate 

may enhance their usability in advance optical instruments. In this research study, flexible 

cornercube arrays are generated within a soft polymer (PDMS) via embossing. Optical 

response is then tuned based on external stimuli i.e. temperature and force. Optical 

characterisation of constructed polymeric structures were performed under continuous external 

load suspension and various temperature values turn by turn to demonstrate their feasibility as 

remote temperature and strain sensors. 

Thermochromatic materials, as their name suggests can undergo a change in colour and in turn 

vary their optical properties when subjected to different temperatures [7, 8]. A combination of 

these kinds of materials with CCRs could allow for quantitatively mapping surfaces or 

environmental thermal conditions. Simple, cost effective and compact remote temperature 

sensors are created by coating liquid crystal and leuco dye separately on CCRs. Both systems 

produced interesting results (with an average relative error of 2%) during heating and cooling 

events and showed potential that they could be improved further for the existing heat sensing 

devices. It is revealed that temperature sensors based on liquid crystals are more thermally 

sensitive than those with lueco dye. 
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Although the replication process is simple and have low cost, there are some issues, which have 

to be addressed before proceeding for the mass production technique at an industrial level. 

Firstly, the replication process is slower as compared to the laser ablation through interference 

pattern. Another issue that lies with the use of replication process is the variability in the size 

of the structures within the stencil as the size of master surface remains constant. Hence, a cost 

effective, fast, productive, simple and flexible method is proposed to fabricate optical structures 

of various sizes within soft polymers, edible materials, and rigid glass coated with different 

light absorbing materials (conductive, nonconductive and combination of both conductive and 

nonconductive) in this study. All structures are optically characterised along with their 

diffraction efficiency calculations to obtain interesting results. Polymeric structures are utilised 

for stress/strain sensing applications. Whereas, edible materials based on optical structures are 

shown to be used for food decoration purposes. It is also proposed that structuring the 

multilayer of conductive and nonconductive coating may help to produce electronic devices 

within few minutes via laser interference-based lithography. 

Polymeric optical structures such as diffraction gratings or diffusers can change their 

dimensions during the application of external forces, which in turn changes their optical 

response i.e. diffraction pattern or diffusion angles. This change in optical response could then 

be correlated with the applied force and utilised to quantify the strain caused within the region 

of interest. In this research, diffraction gratings and diffusing surfaces from master surfaces are 

replicated within PDMS blocks in order to generate lightweight, low cost and cheap sensors 

for strain sensing application. Calculated Young’s Modulus is found in good agreement to the 

Young’s Modulus of PDMS i.e. 360-870 kpa [9, 10]. 
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1.2 Aims and objectives 
 

The main aim of this research was to fabricate cost effective, compact nanophotonic devices 

by optimising fast, simple, flexible and productive fabrication methods. This research work 

undertakes a brief study of printable holographic optical structures in the form of difractive 

gratings (often called superprism) engineered on rigid glass, soft polymers, edible gelatine, 

permanent ink, and gold via selective laser ablation; polymeric cornercube array and optical 

diffusers via PDMS replication and integration of cornercube optics with thermochromatic 

materials to demonstrates their applications in real life. The fabricated nanophotonic devices 

made with easily available materials and through simple fabrication procedures, find potential 

use in diffraction optics, miniature optical communication devices and remote sensing 

applications. The strategic approach includes performing an extensive literature review and 

adopting research work in the relevant field, i.e. prediction through computational modelling, 

selection of a suitable fabrication method, cornercube optics, microscopic analysis, optical 

characterisation, and further exploration of potential applications. Several laser safety and 

chemical hazardous courses are undertaken, additional trainings such as, electron microscopy, 

optical microscopy, Nd:YAG laser and of other relevant equipment are also carried out to get 

a full command along with being able to safely conduct experimental work in the relevant 

laboratories. 

In order to satisfy the aim of this project, the following objectives were developed to guide this 

study: 

i. Extensive review of recent researches, photonic devices, and optical phenomena 

ii. Review of available methods of fabrication to fabricate desired optical device 

iii. Apparatus calibrations for various optical characterisation 

iv. Computational modelling/simulation to further understand and explore experimental 

results. 
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v. Qualitative and quantitative analysis of the achieved results in order to successfully 

utilise fabricated optical devices for various applications. 

 

1.3 Layout of research thesis 
 

 The structure of this PhD thesis is organised by dividing the content into seven chapters to 

describe in detail the research performed on understanding optical structures. Layout of the 

thesis is as follows: 

Chapter 1 contains the overview of research, the aims and objectives and layout of the thesis. 

Chapter 2 presents the background and literature review of optics and photonics phenomena 

along with the materials and methods used for sample fabrication and optical characterisation. 

Literature for the specific devices is detailed in the relevant chapters.  

Chapter 3 is reproduced from “Khalid, M.W., et al., Holographic Writing of Ink-Based Phase 

Conjugate Nanostructures via Laser Ablation. Scientific reports, 2017. 7(1): p. 10603.” and 

introduces the ink-based phase-conjugated nanostructures fabricated via reflection holography 

along with optical phase conjugation. Diffraction of light through phase conjugate 

nanostructures is shown through image projection under broadband and monochromatic light 

illumination. Scanning electron microscopy is employed to characterise surface morphologies 

of phase conjugate nanostructures. Effect of parameters variation such as working distance, 

supplied energy, exposure angle and height on surface morphologies of fabricated structures 

as well as on resulting diffraction patterns are discussed in detail. Novelty and possible 

applications are also demonstrated. Phase-conjugated nanostructure fabrication, sample 

preparation and conjugated nanostructure recording theory are also presented. Optical 

properties and computational modelling of 1D and 2D conjugated nanostructures are also 

reported in this chapter. 
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Chapter 4 is reproduced from “Khalid, M.W., et al., Flexible corner cube retroreflector array 

for temperature and strain sensing. RSC advances, 2018. 8(14): p. 7588-7598.” and is 

composed of the research carried out on polymeric CCR array replicated within a PDMS block 

through embossing. Fabricated CCR array is utilised for remote sensing application. Optical 

response is tuned based on applied stress as load suspension and temperature variation. 

Numerical simulations (COMSOL) were also performed in this study to predict the optical 

response and were validated by the experimental results. Feasibility of the fabricated sensor to 

function in transmission as well as in reflection mode is also demonstrated. 

Chapter 5 is reproduced from “Khalid, M.W., et al., Remote Thermal Sensing by Integration 

of Corner‐Cube Optics and Thermochromic Materials. Advanced Optical Materials, 2019. 

7(2): p. 1801013.” and describes the utilisation of a combination of CCRs with 

thermochromatic materials to construct a compact optical sensor, which could be used to 

measure and quantify the environmental/atmospheric temperature. The motivation of this 

project is taken from the visualisation of pigment colours through naked eye and structural 

colour from a morpho-butterfly or peacock feathers under broadband light illumination. CCR 

is chosen for this project as it reflects light towards the source through total internal reflection 

mechanism without any angle of reflection. Leuco dye and liquid crystal are coated on two 

different CCRs and optically characterised through monochromatic and broadband light 

sources. Both optical sensors show satisfactory results to be used as temperature sensing 

devices operating within the hazardous or human restricted areas. 

Chapter 6 includes the optimisation of Nd:YAG laser in Densyuk reflection mode to engineer 

periodic structures on various substrates including, edible gelatine, soft polymers, and rigid 

glass substrates. Conductive gold coating, nonconductive ink coating and combination of both 

types of coating are also selectively ablated by directing interference pattern to their surface. 

Flexible periodic grating designed on a soft polymer are used as stress sensing application. 
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Whereas, gratings made on edible materials are shown to be used as food decoration purposes. 

It is also proposed that the ablation of conductive/nonconductive materials tinted on each other 

may help to produce mass electronic devices within few minutes through this fast, simple and 

cost-effective fabrication technique (laser interference-based lithography). 

Chapter 7 contains the main key findings of this study while concluding the work showing the 

main outcome of this PhD research along with providing further recommendations for future 

research. 
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Chapter 2 Theoretical Background and Methodologies 

  

2.1 Overview 
 

This chapter contains theoretical background and an overview of basic optical phenomena. 

Section 2.2 briefly discusses the EMS. Basics of light interactions with matter are covered in 

section 2.3. Basic principles of lasers and microscopy are demonstrated in sections 2.4 and 2.5, 

respectively. Thermochromatic, and other optical materials are detailed along with their 

mechanical properties in section 2.6 and 2.7. Classification of holography, holographic 

recording of optical structures, laser ablation, phase conjugation as real time holography, 

optical elements and displays are listed in sections 2.8 to 2.12, respectively. Simulation and 

computational modelling theory are detailed in section 2.13.  

2.2 Electromagnetic spectrum 
 

EMS is the foundation of the information age and of our modern world. Electromagnetic 

radiations (EMRs) ranging from gamma rays to radio waves are produced by oscillation of 

charged particles, consist of electric and magnetic fields and travel as waves [1]. The difference 

between both kind of waves is the medium required to travel for ocean waves, whereas EMRs 

can travel through the vacuum with the speed of light [2]. EM waves have crests and troughs, 

and the distance between two adjacent troughs or crests is called wavelength. Within the EMS, 

the wavelengths range from kilometres (radio waves) to picometers (gamma rays) range [3]. 

The number of crests that pass through a fixed point within a second is known as frequency (SI 

unit is Hz) of the wave. Radio waves have lower frequencies and are less energetic than that of 

shorter wavelengths and higher frequencies [4]. Human eyes are capable of interpreting only 

the radiation within the wavelength range of 390- 750 nm which is the visible region of the 

EMS as shown in figure 2.1 [5]. Materials have specific colours because a portion of the EMS 
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is reflected, and the rest is absorbed by the materials. The reflected portion of the visible light 

waves is translated to our brain through the eyes as specific colour code. Pigmented colours 

come from the chemical/biological composition of the objects (e.g. ink colours), whereas, 

structural colours are yielded from the structural arrangements (e.g. colours from peacock 

feather) [6-8]. 

 

 

Figure 2. 1: Electromagnetic spectrum emphasizing visible light [9]. 

Maxwell was able to unify the field of electromagnetism into a set of four differential equations 

which are known as Maxwell’s equations of electromagnetism. These partial differential 

equations are used to describe light propagation within arbitrary medium and generation from 

current flow or charge. 

𝛻 ⋅ 𝐸 =
𝜌

Ɛ ̥
            (2.1) 

𝛻 ⋅ 𝐵 = 0        (2.2) 

𝛻 × 𝐸 = −
𝜕𝐵

𝜕𝑡
        (2.3) 

𝛻 × 𝐵 = 𝜇 ̥(𝐽 + Ɛ ̥
𝜕𝐸

𝜕𝑡
)       (2.4) 

Here 𝑬 represents the electric field with SI unit volt/m, 𝑩 is the magnetic field with SI unit 

Wb/m2, 𝑱 is the electric current density with SI unit Amp/m2, 𝝆 is electric charge density with 
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SI unit coul/m3, Ɛ ̥ is free space permittivity and 𝜇 ̥ is the free space permeability. Equation 2.1 

explains that electric charge produces an electric field regardless of its shape or size. Equation 

2.2 explains the continuity of magnetic field lines, whereas equations 2.3 and 2.4 correlate 

electric and magnetic field and their corresponding influences on each other. Also, 𝑫 = Ɛ𝐄 and 

𝑩 = 𝝁𝐇 are called constitutive equations which define the interaction between the medium and 

electromagnetic field. Here, μ =μo μr and Ɛ= ƐoƐr where μr is relative permeability and Ɛr relative 

permittivity. 

 Table 2. 1: Physical significance of Maxwell’s equations [10] 

Faraday’s law 
𝛻 × 𝐸 = −

𝜕𝐵

𝜕𝑡
 

The voltage induced in a close loop is 

proportional to the rate of change of the 

magnetic flux through that loop 

Ampere’s law 
𝛻 × 𝐻 = 𝐽 +

𝜕𝐷

𝜕𝑡
 

The magnetic field induced around a 

close loop is proportional to the electric 

current plus displacement current in 

that loop 

Gauss’s law of electricity  𝛻 ⋅ 𝐷 =   𝜌 The electric flux leaving a volume is 

proportional to the charge inside 

Gauss’s law of magnetism 𝛻 ⋅ 𝐵 = 0 Total magnetic flux through a closed 

loop is zero 

 

In time domain, an electromagnetic wave is considered as travelling through source free, linear 

and isotropic, instantaneous and homogenous medium. In free space i.e. containing no charge 
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and no current, 𝝆 = 0 and 𝑱 = 0, [11] application of curl operation on both sides of equation 

2.3 as follow: 

𝛻2𝐸 = 𝜇 ̥Ɛ ̥
𝜕2𝐸

𝜕𝑡2
        (2.5) 

As 
1

√𝜇 ̥Ɛ ̥
 = c 

𝛻2𝐸 =
1

𝑐2
𝜕2𝐸

𝜕𝑡2
         (2.6) 

Similarly, by modifying equation 2.4, 

𝛻2𝐵 =
1

𝑐2
𝜕2𝐵

𝜕𝑡2
         (2.7) 

Equations 2.6 and 2.7 are called wave equations for the wave propagating at speed of light. 

The simplest solutions to the differential equation 2.6 and 2.7 are sinusoidal wave function. 

Consider a linearly polarized plane wave travelling in 𝑥 direction at the speed of light. 

Electric and magnetic fields are associated with 𝑦 and 𝑧 directions respectively. They can be 

defined as a function of 𝑥 and 𝑡.  

𝐸(𝑥, 𝑡) = 𝐸(𝑥, 𝑡)𝑗        (2.8) 

𝐵(𝑥, 𝑡) = 𝐵(𝑥, 𝑡)𝑘        (2.9) 

Sinusoidal wave functions are the simple solution of partial differential equations: 

𝐸(𝑥, 𝑡) = 𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥cos (𝑘𝑥 − 𝜔𝑡)               (2.10)        

           𝐵(𝑥, 𝑡) = 𝐵𝑚𝑎𝑥cos (𝑘𝑥 − 𝜔𝑡)                                                                     (2.11) 

In the above equation, 𝑘 is the wavenumber defined as 𝑘 = 2𝜋/𝜆, 𝜔 is angular frequency, 𝜆 is 

the wavelength. 𝜔/𝑘 is equivalent to 𝑐 (speed of light).  
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Substituting partial derivatives of 𝑬 and 𝑩 into Faraday’s law: 

𝜕𝐸

𝜕𝑥
= −𝑘𝐸 sin (𝑘𝑥 − 𝜔𝑡)      (2.12) 

𝜕𝐵

𝜕𝑡
= 𝜔 sin (𝑘𝑥 − 𝜔𝑡)       (2.13) 

As                  
𝐸

𝐵
=

𝜔

𝐾
= 𝑐          

From the above equations, the ratio of E and B is equal to the speed of light 𝑐 (i.e. 

3 × 108 𝑚/𝑠). Pointing vector 𝑺̅  is the rate of energy transfer to a unit area of a surface 

perpendicular to the direction of EM wave propagation and is equal to the cross product of the 

corresponding electric and magnetic fields divided by the permeability of free space (W/m2). 

Intensity of the EM wave can be correlated to the pointing vector as: 

               𝐼 =  𝑆𝑎𝑣𝑒 = 
𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥

2

2𝜇 ̥𝑐
=

𝐵𝑚𝑎𝑥
2

2𝜇 ̥𝑐
           (2.14) 

Here I, being the intensity, which is directly proportional to the average of pointing vector 𝑆𝑎𝑣𝑒. 

2.3 Basic phenomena of light matter interaction 
 

Newton observed that colours are not inherent in objects. Rather, the surface of objects reflects 

some wavelength of incident light and absorb the rest. Reflected wavelength determines the 

colour of the object. Thus, the surface of a red object is reflecting the wavelength which is 

translated as red colour to us and absorbs all the rest. If the object absorbs all the incident light, 

then it will appear black and if reflects all the light falling on it then will appear white. Red, 

green and blue are known as additive primary colours, which can combine in balanced amount 

to produce all other colours including white. Pink colour is produced by mixing up red and 

violet colours existing on the opposite edges of the visible spectrum. There are two types of 

photoreceptors in human eyes named as rods and cones. 
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Rods are active mostly in dim light and transmit black and white information to the brain 

whereas cones are active in higher levels of intensity. Cones have three different shaped cells 

each of which is sensitive to short, medium or long wavelengths of the visible spectrum of 

light. These then in combination send information through nerve cells to brain which further 

interprets and creates familiar sensation of colour. Visible light belongs to the nonionizing 

radiation family when incident on a target material and usually undergoes through one of the 

following interaction mechanisms [12]. 

2.3.1 Optical reflection 
 

In general, when light bounces from a target surface the phenomenon is called optical reflection 

as shown in figure 2.2. Law of reflection states that angle of incidence with the surface normal 

is equal to the angle of reflection [13]. When light is reflected from a smooth and shiny surface 

like a mirror, the reflection is classified as a specular reflection and if the light is reflected in 

all directions from a rough surface and could not return all wave-front to one point, this type 

of reflection is known as diffused reflection [14, 15].  

Devices made by joining three mutually perpendicular surfaces as one unit similar to the shape 

of a corner cube can be used to reflect light directly towards the source i.e. independent from 

the incidence angle or angle of reflection through total internal reflection mechanism [16]. 

These types of optical devices are known as retroreflectors and are favourable choices to be 

used for remote sensing applications. Certain colour dyes reflect more light than other colour 

dyes e.g. white colour dye reflects most of the light incident on it than any other colour dye. 

White coloured clothing is most commonly used in summer as white colour reflect most of the 

incident light bombarded from the sun [17]. 
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Figure 2. 2: optical reflection from smooth surface, diffused reflection from nonlinear surface 

and total internal reflection from Cornercube [15]. 

 

2.3.2 Optical transmission and absorption 
 

When light falls on a transparent or semi-transparent surface, a beam or a portion of light passes 

through that object in the same direction as that of the incident beam without undergoing any 

interactions within the volume of the object. This phenomenon is known as optical transmission 

[18]. Whereas some part of the or all of the incident beam is absorbed by the atoms or molecules 

within the volume of object if it matches with target material’s energy states , in the case of 

opaque or semi-transparent objects [19, 20]. The process of the absorbed energy being 

converted to heat energy is called optical absorption as shown in figure 2.3 [21]. Darker 

coloured clothing is preferred in the winter as it is able to absorb more incident radiation and 

help keep the body warm. 
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Figure 2. 3: Light absorption and transmission [22]. 

 

2.3.3 Light refraction 
 

When light propagates through the interface of two different media, it bends towards or away 

from the norm i.e. changes its speed due to density difference between two media, this is known 

as refraction as shown in figure 2.4 [23, 24]. The speed of light ‘’𝑐’’ in vacuum is constant i.e. 

3x108𝑚/𝑠, however light propagates slower through a denser medium [25]. Index of refraction 

is defined as the ratio of velocity of light of a given wavelength in vacuum to the velocity of 

light in a substance. 

ɳ =
𝑐

𝑣
         (2.15) 

Here ɳ is called the index of refraction, 𝑐 is the speed of light in vacuum and 𝑣 is the speed of 

light in any other medium. Index of refraction is also inversely proportional to the wavelength 

of the light. According to Snell’s law: 

𝑛𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑛Ɵ𝑖 = 𝑛𝑅𝑠𝑖𝑛Ɵ𝑅       (2.16) 
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𝑛𝑖

𝑛𝑅
=

𝑠𝑖𝑛Ɵ𝑅

𝑠𝑖𝑛Ɵ𝑖
=

𝜆𝑅

𝜆𝑖
       (2.17) 

Here Ɵ𝑖 is the incident angle and Ɵ𝑅 is the refracted angle respectively from the norm. 𝑛𝑖 is the 

refractive index of incident medium through which light is entering the interface of the 

refracted medium with a refractive index 𝑛𝑅. 𝜆𝑖is the wavelength of light in the incident 

medium and 𝜆𝑅 is the wavelength of light in the refracted medium. 

 

Figure 2. 4: optical refraction of incident light from air (medium 1) to water (medium 2) [26]. 

 

2.3.4 Optical diffraction 
 

Bending of light through the corners of a fringe or obstacle to illuminate the shadow region of 

that obstacle is known as optical diffraction. When incident light of certain wavelength 

propagates through the aperture or periodic gratings with the comparable size to its wavelength 

then the interference of light occurs [27]. When two or more waves, interfere with each other 

in such a way that their crests superimpose on each other they undergo constructive 

interference; crests not aligned with each other experience destructive interference [28]. In the 

case of visible light, at the image screen, this combination of constructive and destructive 
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interference is observed in the form of intensity based well-ordered diffraction pattern as shown 

in figure 2.5 [29, 30]. The phenomenon is explained by Bragg’s law: 

2𝑑𝑠𝑖𝑛Ɵ = 𝑛𝜆       (2.18) 

Here n represents the order of diffraction, d is aperture’s spacing, λ is the wavelength of 

incident light and Ɵ defines the angle of diffraction. 

 

Figure 2. 5: diffraction of light at wide angles during light transmission through a single slit. 

 

2.3.5 Optical scattering and diffusion 
 

Scattering is a process in which a well-collimated incident beam of light is dispersed randomly 

through the nonuniform structures within the medium as shown in figure 2.6. There can be one 

or more scattering centers within the medium through which incident light scatters through. 

The single scattering point often yields a random dispersion of light [31]. Whereas, multiple 

scattering centers give uniform scattering when averaged and can be modelled to use with 

diffusion theory [32]. Ordered diffusion is utilised to soften the sharp incident light and disperse 

along large angles for various optical application [32-35]. When the light propagates through 

a transparent solid and is scattered by smaller structures compared to the radiation’s wavelength 

then the scattering process is called Rayleigh scattering. The intensity of scattered light I, by a 
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small sphere of size x, from a light beam of wavelength λ of original intensity 𝐼0 is given by 

[36], 

𝐼 = 𝐼0
1+𝑐𝑜𝑠2𝜃

2𝑦2
(
2𝜋

𝜆
)
4

(
𝑛2−1

𝑛2+2
)
2

(
𝑥

2
)
6

     (2.19) 

Here 𝑦 is the distance from the scattering object and 𝜃 is the scattering angle. An average of 

all angles yields Raleigh scattering cross section. Scattering of light also depends strongly upon 

its wavelength i.e. ( 𝜆−4) [37]. 

                  

Figure 2. 6: light scattering from an object. 

 

2.4 Basic principles of laser 
 

White light (broadband) is composed of rainbow colours i.e. red, orange, yellow, green, blue, 

indigo and violet. It can be broken down into its constituents by optical mechanisms of 

diffraction/refraction. Light of a single wavelength i.e. one colour is called monochromatic 

light. A laser is an abbreviation of ‘’Light Amplification through Stimulated Emission of 

Radiation’’. A laser is a source which generates monochromatic light through a mechanism of 

light amplification via stimulated emission of electromagnetic radiations. In the 1960s the first 

laser was made operational by Theodore H Maiman since then the laser is being used in optical 

sensors, holography, material processing, non-destructive testing, spectroscopic 
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measurements, communications, advanced machining, chemical processing, medical 

procedures and much more [38-41]. Laser light sources are different from other light sources 

because they can produce monochromatic, directional and coherent beams of light which can 

be accurately pointed at a small area (nanometric scale). Laser sources can yield a continuous 

wave of monochromatic light as well as intense light pulses depending upon the demand [42, 

43]. The functioning of a laser is based on stimulated emission, population inversion and 

optical resonators [44, 45]. 

Electrons within an atom can acquire certain energy levels [46]. Absorption of a photon 

(energy) by an electron (atom) occupying ground state can jump into any higher excited state 

depending upon the absorbed energy by an incident photon [47]. After staying in an excited 

state for a short period of time (~10-8s), the electron will spontaneously return to the ground 

state by emitting a photon of energy equivalent to the energy difference between the excited 

and the ground state [48-50]. This process is known as spontaneous emission and will not 

contribute to the optical amplification. According to the uncertainty principle, the phase and 

direction of emitted photons will be random [51-54]. 

∆𝐸 = 𝐸2 − 𝐸1 = ℏ𝜔       (2.20) 

ℏ is the reduced Planck’s constant and 𝜔 is the angular frequency. 𝛥𝐸 is the energy of an 

emitted photon. When an excited electron is perturbed with the electric field of a photon of 

frequency 𝜔, it may decay to the ground state by emitting another photon of same frequency 

and phase as that of an incident photon maintaining the coherency. Light amplification will 

occur in this case and the emission is known as stimulated emission. The number of atoms in 

an excited state should be higher than the number of atoms in the ground state. Otherwise, the 

system can attain the saturation effect which will stop any further amplification [55-57]. To 

avoid this saturation effect, instead of two levels system a three level or four level systems are 
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employed. Lasing material which is pumped by an external source (laser diode, electrical 

current, flash lamp) to start the amplification process can be in a gaseous or solid state. 

Table 2. 2: Demonstrating the specifications operating principles and utilisation of various 

laser types. [58-63]. 

Laser type Wavelength Pump source Application 

Nd:YAG laser 1064 nm, 532 nm Flash lamp Ablation, high power 

laser 

Ruby laser 694.3 nm Flash lamp Tattoo removal, 

ablation 

Helium neon laser 632.8 Electrical discharge Holography, barcode 

scanning 

CO2 laser 10.6 micrometre Electrical discharge Mechanical cutting, 

direct laser writing 

Free electron laser 100 nm- few mm Electron beam Medical applications 

 

2.5  Optical and electron microscopy (SEM) 
 

Optical elements are used to magnify objects under observation. Light microscopes are based 

on a simple optical mechanism in which light is collected from the illuminated object through 

an object lens to focus on a set of lenses which further magnify and yield an inverted virtual 

image. Maximum useful magnification obtained by optical microscopy is approximately 1000 

times [64, 65]. Conventional bulbs used in OM's emit larger wavelengths and are unable to 

achieve higher resolutions than 1000 times (λ/2 limit is reached). For higher resolutions, the 
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wavelength of incident radiation must be decreased [66]. In scanning electron microscopy, 

electrons are usually accelerated to higher velocities i.e. higher energies; wavelengths 

associated with these particles range from 0.027-0.0009 nm [67]. There are many possible 

interactions between the highly energetic electron beam and the atoms in the specimen. 

Compton scattering is being the most favored interaction mechanism. Some electrons may 

transmit through the specimen without having any interactions at all with the target material 

depending upon the atomic number(Z) and the thickness of the specimen. SEM can provide 

information on surface topography, crystal structure, chemical composition and electrical 

behavior of the top 1 mic of the sample under observation. Additional features can be attached 

to the SEM to get observations under various conditions [68-70]. 

Electrons gun used in most SEMs consist of a tungsten filament which is heated over 2500°𝐶 

by passing current through it to produce thermal emission of electrons. Electrons can be 

energized up to 40 𝑘𝑒𝑉 [71, 72]. This electron beam is then condensed with two or three 

condensers to convert it into a fine probe, which is scanned on a selective area. The electrons 

penetrate the specimen in a tear-drop shape volume, whose overall dimensions are determined 

by the energy of the electron beam, the atomic number of the specimen and the angle at which 

the electron beam hits the specimen. Penetration power of the electron beam is directly 

proportional to the energy of the electron beam.  

Electrons from the primary beam hit the surface of the specimen and transfer a portion of its 

energy to the atomic electrons (secondary electrons). If the energy gained by the electron is 

higher than its shell binding energy, the electron separates from the nuclear field and is 

considered a free electron. The emitted electrons (secondary electrons) are collected by a 

secondary electron detector (semiconductors, e.g. Si) which help develop images. Secondary 

electrons are the basic source of information about the specimens [73, 74].  
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Electrons from the incident field strike the electrons of the surface atoms of the specimen and 

are scattered through a large angle. The angle depends on the loss of energy during the 

interaction (energy transfer). The scattered electrons are then collected by Backscatter detector 

to deliver the required information through further processing. 

Electrons are emitted from a shell after receiving enough energy to leave its shell. K-shell has 

the highest probability due to its highest cross-section leaving behind a vacancy (hole). The 

vacancy is filled by an electron from a higher shell i.e. L, M or higher. When an electron from 

a higher shell jumps down to a lower shell, X-rays are emitted which consists of energy 

equivalent to the energy difference between two participant shells. These X-rays are used in 

SEM to perform energy dispersive X-ray analysis, providing information about the chemical 

composition of the sample [68, 69]. 

Samples can undergo a charge build-up while being analysed under SEM, e.g ink coated on 

glass. To overcome this charging effect, a thin layer (10-40 nm) of conducting materials e.g. 

carbon or gold is deposited on the sample [75]. 

2.6 Thermochromatic materials 
 

Thermochromatic materials change their colours and optical properties when exposed to 

different temperatures. Liquid crystals possess the properties of both liquids and crystalline 

solids i.e. they have flow characteristics as well as structural arrangements. In addition, they 

exhibit dynamic optical properties. Thermochromatic liquid crystals tune their colour codes at 

specific temperatures within activation range by selectively reflecting wavelengths of incident 

broadband light [76]. Molecules in thermochromatic liquid crystals are arranged in regular 

discreet orders i.e. they have both positional and orientational order [77]. Thermotropic liquid 

crystals structures can be categorised as smectic and nematic. Nematic liquid crystals have 

orientational order (the long axes of the molecules are parallel to one another), but do not have 
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positional order (seemingly random position). Smectic liquid crystals have both orientational 

order and positional order; the molecules are arranged in discrete molecular layers. The 

following Figure 2.7 shows the molecular structure of nematic and smectic liquid crystals. The 

molecules are orientated along the vector n, which are known as ‘director’ [78-80]. 

 

Figure 2. 7: Molecular orientation of nematic and smectic liquid crystals [81]. 

 

Nematic liquid crystals are twisted and are highly optically active or non-twisted structural 

arrangement can be obtained. The twisted nematic structures can perturb the plane of polarized 

light. Nematic liquid crystals which are optically more active can be further divided into two 

categories; cholesteric liquid crystals are composed of cholesterol and sterol-based compounds 

whereas chiral nematic liquid crystals are made from nonsterol-based compounds [81]. 

Figure2.8 shows the hierarchical classification of liquid crystals. 
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Figure 2. 8: Hierarchical classification of liquid crystals [81]. 

The molecular structure of chiral nematic liquid crystals consists of twisted thin layers of 

constituents stacked on top of one another extended in all directions. 

Desirable textures are Focal Conic (axes of helical molecules should align parallel to the 

surface of the substrate) and Planar textures (axes of helical molecules should align 

perpendicular to the surface of the substrate) [81]. Optical properties of thermochromatic liquid 

crystals tuned based on temperature variation include birefringence, optical activity, circular 

dichroism, and diffraction [81, 82]. 

From the principle of Bragg’s scattering, the molecular (constituent) spacing is responsible for 

observed thermochromatic effect within thermochromatic liquid crystal when altered due to a 

change in temperature. Bragg’s diffraction equation is given as follows [81]: 

𝑛𝜆 =  2𝑑 sin ϕ        (2.21) 

When the pitch length is comparable to the wavelength of incident light within the visible 

range, specific colours are yielded that vary with thermal condition [81]. Temperature changes 
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within the activation temperature limits, the orientation of the directional vector in molecular 

layers changes, which, alters the pitch length and hence the reflected wavelength [83]. Figure 

2.9 shows the phase changes and associated colour changing properties of a nematic liquid 

crystal. Nematic liquid crystals commonly exhibit smectic mesophases at lower temperatures 

[81]. 

 

Figure 2. 9: colour changing properties and associated phases of a nematic liquid crystal [81]. 

 

Thermochromism is also achieved by using organic dyes. Leuco dye is a dye which can switch 

in between two chemical forms one of which is colorless [84]. The leuco dye system normally 

require three components to perform a reversible thermochromatic effect; organic dyes, colour 

developers, and solvents [85]. Operation procedures of these systems are about temperature-

sensitive pH transitions which cause colour transition within leuco dyes [86, 87]. The colour 

developers are mostly weak acid alkyl-p-hydroxybenzoates, bisphenol A, 1,2,3-triazoles, or 4-

hydroxycoumarin, which dissociates incompletely within solution by releasing only a few of 

their hydrogen atoms causing a reversible colour change. It is the pronation and subsequent 

ring opening of the lactones by the weak acid colour developer that causes reversible colour 

transition of the leuco dye as shown in figure 2.9A [80]. 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dye
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Figure 2.9A: Crystal violet lactone changes from colourless to coloured when combined with 

a weak acid [80]. 

 The co-solvents are typically alcohol, ester or amide, whose melting point controls the colour 

change at specific temperatures [85, 88]. The co-solvents are typically alcohol, ester or amide, 

whose melting point controls the colour change at specific temperatures. The leuco dye system 

contains, leuco dye, colour developer and solvent as a combination. At lower temperatures, the 

solvent is in a solid state in contact with a leuco dye and weak acid, yielding coloured 

compound. As the temperature rises above the melting point of co-solvent, the colour 

producing components come apart and the compound appears colourless [89]. 

Microencapsulation is also utilised to encapsulate a combination of different dyes to generate 

a range of colour at various temperatures and to protect leuco dyes from harsh environment 

[85]. 

2.7  Light absorbing materials, replication and mechanical 

properties 

 

Light absorbing materials absorb incident light and convert it into thermal energy. Examples 

include ink pigments, metallic films, dyes, etc. Semi-transparent and opaque materials/optical 

devices are most commonly used materials as light absorbers to deduct energy from incident 

light and convert it into heat. When laser beams of sufficiently higher energies are directed 

towards the localised area the energy is absorbed within the molecules of the target material 
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for a short period. The energy is released as heat and can vaporise the material at the focused 

area. This process is known as laser ablation [90]. Materials which have the ability to replicate 

the surface nanostructures successfully without any major changes in the dimension of the 

original structures from the stencil are known as replication materials e.g. gelatines and 

polymers. The process is known as surface stamping or embossing [91]. Stress is the minimum 

force required to create strain within a region of interest. Stress at micro or macro levels could 

be applied due to different forces such as mechanical, thermal, chemical or ph changes which 

can create a reversible/irreversible change in the dimensions. The strain is known as the degree 

of change in the dimensions of a given specimen under applied stress e.g. if a force is applied 

to create change in length then the strain will be the ratio of change in length and original length 

[92-95]. Mathematically, 

σ =
𝐹

𝐴
         (2.22) 

Ɛ =
𝛥𝐿

𝐿
        (2.23) 

Here σ represents stress, 𝐹 is applied force on area unit area 𝐴and Ɛ is strain created within the 

specimen. Young’s modulus is defined as the ratio of stress to strain and is mathematically 

given bellow: 

É =
𝜎

Ɛ
         (2.24) 

Where É is the ratio of applied stress and corresponding strain and is called Young’s modulus. 

Materials behave to the applied stress according to their mechanical properties such as elasticity 

i.e. whether they are brittle (glass) or ductile (polymers).  
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Figure 2. 10: showing ductile and brittle behaviour under stress application [96]. 

 

In fig. 2.10 σy is yield stress, σu ultimate stress and σf fracture stress. Both kinds of materials 

do not show any strain before the applied forces cross the threshold. However above the 

corresponding threshold stress, ductile materials show both elastic and plastic deformation 

whereas brittle materials do not experience considerable deformation and break down 

(mechanical failure) suddenly as soon as elastic deformation starts [95, 97]. 

2.8 Classification of holographic lithography 
 

Amplitude holograms are recorded by the light interference between reflected beam from the 

object and a reference beam within varied absorption coefficient of recording media. While the 

phase holograms are recorded when thickness variation of recording media occurs. In 

volumetric holograms the diffraction pattern is recorded inside the volume rather than on 

surface [98].  

Laser interference based lithography in Denisyuk reflection holography mode is convenient to 

use, simple and more productive laser ablation technique as it does not require extensive laser 

tuning of laser beams or attachment with expensive equipment. This technique requires an 
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extended laser beam which passes through the semi-transparent recording media kept on axis 

and records information from the object to be copied in the wave front. Interference occurs 

between the antiparallel waves propagating in opposite direction of recording media to create 

standing wave effects. Copied information is then recorded within the light absorbing material 

in the form of periodic gratings by means of ablation. Recorded hologram has no physical 

resemblance with the original object but carries the optical properties of the object [99]. 

Interference pattern originated by the simple mirror yields simple diffraction gratings and 

hence simple diffraction pattern whereas, interference caused by phase conjugate mirror will 

yield the phase conjugate structures which on illumination with monochromatic light yield 

phase conjugate diffraction pattern on image screen [100]. whole event is then replayed by 

illuminating the recorded hologram with reading beam and virtual image is viewed by the 

observer on the image screen kept on the other side of the hologram. Reflection holography are 

used to generate various nanophotonic devices due to their lower dispersion and supress 

conjugate images. 

Whereas, in transmission holography both waves interfere from the same side of the object to 

produce standing wave. Object and laser waves are off axis of the recording medium. Virtual 

image of the copied object is then viewed from the same side of the observer and reading wave 

under illumination. Transmission holography is often used to recorded holograms on the 

opaque photosensitive materials and have applications in identity cards and currency notes etc. 

Due to of axis geometry the transmission holograms can separate conjugate images but cannot 

supress them completely. Higher light dispersion of transmission holograms as compared to 

reflection holograms limits their use. 
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2.9 Holographic recording via laser interference-based 

lithography 
 

Holograms made via laser beam interference-based ablation use two coherent beams to record 

a hologram within a substrate [100]. One beam scatters/reflects from the object to be copied 

and travels towards the recording medium while the second beam is a reference beam which 

interferes with the first beam and creates an interference pattern at the recording media. The 

recorded holograms are in the form of periodic gratings depending upon 

constructive/destructive interference pattern and have no physical resemblance with the 

original object [99, 101]. When these holographic gratings are illuminated with the 

monochromatic or broadband light sources often called reading beam, then copied object is 

displayed at the far field (image screen) depending upon the dimensions of the recorded 

gratings. The word hologram is referred to both physical structures as well as to the resulting 

diffraction pattern. The holography is the process of coding and decoding information where 

the whole recorded event can be replayed by simply shining any small part the recorded film 

with a light source [102]. Consider a holographic plane 𝑥 − 𝑦 of the hologram Ħ; the respective 

reference wave can be expressed as 

𝐴𝑎(𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝐴𝑎1cos [2𝜋𝜔𝑡 + ɸ(𝑥, 𝑦)]     (2.25) 

Here 𝐴𝑎1 is the amplitude of reference beam, ɸ is the phase term as function of position with 

respect to holographic plane. The reflected wave from an object S is defined as, 

𝐴𝑠(𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝐴𝑎𝑠cos [2𝜋𝜔𝑡 + ɸ𝑠(𝑥, 𝑦)]     (2.26) 

The reflected wave will store information about the object S, encoded in spatial variation of a 

wavefront. Holographic laser writing process involves superimposition of 𝐴𝑎(𝑥, 𝑦) and 

𝐴𝑠(𝑥, 𝑦) to irradiate photosensitive material. Hence, the reconstructing wave and resulting 

irradiance could be mathematically defined as, 

𝐴𝑅(𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝐴𝑎𝑅cos [2𝜋𝜔𝑡 + ɸ(𝑥, 𝑦)]     (2.27) 
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𝐼(𝑥, 𝑦) = |(𝐴𝑅 + 𝐴𝑠)
2|𝑇 = 

𝐴2𝑎𝑅+𝐴
2
𝑎𝑠

2+𝐴𝑎𝑅𝐴𝑎𝑠cos (ɸ−ɸ𝑎)
    (2.28) 

Information about the object is given in the above equation where both phase and amplitude 

modulated from the position dependency for ɸ𝑠(𝑥, 𝑦) and 𝐴𝑎𝑠(𝑥, 𝑦). Amplitude of 

transmission profile during wavefront reconstruction is considered to be proportional to 

irradiance, 𝐼(𝑥, 𝑦). The final resulting wave is directly proportional to the product of irradiance 

and reconstructing wave, 

𝐴𝐹(𝑥, 𝑦) =
𝐴𝑎𝑅(𝐴

2
𝑎1
+ 𝐴2𝑎𝑠)𝑐𝑜𝑠[2𝜋𝜔𝑡 + ɸ(𝑥, 𝑦)] + 𝐴𝑎𝑅𝐴𝑎𝑠𝐴𝑎1cos [2𝜋𝜔𝑡 + 2ɸ − ɸ𝑎]

2
 

+
𝐴𝑎𝑅𝐴𝑎𝑠𝐴𝑎1cos [2𝜋𝜔𝑡+ɸ𝑎]

2
   (2.29) 

Here the first term represents the modulated amplitude of the reconstructed beam. Any part of 

the recorded hologram in the form of diffraction gratings can replay the whole event. Zero-

order of the diffraction order represented by first term carries no information about the object 

phase. Next two diffracted orders represented by second and third terms yielded from 

summation and difference carry both phase and amplitude information of the object [101].  

 

2.10 Laser ablation in Densyuk reflection holographic mode 
 

When two coherent laser beams interfere with each other in space, they can add up or cancel 

out depending on whether they interfere constructively or destructively. If the crests of both 

beams are superimposed on each other, the interference is called constructive interference 

otherwise they will undergo destructive interference. A standing resultant wave is obtained 

which can carry sufficiently high enough energy to ablate the target material placed on the path 

of its propagation. The interference pattern can then be recorded within the target substrate. 

The region exposed to the constructive interference part of the wave (crest) will be ablated 

whereas the region which comes across the destructive part of the wave (trough) will stay intact, 
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resulting in a well-ordered diffraction pattern recorded within the substrate. The recording 

medium used can be in the form of absorbing inks, dyes, polymers or films based on metallic 

nanoparticles e.g. gold. Energy transferred by the standing wave to the light absorbing 

materials results in localised heat generation which vaporises the material instantly. Materials 

exposed to the nanosecond laser pulses of high energy can be melted and vaporised without an 

interference pattern [28]. Selection of ablation pattern is dependent on the incident laser beam 

energy, the distance between the recording media and the object, exposure angles and, the 

wavelength of the incident laser [28, 99]. 

Laser ablation as being the backbone of many research and developments in the fields like 

metallurgy and material science, laser-based holographic techniques, and medical procedures. 

Nanosecond pulsed laser ablation is of great importance for material processing including 

metals and non-metals (bulk and thin film) due to cost effectiveness, efficient pulsed laser 

sources [103, 104]. The process of material removal from the target due to the highly intense 

ns laser beam is considered as vaporization/phase explosion and can be considered a thermal 

process [104]. A pulse duration of ns laser is higher than phonon-electron relaxation time in 

the target material which is of the order of picosecond in gold [105]. Intense standing waves 

caused by interference of incident and reflected ns beams interact within the light absorbing 

material by transferring its energy to the atoms/electrons of the target material. The localised 

surface under focus may be heated above the critical temperature i.e. well above the boiling 

temperature e.g. gold has critical temperature 6977 °C and boiling temperature 2700 °C [105]. 

The material is melted and vaporised as a function of heat and pressure.  

In the event of sufficient laser fluence, the surface temperature of the target material may reach 

80% of critical temperature i.e. for gold 5581°C causing a transition in optical and electrical 

properties of the material, hence light absorption falls [106]. However, upon additional 

absorption of energy from laser beam, the localised temperature approaches 90% of critical 
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temperature resulting into formation of more bubbles, yielding into the ejection of material as 

liquid droplets and vapor by explosive boiling, or phase explosion [107]. 

Laser ablation through reflection holography has been extensively used to fabricate phase 

conjugate diffraction gratings, diffusers and lenses [108]. laser ablation is a thermal process 

through which material is selectively evaporated from the surface of the stencil by rapid 

deposition of energy carried by laser beam. Laser ablation process is similar to the 

photolithography however photolithography needs lower fluence than laser ablation to 

overcome threshold energy for ablation [106, 109]. 

Laser interference-based lithography is influenced by laser characteristics, object to be copied, 

exposure angle, exposure distance, recording media and sample location from focal plane. 

Nanofabrication through laser ablation is still under continues research through different 

parameters manipulation and for patterning many different materials include ink, gold, gelatine 

and soft polymers. Laser ablation-based holography utilises the interference of two or more 

coherent beams to record holograms in light sensitive media. Surface stamping is perhaps the 

most commonly used technique to transfer nanostructures from the stencil to the target surface 

include gelatines and soft polymers [110, 111]. Photopolymers and photoresists have been used 

to record holograms in classical holography, however process is costly and time consuming. 

FIB milling and e-beam lithography are also used to prepare master surfaces which are further 

used for surface stamping [112, 113]. Both methods need expensive equipment, expertise 

dependent, time consuming and have low throughput [114, 115]. To overcome these challenges 

laser ablation-based lithography has been employed to create nanostructures with in 

conductive, nonconductive, soft polymers, gelatines and ink dyes. Pulsed laser of sufficient 

high energy (100-300 mJ/cm2) is required to ablate the target material is used to structure a 

wide range of materials with different optical properties. dimensions of fabricated structures 

are comparable to the wavelength of the light used. Sizes of the structures may vary from half 
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of the wavelength of the light used to the five times of the wavelength. depending on 

adjustments of provided parameters (exposure angles and working distance).  

Consider an arbitrary wave with amplitude (A), wavelength λ and angular frequency Ѵ, 

propagating in x-direction,  

             Ei= 𝐴𝑐𝑜𝑠2𝜋(Ѵt −
𝑥

λ 
)           (2.30) 

Reflected wave from the object will be, 

             Er= 𝐴𝑐𝑜𝑠2𝜋(Ѵt +
𝑥

λ 
)               (2.31) 

Standing wave caused by interference of both waves 

             Ei + Er = 𝐴𝑐𝑜𝑠2𝜋(Ѵt −
𝑥

λ 
)+ 𝐴𝑐𝑜𝑠2𝜋(Ѵt +

𝑥

λ 
)            (2.32) 

                         = |2𝐴𝑐𝑜𝑠2𝜋
𝑥

λ 
| 𝑐𝑜𝑠2𝜋Ѵt       (2.33) 

Total interference occurs between two or more waves due to overlapping in the optical paths 

[102]. Net electric field at a point 𝑟 is the sum of all electric fields involve at time 𝑡, 

𝐸(𝑟, 𝑡) = 𝐸1(𝑟, 𝑡) + 𝐸2(𝑟, 𝑡) + ⋯+ 𝐸𝑛(𝑟, 𝑡)                           (2.34) 

𝐼 being the interference intensity is the absolute square of net electric field,  

             𝐼 = ∑ |𝐸𝑖(𝑟, 𝑡)|𝑖=1…𝑛
2                                                                          (2.35) 

Between minimum and maximum electric field values the intensity distribution shows the net 

electric field variation from point to point. Maximum intensity occurs during constructive 

interference whereas minimum intensity is shown during the event of destructive interference. 

This periodic intensity distribution is directed to the light absorbing media to be structured. 

Electric field vector of multibeams laser light is given by,     
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𝐸𝑚 = 𝐸𝑚𝑢𝑚exp [𝑖(𝐾𝑚𝑟 − 𝜔𝑡 + 𝜑𝑚)]                                                        (2.36)        

Here, 𝐸𝑚 is Amplitude, 𝑢𝑚 unit polarisation vector and 𝜑𝑚 is phase of the mth wave. Total 

intensity distribution is given by, 

𝐼 = ∑ 𝐸𝑛
2

𝑛 + 2∑ 𝐸𝑛𝑚
2𝑁

𝑛<𝑚 𝑢𝑛𝑚
2 cos [𝑘𝑛𝑚𝑟+𝜑𝑛𝑚]                                         (2.37) 

Here 𝐸𝑛𝑚
2 = |𝐸𝑛𝐸𝑚|, 𝐾𝑛𝑚 = 𝐾𝑛 − 𝐾𝑚, 𝜑𝑛𝑚 = 𝜑𝑛−𝜑𝑚 and 𝑢𝑛𝑚 = |𝑢𝑛𝑢𝑚|. Periodicity of the 

recorded gratings depends upon phase, amplitude, wave vector and polarisation difference 

between waves [116]. 

2.11 Phase conjugation as real time holography 
 

Optical Phase Conjugation (OPC) is a complex phenomenon of a photorefractive medium in 

which a Phase Conjugated Wave (PCW) is generated [117]. The PCW is the reverse phase of 

an electromagnetic field at every point as compared to incident light [118]. It has applications 

in optical tomography, interferometry, near-field microscopy, wavefront correction, imaging, 

and biochemical sensing [118-121]. The PCW can be generated via three major mechanisms. 

The first method involves four-wave mixing process; the second technique is based on various 

backward simulated (Brillouin, Raman, Rayleigh-wing or Kerr) scattering processes; and the 

third method is pivoting on single/multi-photon pumped backwards stimulated emission 

process (lasing). There is a common physical mechanism among all three techniques which 

plays the same vital role in generating backwards phase conjugate beam which is based on 

optical nonlinearity [122-126]. 

To discuss the formal analogy between conventional holography and four-wave mixing, 

consider the process of hologram recording and reconstruction by interference between a 

reference beam Ar and reflected beam from the object Ao. The resulting transmission function 

is then given by [127], 
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 T  (Ao+ Ar)+(Ao
*

 + Ar
*

 )=|Ao|
2+|Ar|

2+ Ao Ar
*+ Ao

*
 Ar                                 (2.38) 

Ar (x,y) and Ao (x,y) denote the complex amplitudes of the reflected and reflected from the 

object fields, respectively, in the hologram plane z = 0. Recorded hologram is then illuminated 

with a reading beam AR imposing from the opposite direction of reference beam Ar i.e. AR= 

Ar
*. Thus, the diffraction field Ad which is recorded at image screen opposite to the reading 

beam AR is given, 

  Ad=T AR= (|Ao|
2+|Ar|

2+ Ao Ar
*+ Ao

*
 Ar)Ar

*                                      (2.39) 

   =(|Ao|
2+|Ar|

2) Ar
*+(Ar

*)2 Ao+|Ar|
2 Ao

*
                                   (2.40) 

In equation first term on the right side is proportional to the incident field AR= Ar
*. The second 

term (Ar
*)2 Ao in a thick hologram will have a phase factor exp [-i(2kr – ko).r] and is thus phase 

mismatched, i.e. will not radiate. The third term, at z < 0 is related to a time-reversed phase 

conjugate hologram of the object field Ao.  

To establish the formal analogy between phase conjugation and holography can be established 

by exploring the possibility of application of four-wave mixing to conventional holography. In 

conventional holography, spatial filtering, convolution and correlation in the focal plane of 

suitably placed lenses [127-129]. It can be extended to the same line of reasoning by nonlinear 

experiments in which the holographic films are replaced by nonlinear optical media to find 

possibility of many useful applications. 

2.12 Optical structures and displays 
 

Surfaces which can manipulate incident light by changing the plane of polarised light, 

diffraction, scattering, reflecting or absorbing are called optical elements. Optical structures 

are often in nanometric scale i.e. comparable to the wavelength of the visible region of EMS. 

These structures could be diffraction gratings, diffusing surfaces, micro-lenses, 
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retroreflectors/reflectors, or polariser etc. Holographic structures are fabricated/copied from 

the original optical elements onto a substrate via replication or laser ablation. On illumination, 

the optical response from these holographic structures can be displayed at the image screen in 

the form of a diffraction pattern, diffusion field or any other shape depending on the structure. 

Due to their compactness and cost-effectiveness, holographic optical structures are being used 

in many optical applications as they can replace the master surface and can help develop more 

advanced novel optical devices. Some methods which have potential to perform 

nanofabrication include e-beam lithography (focussed beam of electrons is used to draw 

customised patterns onto an electron sensitive film) [130, 131], and ion beam lithography 

(scanning of a beam of ions to create desirable nanopatterns onto a surface) [132, 133]. Both 

methods require expertise, and expensive equipment and are also time-consuming hence cannot 

be used for mass production [115, 134, 135]. Direct laser writing function is the continuous 

focus of a highly energetic beam of the laser on a target substrate to generate optical structures 

via direct ablation of the material. Size of the fabricated structures is limited to the spot size. 

Surface imprinting or embossing is a technique to replicate nanostructures from any stencil in 

contact with the replication material such as polymers. The technique is limited to ductile 

materials as replication cannot be performed on brittle materials. Dimensions of the replicated 

structures stay permanent and are comparable to the master surface. Laser interference-based 

ablation in Denisyuk reflection mode is also used to engineer nanopatterns in light absorbing 

films coated on various substrates. This technique provides many parameters which can be 

adjusted to control the size of optical structures, flexibility in the choice of material, are easy 

to operate without exhausted laser alignment. The technique is also speed and cost-productive.  
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Figure 2. 11: Various optical structures and their resulting pattern under illumination. 

 

The word hologram refers to both physical structures and the resulting diffraction pattern. 

Holographic displays functioning in a reflection mode are more useful in various applications 

such as remote sensing, where flexible holographic structures fabricated within the sensitive 

medium are stacked within distant objects or human restricted areas to monitor environmental 

conditions via tuned optical response in the form of reflected pattern based on external stimuli. 

However, holograms functioning within transmission mode are also important for applications 

such as data storage, displays, communications and decoration. 

2.13 Computational and numerical modelling 
 

Different numerical methods are used to solve problems related to electromagnetic radiation 

propagation, sound waves, fluid dynamics and heat-transfer. The solution of numerical 

methods are based on partial-derivatives of Maxwell equations [136]. Most popular numerical 

methods to solve electromagnetic problems are [137]:  
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1. Finite Element Method (FEM) 

2. Finite Difference Time Domain Method (FDTD) 

3. Finite Difference Method (FDM) 

4. Finite Volume Method (FVM) 

5. Method of Lines (MoL) 

6. Plane Wave Expansion Method (PWEM) 

7. FMM (Fast Multipole Method) 

FEM is a numerical method to approximate numerical solutions based on boundary value 

problems. FEM also is known as a finite element analysis (FEA), where a large problem is 

divided into small problems to get an approximate solution. The approximate solution is based 

on a combination of the elementary functions known as basic functions. FEM is based on 

one/two/three-dimensional (1/2/3D) meshing elements. FEM is considered as a boundary value 

problem based on a mathematical model (e.g. differential equations) to deceive physical 

behaviour in a certain domain (e.g. waveguide) [136]. 

FDTD is a differential method based on time-dependent Maxwell equation to get the solution 

of a numerical problem. FDTD is based on grids or Yee cells and the partial derivative of 

Maxwell equations and is used to discretise the grids into the time and space-domain. During 

FDTD simulations, electric-field components are discretized in space-domains and then 

followed by magnetic field components discretized in time-domain. FDTD simulations are 

limited with thinner and longer structures [138]. 

FDM is a numerical method which is based on a simulation domain and differential equations. 

The derivative approximation is based on the discretization of finite difference equations. 
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Numerically approximate solutions are based on discretization errors. Step size and 

discretization equations are the main criteria of simulation quality and duration. Generally, 

larger steps reduce simulation period however produce simulation instability and reduce data 

quality [139]. 

FVM is based on algebraic equations and solution approximations found through the evaluation 

of differential equations. The meshed geometry is used to calculate discretise volume while the 

divergence theorem is used to convert volume integrals into surface integrals. FVM is widely 

applied in fluid dynamics [140]. 

MoL is an initial value problem based on volume discretization with at least one domain. 

During simulation, only spatial derivatives discretise and time variables remain continuous 

[141]. Solution approximations are based on independent variable approximation through one 

or more differential equations. Finite difference, finite elements, or Fourier series 

approximation can be used to approximate solution of MoL [142]. 

PWE is computational technique to solve Maxwell's equations by formulating a characterictic 

vector (eigenvalue) problem from the equation. PW are solutions to homogeneous Helmholtz 

equation, which represent EM field in the periodic medium [143]. PWE provide precise 

solutions and is well established technique to the modal solution problem. Appearance of 

spurious modes and large problem scaled make this technique time consuming and complex in 

terms of memory requirement as compared to FDTD and FEM which are model transients and 

simpler [144]. 

 FMM is most popular numerical technique in computational electromagnetics based on 

integral-equation group whereas FDTD and FEM are the mostly used for partial differential 

equation group. FMM relies on the application of discrete form of integral equations (on the 

surfaces of the geometries) [145]. FMM is based on the iterative solution of linear system and 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maxwell%27s_equations
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Helmholtz_equation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Helmholtz_equation
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provides an accurate calculation of the matrix vector multiplications as required by solver. It 

improves memory requirement and processing time and enables to solve larger problems [145].  

Through computation modelling, the most suitable method selected will need to be considered 

using the advantages and disadvantages of all available methods.  

Numerical techniques for electromagnetics are generally characterised into two categories: 

partial differential equation and integral equation techniques. FDTD and FEM are the most 

popular and well-established techniques for partial differential equation [146]. FEM is capable 

to handle complex geometries as compared to FDTD. FEM is more suitable method to describe 

complex geometries and to interpret the maps of the fields, whereas FDTD is utilised in the 

case of large number of wavelengths, non-regular and non-Cartesian mesh refinement [147]. 

FDM is older method and is faster than FEM but has limited features and provides less 

accuracy, whereas FEM provides higher order of accuracy and is more demanding on the mesh 

quality. FVM and FDM provide discreet solution whereas FEM provides continues solutions. 

FEM is fast in terms of modelling different designs and materials through software, can solve 

the problems with higher degree of accuracy, useful for time/frequency dependent simulations 

and provides boundary conditions (point forces, distributed forces, thermal effects) utilisation 

to define the model needs to respond. Therefore, FEM was used to perform computational 

modelling of diffraction optical structures. COMSOL Multiphysics software is a commercially 

available software based on FEM has been used for optical modelling. It is a user-friendly, 

simple, easy-going graphical tool to model optical structures, small scale diffractive optical 

devices. It consists of features such as 2D/3D modelling, user-defined variable, material 

selection, customized or variable grid/mesh size, time/frequency domain accurate results 

analysis with smaller time periods. 
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FEM was used to perform computational modelling of diffraction optical structures. COMSOL 

Multiphysics software is a commercially available software based on FEM has been used for 

optical modelling. It is a user-friendly, simple, easy-going graphical tool to model optical 

structures. FVM and FDM provide discrete solutions, while FEM provides a continuous 

solution (up to a point). It consists of features such as 2D/3D modelling, user-defined variable, 

material selection, customized or variable grid/mesh size, time/frequency domain accurate 

results analysis with smaller time periods. The approximate solution in FEM is based on the 

combination of elementary functions, which are known as shape or basic function. 

The approximate solution in FEM is achieved by the combination of shape or basic functions 

(elementary function). Mathematical problem (differential equations) describes a boundary 

value problem, which is related to physical behaviour (EM field) in a certain domain D (e.g. a 

photonic crystal, a waveguide) [136]. 

  ΔU = N  in D 

  U|∂D = Uo 

Here, Δ is differential operator, N is known function and U is unknown function. In 2D FEM, 

triangular finite element are simplest elements and are proposed for continuous problems as 

other elements can be produced from triangular elements. Basis function for triangular 

meshing will be ei(xi , yj)=1 if i≠j and ei(xi , yj)=0 if i=j. 

Grid size is defined in pre-processing stage. 2D/3D geometry is created by CAD, geometry is 

simplified to reduce complexity during meshing by eliminating unimportant features. 

Geometric parameters/structures can also be exported from external source. Characteristics of 

the material are defined. Meshes are introduced to CAD geometry in order to produce smaller 

segments. Processing time and order of accuracy depends on mesh orientation and size. 
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Processing speed can be improved by introducing larger mesh sizes at the compensation of 

accuracy. Loads and constraints are applied by defining boundary conditions. A field quantity 

is incorporated, which can interpolate over entire meshed structure by integrating elements 

together in order to form individual polynomial for every single meshing element and to 

share degree of freedom to neighbouring nodes. Each node forms a set of algebraic equations 

instead of algebraic equation for whole geometry. for linear systems, Ac=b, where A and b 

are stiffness matrix and constant. Solution of linear system gives unknown variable at nodes, 

c=bA-1. Post processing stage provides results which can be viewed and analysed. In the case 

of unsatisfied results mesh formation is performed and the process is repeated until the 

desired results.      
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Chapter 3 Ink-Based Phase Conjugate Nanostructures 
 

3.1 Overview 
 

This chapter discusses ink-based phase-conjugated nanostructures fabricated via CCR 

integrated nanosecond pulsed laser. Nanofabrication through retroreflection based lithography 

result into interesting novel features in terms of surface morphologies and optical properties. 

Fabricated nanostructures are recorded in the form of phase conjugated diffractive gratings 

rather than ordinary gratings. Introduction and conjugated nanostructure recording theory are 

discussed in section 3.2. Sample preparation and phase-conjugated nanostructure fabrication 

are presented in section 3.3. Optical properties and computation modelling of 1D and 2D 

conjugated nanostructures are reported in sections 3.4-3.7. Diffraction intensity comparison of 

ordinary gratings made with simple metallic mirror and phase conjugate gratings made with 

CCR are presented in 3.8. The chapter is summarized in section 3.9. 

This chapter is reproduced from ‘’Khalid, M.W., et al., Holographic Writing of Ink-Based 

Phase Conjugate Nanostructures via Laser Ablation. Scientific Reports, 2017. 7(1): p. 10603.’’ 

3.2 Introduction 
 

An ideal phase conjugate mirror (PCM) reflects a light wave in which the wave vector and the 

amplitude are reversed and are complex conjugated to the incident wave to create PCW [1, 2]. 

A CCR also produces phase conjugated reflected light through total internal reflection (TIR) 

based on three-mirror reflection effect [3]. However, the use of three dimensional or volumetric 

PCM/CCRs is limited due to fabrication complexity, time-consumption and higher costs. 

Recently, flat optical devices have been produced on functionalized substrates using low-cost 

single pulse holography [4-6]. Additionally, optical phase-conjugated flat CCR array 
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holograms have been created in functionalized gelatine substrates through holographic 

Denisyuk reflection mode recording [3, 7-9]. Phase conjugate nanostructures can be produced 

in the form of periodic gratings recorded in light absorbing medium by the interference pattern 

formed when a plane electromagnetic wave is reflected from a phase-conjugate mirror or CCR 

rather than from an ordinary mirror [10]. Single pulse Denisyuk reflection holography is a low 

cost, fast, and simple technique to fabricate nanostructures which on light illumination can 

diffract light ion phase conjugation manners [3, 11]. Phase conjugate holograms recorded in 

the form of phase conjugate gratings have applications in optical tomography, interferometry, 

near field microscopy, wavefront correction, imaging and biochemical sensing [1, 12-17]. 

Figure 3.1d-f shows SEM, OM images of phase conjugate diffractive gratings and diffraction 

field, respectively. 
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Figure 3. 1: (a,b) Light illumination at side and center of the CCR. (c) Optical phase 

conjugation. (d) SEM image of the conjugated patterns. (e,f) Light diffraction property of the 

conjugated structures through violet light illumination. 

 

Fabrication of phase conjugate nanostructures demonstrated in this chapter is performed 

through a more productive, cost effective as it does not require to be attached with expensive 

equipment and convenient to use technique called Denisyuk reflection image writing [18, 19]. 

Nanofabrication by integrating CCR and Nd: YAG laser is novel technique and reported first 

time ever. A single pulsed nanosecond laser is used to record phase-conjugate holograms on 

ink coated glass substrates. In this process, an incident laser beam propagates through the light 

absorbing media impinges the CCR surface and retroreflected to interfere with the incident 

beam. Now the standing wave have enough energy to ablate the material depending upon the 

interference pattern caused by both waves. Conjugated periodicity depends on the intensity 

distribution of an interference pattern and the optical properties of light absorbing material (i.e. 
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absorption, refractive index). Resulting conjugated patterns are also affected by the tilt angle 

of the recording media, working distance, height, and the localized energy distribution from 

the laser source. 1D/2D phase conjugate nanostructures can be produced in holographic films 

through optimized parameters. In the reading step, A single beam of monochromatic or 

broadband light illuminates the recorded structures. The diffraction field caused by reading 

event shows phase conjugation properties. 

3.2.1 Conjugate nanostructure recording theory 

Phase conjugate nanostructures were copied in the form of periodic gratings on an ink coated 

glass substrate via interference-based laser ablation. The recording process involved light 

inference through a cornercube retroreflector in a light-sensitive ink-based holographic 

recording medium. A cornercube retroreflector having three mutually perpendicular mirror 

surfaces that reflect light toward the source through total internal reflection. The incident light 

is reflected three times to create a retroreflection [20]. However, not all light entering the 

cornercube is reflected three times and become a part of retroreflection. Light entering at the 

centre of the cornercube has more probability to be retroreflected than entering at the sides 

(Figure 3.2a-b) [3]. The retroreflected light is phase conjugated to the incident light. The 

incident light is transmitted (plane-to-plane of CCR) and interferes with the reflected phase 

conjugated light to produces phase conjugated nanostructures at the ink substrate through laser 

ablation. Consider an arbitrary incident plane wave under paraxial the approximation is: 

)]..([e)(),( trki

i
iiAtrE  −

=                       (3.1) 

Here A(i) is a amplitude function, ki is a wave vector, and ε is a unit polarization vector so that 

ε.ε*. The light reflected from a CCR can be approximated with ideal PCM if (a) the physical 
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dimension of the CCR is large enough, and (b) the centre of the CCR coincides with optical 

axis. Therefore, reflected wave from a CCR is: 

)]..([** e)(),( trki

CCR
iiARtrE  −−

=
                (3.2) 

Here R indicates amplitude reflectivity of a CCR, -ki reverse direction of the reflected wave, 

ε*, and A*(i) indicates conjugate/reversal of polarization and amplitude vectors [21, 22]. The 

recorded phase-conjugated nanostructure due to the resulting complex interference between 

the incident and transmitted or reflected PCW is: 

tirkirki

CCRi eiARiAtrEtrEtrE ii  −−
+=+= ]e)(e)([),(),(),(

)..(**)..(

            (3.3) 

Consider the time-averaged electric energy density of the total field at a typical point in the 

space z > 0. 
*.)16/1( EEE =
[23], which is independent of time. By substituting into this 

expression from 3.3 and using ε.ε*=1 we readily find that:  
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where CC denotes complex conjugate. Using trigonometry identity and
ieRR =

, 

ieiAiA )()( =
, 

 ie22 =
, the interference field is [21]: 
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For maximum light interference, and 
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For minimum light interference, 
1)2.2cos( −=+−+ rki  and  
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.min
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16
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For simplicity, the interference between the incident and retroreflected light is taken into 

account. Interference due to transmitted light from plane-to-plane of CCR is not considered. 

However, phase-conjugated nanostructures fabrication through a CCR is a complex multibeam 

interference phenomenon i.e. interference between the incident beam, reflected beams from 

different planes (without three times reflection), and the retroreflected beam. 

3.3 Experimental setup and procedures 

3.3.1 Sample preparation 

The sample preparation is done using the following stages: (a) a glass plate is cleaned with 

acetone, and then dried for 1 min, (b) black permanent ink is then diluted in ethanol (1:1, v/v), 

(c) the ink-ethanol solution is poured on to the glass plate, which spins at 400 rpm for 60 s, 

followed by 900 rpm for 20 s, and (d) the ink-coated glass sample is then exposed to the laser 

pulse for recording nanostructures (as shown in Figure 3.2a). The recording process is 

completed in a few seconds. The transmission spectrum of the coated black ink indicated 

broadband absorption in the visible range as shown in figure 3.2b. 
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Figure 3. 2: (a) Sample preparation. (b,c) Transmission property of black ink and 1D grating. 

 

3.3.2 Phase conjugate nanostructure recording 
 

The optical recording of the phase conjugated nanostructure is based on a single pulse 

nanosecond laser and in-line Denisyuk reflection holography (Figure 3.3a). A 1064 nm beam 

from a Nd:YAG laser (pulse duration=3.5 ns, 300 mJ) is passed through the optical filters, a 

beam expander and a series of dichroic mirrors setup before exposing the recording medium. 

At the exposure stage, a recording medium (black ink coated on a glass slide) and an object 

(single CCR) are placed parallel to each other. The expanded laser beam passes perpendicular 

to the exposure stage and is reflected back from the CCR. The laser beam enters the CCR from 

the surface plane, which is reflected once from all three surfaces of the CCR and finally phase 

conjugates with respect to the incident beam. Both the incident and reflected beams propagate 

in the opposite direction. The resulting standing wave propagates toward the substrate, ablating 

the thin ink film and produces periodic gratings. A standing wave is produced as a result of 
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interference between the incident and the reflected wave which allows the formation of ablated 

and non-ablated regions on the recording medium as shown in Figure 3.1a. 

 

Figure 3. 3: Holographic fabrication of phase conjugate nanostructures using Denisyuk 

reflection mode recording on ink coated glass substrate. (a) Schematic of the experimental 

setup to fabricate conjugate nanopatterns. (b) Grating spacing as a function of tilt angle (θ°), 

i.e. the angle between the ink coated glass substrate and the surface plane of CCR. (c) Grating 

spacing as a function of height (h), i.e. the distance between the laser tip and the surface plane 

of CCR. (d) The grating spacing of the structures and separation between the diffraction spots 

of resulted diffraction pattern as a function of working distance (d), i.e. distance between the 

ink-coated glass substrate and CCR. 
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3.4 1D Ink-based conjugate nanostructures 
 

Phase conjugate 1D nanostructures are fabricated on an ink coated glass substrate through in-

line Denisyuk reflection holography. Figure 3.3a shows the experimental diagram to produce 

ink-based conjugate nanostructures. 1D/2D phase conjugate nanostructures are based on one 

or two pulses of a laser beam at specific exposure angles. The fabricated nanostructures are 

uniform to produce conjugate patterns (Figure 3.1c). The characteristics of ink-based 

nanostructure patterns depend on the laser wavelength, energy, and geometrical parameters. 

Ink-coated glass substrate is adjusted in a flexible sample holder (able to move along x, y and 

z-axes) above the retroreflector to vary the tilt angle (𝜃) of the substrate from 0° to 25°; the 

distance (𝑑) (distance with respect to the surface plane of the retroreflector) from 1.0 cm to 2.5 

cm; the height (ℎ) (distance between Nd:YAG laser tip to the surface plane) from 11.5 cm to 

19.5 cm. The Nd: YAG laser energy (𝐸) is varied from 90 mJ to 360 mJ. During the 

nanostructure recording, only one parameter is changed while others are kept constant. Figure 

3.3b-d depicts the spacing of fine diffraction conjugate grating structures as a function of 𝜃, ℎ, 

and 𝑑. 

Surface morphologies are varied by adjusting provided parameters during fabrication however, 

phase conjugation property persist in all the fabricated structures. Periodicity of the adjacent 

fringes considerably changed by optimising tilt angle and working distance. Reduction rate in 

the grating spacing slower down as we get closer to the half the wavelength limit of laser light 

used for fabrication. The grating spacing is decreased from 2.50 μm to 0.555 μm while 

increasing tilt angle of the glass substrate from the surface plane (𝜃=5°,10°, 15°, 20°, 25°) and 

keeping other parameters constant (𝐸=300 mJ, ℎ=11.5 cm and 𝑑=1.5 cm). Similarly, as the ℎ 

and 𝑑 increased, the grating spacing decreased (Figure 3.3c, d). To observe the influence of ℎ 

variation on grating spacing, all other parameters are kept constant (𝐸=300 mJ, 𝑑=1.5 cm, and 
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𝜃=15°); for d variation, ℎ was fixed (ℎ=11.5 cm, 𝐸=300 mJ, and 𝜃=15°). Additionally, the 

resolution of diffraction i.e. the distance between the diffraction orders increased with 

decreasing 𝑑. 

3.5 Optical characteristics of 1D conjugate structures 
 

The recorded patterns in the ink-based 1D conjugate nanostructure were analysed through 

optical and electron microscopy. The light entering from the side of the CCR does not show 

three mirror retroreflection effects and act like a normal mirror. The only light beam entering 

at the active regions of CCR undergoes three mirror reflection and produces retroreflection 

properties. Therefore, the recorded nanostructures with sidewall reflection were analogous to 

plane mirror reflection based holographic recording. The resulting recorded nanostructures 

(diffraction gratings) were based on two-beam interference strategy. Figure 3.4a-d shows 

optical and scanning electron microscope images of the recorded diffraction gratings at the 

sidewall laser illumination regions of the CCR with different tilt angle variations (θ = 6° and 

10°). The computed Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of the recorded nanostructures allowed 

visualizing 1D diffraction patterns (Figure 3.4e, f). As the tilt angle increased, the diffraction 

distance also increased due to the decrease in grating spacing. Lowering the tilt angle increased 

the ablation depth (Figure 3. 4g). However, light entering at the active regions of the CCR 

showed retroreflection. Light entered from one plane of CCR to another at 45° before leaving 

the last plane and returning towards the source. Therefore, light entering at the active regions 

of the CCR produces multibeam interference to create conjugate diffraction gratings. Figure 

3.4h, I show optical microscopic images of the conjugate nanostructures. The conjugate were 

formed due to multiple inference waves between the incident and phase conjugate waves from 

different CCR planes. The large grating structure was due to the light interference between the 

incident light and reflected phase conjugate light and have a 180° interference angle. However, 
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internally tilted smaller grating structures were due to the light interference between incident 

light and reflected light passing from one plane to the other and have an interference angle of 

45° (Figure 3. 4h). The electron microscope image of the conjugated nanostructure also had 

larger and internal smaller multigrating structures (Figure 3. 1d-f). 

The FFT simulation of the recorded conjugated nanostructures was predicted from the far-field 

diffraction patterns (Figure 3. 4j, k). The simulated FFT patterns showed tilted multi-order 

diffraction patterns when the illumination angle was varied. Furthermore, the far-field 

diffraction patterns of the fabricated planar and conjugated nanostructure were captured 

through the image screen experiment (Figure 3. 4l-n). The monochromatic (red, green, and 

blue) light was normally illuminated at the recorded nanostructures. 
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Figure 3. 4: Surface morphology and response to monochromatic light illumination of the 

simple and conjugated nanopatterns. (a-d) Optical and electron microscope images of the 

conventional gratings recorded at 6° and 10° tilt angles. (e, f) FFT of the planar patterns with 

6° and 10° tilt angles. Scale bars = 50 μm. (g) Depth of the normal fabricated patterns at 6° and 

10° tilted sample. (h, i) 2D phase conjugate nanostructures recorded by tilting sample at 10° 

and 15°. (j, k) FFT of the conjugated patterns with 10° and 15° sample tilt angles. Scale bars = 

50 μm. (l-n) Projected conventional, and conjugated diffraction patterns through red (λ=650 

nm), green (λ=532 nm), violet (λ=450 nm) light in normal transmission. Scale bars = 4.0 cm. 
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Well-ordered symmetric diffraction patterns were observed in the experiment. The diffraction 

patterns of the conjugated structures were different compared to the simple structures. The first 

order diffraction distances along vertical and horizontal directions were measured from the 

non-diffracted zero-order. As the tilt angle increased, the horizontal diffraction distance 

increased exponentially with red, green, and violet light at normal illumination (Figure 3. 5a, 

b). Similarly, vertical diffraction distances generally increased with variation in tilt angle. 

However, maximum diffraction distances were observed with red light illumination at tilted 

angles. Violet light showed minimum diffraction distance compared to the green light at tilted 

illumination angles. Therefore, the diffraction property of the conjugate nanostructure followed 

Bragg’s law equation 2.18. The far-field diffraction pattern with tilt angle variation (5-20°) was 

captured with normal red-light illumination. Green and violet diffraction patterns were also 

captured as the tilt angle was varied (Appendix-A, Figure S3.3,3.4). Red light (reading beam) 

which has largest wavelength among green and violet, diffracted at highest angle as compared 

to green and violet. Distinct multi-ordered diffraction patterns were observed due to conjugated 

nanostructures with tilted angle variations. Diffraction patterns were also analysed through 

variations of working distance, 𝑑 (Figure 3. 5c-d). The rotation angles of the vertically oriented 

orders from the normal (y-axis) were plotted in degrees as a function of 𝑑 (variation from 1.0 

cm to 2.5 cm with 0.5 cm increment). As 𝑑 increased, the rotation angles increased sinusoidally. 

The horizontal diffraction distances were also plotted as a function of 𝑑. Red and blue light 

also showed maximum and minimum horizontal diffraction distances and increased 

sinusoidally as 𝑑 increased. The far-field diffraction patterns were also captured with red light 

normal illumination at d variation. Further conjugate diffraction patterns as a function of ℎ and 

𝐸 variation were also captured through monochromatic (red, green, and violet) light 

illumination (Figure 3. 5g-h). 
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Figure 3. 5: Optical characterization of 1D phase conjugate diffraction patterns with respect to 

variations in optimized parameters. (a-b) Horizontal and vertical diffraction distance as a 

function of tilt angle (θ) variation. (c) Far-field diffraction patterns through tilt angle variation 

at normal red light illumination. Scale bar = 4.0 cm. (d-e) The rotation angle and horizontal 

diffraction distance as a function of distance (d) variation. (f) Far-field diffraction patterns 

through distance (d) variation at red light normal illumination. Scale bar = 4.0 cm. (g-h) Far-

field diffraction patterns through height (h), energy (E) variation using red, green, and violet 

light normal illumination. Scale bar = 4.0 cm. 
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3.6 1D phase conjugated diffraction 
 

Far-field optical experiments were performed with 1D conjugated nanostructures through a 

screen set up for image projection (Figure 3. 6a). The monochromatic light was illuminated 

normally to a conjugate nanostructure fixed in a sample holder, which was positioned through 

a 2D 𝑥 − 𝑦 rotational stage. A white screen was placed behind the sample holder and a digital 

camera was used to capture the far-field patterns. Figure 3. 6b-d shows the captured images of 

the conjugate diffraction patterns with red (𝜆=650 nm), green (𝜆=532 nm) and violet (𝜆=440 

nm) lights at 15° tilt angle. It is obvious from all three different coloured conjugate patterns 

that the same order numbers along each side of the central spot are analogous in shape, but in 

reverse intensity order i.e. they have inversion symmetry. If a vector (𝐑) is associated with the 

first order on the left-hand side of the zero-order specular reflection spot, then the first order 

on the right-hand side will be a vector (–𝐑) i.e. the same magnitude but in an antiparallel 

orientation. This conjugate diffraction property is also applicable to the second and higher 

orders. Phase conjugation between same order number is obvious by measuring the patterns 

obtained with respect to the intensity of the spots. The intensity plots profiles in the insets were 

produced on the left (dotted line) and right sides (solid line) of the first order diffraction 

patterns. Both plots had similar trends but were oriented along the opposite direction, which 

indicated their mutual phase conjugation or inversion symmetry. The phase-conjugation 

patterns were analysed through conjugated structure recorded at 20° tilt angle (Figure 3. 6e, f). 

Phase conjugation patterns in a vertical direction are shown with arrows and order numbers. 

The conjugated diffraction order is always opposite to each other or inversely symmetric. 1D 

phase conjugate diffraction properties were analysed with 15° and 20° tilted conjugate 

nanostructures. However, phase conjugated diffraction properties were also valid with other 

tilt angles (0-25°), 𝐸 and structural parameter variation (ℎ and 𝑑) (Appendix-A, Figure S3.3-

3.6). 
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Figure 3. 6: 1D phase conjugate diffraction patterns through monochromatic (red, green, and 

violet) light normal illumination. (a) Schematic of the far-field image diffraction setup. (b-d) 

Far-field conjugate diffraction patterns (15° tilted structure) and relevant plot profiles showing 

phase conjugation (inversion symmetry) between first orders of red, green and violet diffraction 

patterns. Scale bars = 4.0 cm. (e, f) Far-field conjugate diffraction patterns (10° tilted structure) 

in vertical direction with monochromatic light normal illumination. Arrows indicate 

conjugation between the diffracted orders and associated numbers (1 or 2). Scale bars = 4.0 

cm. 

During reading beam illumination all the structures under continues light illumination 

diffracted light in phase conjugation manners. Phase conjugation property of the conjugate 
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nanostructures is consistent and is independent of parameters variation. However, resolution 

of the conjugate diffraction pattern is improved by customising provided parameters. Highest 

resolution is obtained at smaller working distance values and increased exposure angles. 

3.7 2D conjugated nanostructures 
 

2D conjugated nanostructures were fabricated by a two pulses laser exposure to the ink-based 

recording medium using the setup shown in Figure 3. 3a. After the first exposure, the sample 

was rotated to a predefined angle and subsequently exposed to a second laser pulse. Multiple 

pulses of different laser energies and precise exposure angles are required to create a 

customized complex nanophotonic structure. Square and rectangular conjugated 

nanostructures were fabricated with 90° and 30° rotation of the samples before the second 

exposure. Figure 3. 7a, b shows the optical microscopic images of the recorded ink-based 2D 

conjugated nanostructures. The internal microstructures with the squared shape (90°) and 

rectangular (30°) patterns were observed from the microscopic images. The simulated FFT of 

the recorded conjugate structures allowed predicting the far-field 2D square and rectangular 

patterns (insets in Figure 3. 7a,b) [24]. Characteristics of the 2D phase conjugated structures 

were studied with light transmission measurements through an optical microscope. The light 

transmission through the 2D rectangular (30°) structure was higher than a 2D triangular (90°) 

structure (Figure 3. 7c). However, the transmission property of the 2D structure was similar to 

black ink and 1D grating (Figure 3.2b, c). The monochromatic (red, green, and violet) and 

broadband light normally illuminated the conjugate structures to produce far-field diffraction 

patterns (Figure 3. 7d). 2D diffraction patterns were observed with predefined recording angles. 

Diffraction spots obtained from the 90° square shaped grating were well defined and also 

positioned at 90° with respect to each other resulting in a square-shaped 2D diffraction pattern 

for each colour. Diffraction spots were arranged in a rectangular pattern but were not 
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distinguishable by orders in the rectangular 2D conjugate diffraction pattern obtained from 30° 

rectangular gratings.  

 

Figure 3. 7: Ink-based 2D conjugated nanostructure fabrication using Denisyuk reflection 

holography. (a,b) Optical microscopic images of 2D conjugated nanostructures. Insets show 

FFT patterns. Scale bars = 10 μm. Inset scale bars = 50 μm. (c) Optical transmission property 

of the 2D square (90°), and rectangular (30°) conjugated structures. (d) Far-field diffraction 

patterns with monochromatic (red, green, and violet) and broadband light normal illumination. 

Scale bar = 4.0 cm. (e-g) Left and right side conjugated wavefronts (1st order) through 

monochromatic light normal illumination. 
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Square (90°) and rectangular (30°) far-field rainbow patterns were observed for broadband light 

illumination. Violet light diffracted at the lowest angle, green at intermediate and red at the 

highest angle as predicted from Bragg’s law (Figure 3. 7d). The 2D phase conjugated 

diffraction property was also observed. Figure 3. 7e-g shows profiles for 2D phase conjugation 

between the first orders on the left and right side of the central spot of squared diffraction 

patterns for red, green, and violet colours, respectively. Plots showed symmetrical phase 

inversion property at the left and right diffraction orders. Phase conjugation remained in 2D 

structures as well regardless the exposure angle. 

3.8  Diffraction efficiency 

A simple, and fast technique is utilised by integrating CCR with Nd: YAG pulsed laser to 

obtain phase conjugated nanostructures. Fabrication of nanostructures using a cornercube 

retroreflector is efficient and robust, showing selective laser ablation though laser interference 

lithography on ink-coated glass substrates. Optical properties of the recorded 1D/2D ink-based 

nanostructures showed multiple highly-intense diffraction orders and more efficient optical 

phase conjugation. Light diffraction properties of the different orders from the non-diffracted 

zero-order were symmetric and displayed an efficient inversion of the wavefronts through 

monochromatic and broadband light at normal illumination. The diffracted light intensity from 

the conjugated ink-based nanostructures also showed an approximately two-fold increase in 

efficiency (at red light normal illumination) compared to conventional diffractive gratings. 

Figure 3. 8a-f shows microscopic images of the ink-based conventional and conjugated 

nanostructures, its simulated FFT patterns, and far-field diffraction patterns through 

monochromatic light (red, green, and violet) at normal illumination. The diffracted light plots 

along the horizontal direction had similar optical properties (Appendix-A, Figure S3.6). 

However, diffracted light intensities were compared between the conventional and conjugate 

orders (Figure 3. 8g-i). Phase conjugate nanostructures had higher efficiency of light diffraction 
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than conventional gratings; red as 2:1, green as 2:1.2, and violet as 2:1.5. These nanostructures 

were fabricated by infrared laser beam (λ=1064 nm) so the gratings diffracted red light more 

efficiently than green and blue lights. Measured horizontal distance between the first order and 

the central diffraction spot was for violet (min.) ~8.9 mm, green ~13 mm, and red (max.) ~18 

mm during light transmission through conjugated nanostructures. Similarly, vertical mutual 

distance between the spots of first order was violet ~1.7 mm (min.), green ~2.1 mm, and red 

~2.5 mm (max.) light transmission through conjugate gratings, respectively, which showed 

longer wavelength diffraction at higher angles. Therefore, maximum light diffraction from the 

ink-based conjugated nanopatterns may have possible applications in printable diffraction 

gratings and micro optical devices. 
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Figure 3. 8: Comparison between ink-based conventional and phase conjugate nanostructures 

in terms of light diffraction. (a-c) Optical microscopic image of conventional ink-based 

nanostructure, FFT simulation, and light diffraction with monochromatic beam at normal 

illumination. Scale bars = 10 μm, 50 μm, and 3.0 cm, respectively. (d-f) Optical microscopic 

image of conjugated ink-based nanostructure, FFT simulation, and light diffraction with 

monochromatic light at normal illumination. Scale bars = 5 μm, 50 μm, and 3.5 cm, 

respectively. (g-i) Optical light diffraction of the conventional and conjugated nanostructures 

through red, green, and violet light at normal illumination. 

3.9 Discussion and summary  
 

Ink based phase conjugate nanostructures were fabricated by integrating a CCR and 

nanosecond laser in Denisyuk reflection holography mode. Recorded ink-based nanostructures 

in the form of periodic gratings diffracted light in phase conjugation manners similar to the 

function of a CCR. Permanent ink was coated on silica glass, which is easily available, non-
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toxic and cost effective rather than metallic coatings which need extended facilities like 

sputtering etc. to prepare holographic film. For broadband light illumination phase conjugate 

nanostructures provided wavelength selective diffraction based on illumination angles. 

Nanofabrication through laser interference-based lithography in Denisyuk reflection mode is a 

simple and cost-effective process which does not require connections with expensive 

equipment as compared to e-beam lithography or FIB milling which are required to be 

connected with expensive SEM etc. for operations. 1D/2D phase conjugate nanostructures have 

been produced in ink-substrates through optimized parameters. The projection experiments 

through an image screen setup allowed displaying phase-conjugated diffraction patterns at the 

far-field. The diffracted wavefronts showed symmetrically and phase-inversion from non-

diffracted light. Conjugated surface patterns showed a two-fold increase in diffraction intensity 

at monochromatic red-light normal illumination compared to simple gratings. Phase 

conjugation diffraction property remained consistently in all fabricated nanostructures 

regardless the parameters variations used to change the size and surface morphologies as shown 

in figure 3.9 (a-f). 
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Figure 3. 9: Thermal images of the ink-based 1/2D conjugated diffraction patterns. (a-d) 

Thermal 1D diffraction patterns with tilt angle (θ) variation. (e.f) Thermal images of 2D square 

(90°) and rectangle (30°) diffraction patterns. Scale bar = 4.0 cm. 

 

Multiple interference patterns were produced to fabricate 2D phase conjugate nanostructures 

by directing the incident beam toward the centre of CCR, where the incident beam split into 

smaller fragments. Each fragment retroreflected toward the source, along the opposite direction 

with respect to the incident beam, resulting in multiple interference patterns. Only 
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retroreflected standing waves contributed to the fabrication of the conjugate nanostructures, 

which had high-energy intensity to ablate the ink recording medium. Exposure parameters were 

varied to examine their influence on the characteristics of the recorded holograms in the form 

of periodic gratings and resulting images of the diffraction patterns in the far field. Optical 

phase conjugation was observed for both 1D and 2D ink-based nanostructures. The diffracted 

light intensity from the conjugated nanostructures were symmetrical. The phase-conjugated 

diffraction plots showed inverse symmetry between same order numbers on the left and right 

side with respect to non-diffracted zero-order. Thermal images of the 1D/2D diffraction 

patterns also showed symmetrical inversion properties of the light intensities (Figure 3. 9). 

Optical performance of the gratings were compared for the conventional diffraction spots and 

the phase conjugate diffracted spots. It is anticipated Ink-based holographic nanofabrication 

may have improved applications in printable low-cost optical devices include diffraction 

gratings, tunable wavelength-selective filters, diffusers, and lenses. A single-step laser pulse 

ablation is a facile, reliable and efficient technique in terms of cost and device production time 

to record holographic patterns on various light absorbing materials including 

transparent/opaque polymers and dyes. Ink-based conjugate diffraction patterns having unique 

morphology with multiple features is a step forward in holography and can be utilized to create 

numerous novel applications in encrypted data storage, identification (business cards), 

biosensing, and security labels. 
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Chapter 4 Flexible Cornercube Retroreflector Array 
 

4.1 Overview 
 

In this chapter, flat, thinner, and flexible CCR array based on stamping/embossing process is 

presented. A replicated copy of polymeric CCR array on a flexible surface showed far-field 

diffraction property. This chapter introduced polymeric CCR array fabrication through PDMS 

replication, and some possible applications in section 4.2. Sample preparation, CCR array 

replication, and FEM modelling are presented in sections 4.3. Optical properties of dynamic 

CCR array is reported in section in section 4.4. Optical characterization and stress/strain 

modelling property of CCR array is presented in section 4.5. Finally, chapter is summarized 

and discussed in section 4.6. 

This chapter is produced from ‘’ Khalid, M.W., et al., Flexible cornercube retroreflector array 

for temperature and strain sensing. RSC advances, 2018. 8(14): p. 7588-7598.’’ 

4.2 Introduction 
 

An alternative to conventional planar, rigid and brittle electronic devices are soft polymeric 

and more flexible optical devices [1]. Temperature sensors such as Classic mercury glass 

thermometer, infrared Pyrometer, Electronic thermometer (made of thermocouple, thermistor, 

RTD etc.) have active components and require a power supply to function; they have 

limitations such as high cost and manufacturing complexity, and they are prone to 

electromagnetic (EM) and thermal noise interference [2]. Sensing platforms based on optical 

components to detect and monitor environmental factors such as humidity, pressure, shear, and 

torsion have applications in robotics, wearable devices, medical diagnostics, and healthcare 

monitoring [3-8]. Fiber optics sensors have been utilized in temperature and strain 

quantification due to certain advantages such as lower costs, compactedness, flexibility, low 
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noise/interference, high sensitivity and reliability [9-11]. However, these optical devices 

cannot be used to measure temperature and strain simultaneously and have often 

construction complexity. Therefore, the development of simple, cost-effective, and robust 

optical sensing technologies is highly desirable for remote sensing applications.   

A CCR array is composed of a number of retroreflectors arranged in series. Each CCR in the 

array consists of three mutually perpendicular intersecting surfaces that produces unique retro-

reflected light under light illumination [12-14]. the retroreflection property of a CCR array are 

based on reflection from each mirrored surface [14, 15]. Directional properties of a CCR array 

help reflect light back to the source and is independent of the illumination angle which makes 

it a perfect choice to be used in remote sensing applications [16]. Directional property of CCR 

array have also applications in imaging, navigation, displays, sensors, optical communication, 

and low-powered sensor networks [17-22]. Although CCR array made by joining perfect CCRs 

are always desired to produce retroreflection light [23], however imperfect CCR array also 

have practical applications in traffic signals or car lights [20, 24]. Imperfect CCR array 

produces quasi-retroreflected light formed through intentionally introduced artefacts or 

structural imperfections during their fabrication process [23]. CCR array fabrication is based 

on a range of methods including microelectromechanical methods, nanoimprinting, 

lithography, and direct laser writing [25-27]. Mask-based direct etching methods, diamond 

micromachining, and laser ablation techniques have been used to fabricate CCR array 

structures [26, 28, 29]. Fabrication techniques are limited due to being expensive, expertise-

dependent, requiring advanced equipment, complex and time-consuming processes. Faster and 

lower cost holography techniques have been used recently to fabricate CCR array and miniature 

diffractive optical devices (lens, diffusers, and gratings) [14, 20, 30].  

A method to rapidly produce optical sensors composed of a CCR array structured in polymer 

polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), through replication process is demonstrated. This fabrication 
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is robust, flexible, low cost, simple, immune to EM and thermal noise interference and is 

passive (i.e. no power supply needed). PDMS based sensors can be useful in harsh 

environments due to their stable chemical properties [31-33]. Transmission of light of the 

desired wavelength could be achieved by an appropriate concentration of a doping dye; PDMS 

is a non-toxic and inert silicon-based organic polymer capable of replicating 3D structures in 

microscale [34], and has been a popular choice for soft lithography due to its robust nature, low 

cost and ease of fabrication to replicate microscale structures [28]. Compared to a traditional 

etching and bonding approach, PDMS microfabrication is rapid and simple. PDMS has a 

refractive index of ~ 1.4 and is transparent in the visible range (400 - 800 nm) [35], and inert 

properties make PDMS suitable for prototyping and testing [36]. 

Monochromatic light illumination of the polymerised CCR array yields a far-field triangle 

response on the image screen. Any perturbation (expansion or compression), either due to 

mechanical stress or thermal effect, alters the internal angle size of the fabricated flexible CCR 

array and therefore optical response (retroreflection or far-field triangular structure) changes 

accordingly. The retroreflected light from the flexible CCR array is tuned based on external 

stimuli such as temperate or strain caused by weight suspension and inward/outward bending. 

Change in the dimensions of structures (compression or expansion) due to environmental 

factors will changes the profile of light transmitted/reflected through/from an elastomeric CCR 

array, which can be used to measure and quantify the change in those environmental conditions.  

 

4.3 Experiments and results 
 

4.3.1 Sample preparation and CCRs replication 
 

Mechanical stamping/embossing process is used to fabricate flexible CCR arrays (Figure 4.1a). 

PDMS monomer and curing agent (10:1, v/v) are mixed to prepare the PDMS polymer solution. 
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The mixture process was run for 20 mins by a magnetic stirrer and followed by ultrasonic 

cleaning to remove air bubbles from the mixture. CCR arrays were placed in a Petri dish and 

fixed with the rotary stage of a spinner. The PDMS precursor mixture was poured into the dish 

and rotated through 400, 600, and 800 rpm for the uniform distribution on the top of CCR 

mould. Different levels of chemical mixtures were poured into the Petri dish and rotation speed 

was increased to make thicker to thinner samples (Figure 4.1b).  

 

Figure 4. 1: Dynamic CCR array fabrication. Schematic diagram (a-c) of sample fabrication 

via PDMS replication method. Scale bar =1.5cm. (d,e) Replicated flexible CCR array, 

magnified version of without and with Au coated samples. Scale bars =1.5, and 0.2cm. 

 

Samples were kept at 50 °C for 3 hours to cure the mixture. The fabricated PDMS replica was 

peeled off from the original CCR array mould. Replicated structures were immediately ready 

for optical sensing in transmission mode (Figure 4.1c). The fabricated flexible CCR array 

consisted of internal three mirror surfaces (Figure 4.1c). For further examinations of the CCR 

array and checking the feasibility in reflection mode, a 20 nm thick layer of gold coating was 

sputtered on the surface to increase the reflectivity. The fabricated coated samples consisted of 
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micro cubic-corner retroreflector (MCCR) array structures, where three mirror-reflection 

planes were in hexagonal patterns (Figure 4.1d).  

4.3.2 FEM modelling  
 

COMSOL Multiphysics software based on FEM was used to model the flexible CCR array. 

Optical retroreflection/directional properties from the flexible CCR array were modelled 

through broadband light illuminated to the Au material based triangular grating surface at 

normal, and tilted angles (10°, 20°, 30°, and 40°). Temperature and strain effects on the flexible 

CCR array was simulated through 10%, 20%, and 30% expansion of rectangular structure. The 

reflected light from the triangular grating was measured from the hemispherical surface 

surrounded by air medium. User define customised physics-controlled mesh (mesh size was 

one fourth of wavelength) was utilised to for modelling. Customised mesh containing more 

mesh elements around the spherical domain. For further reduction of element number a swept 

mesh is applied which considerably minimises the size of the model and complexity of 

simulation. Customising the meshing also helps to reduce memory requirement by controlling 

quality of elements by creating efficient and accurate simulation environment. The continuity 

and scattering boundary conditions were considered at triangular grating and hemispherical 

surface during FEM simulation. Sub-meshing (one-fourth of incident light) and mesh 

convergence test was performed during simulation for the result accuracy. Triangular meshing 

elements were considered at the simulation domain. The maximum degree of freedom used 

was 137870. The completed mesh consisted of 701 boundary elements and 19605 domain 

elements. The solution time was 30 seconds and 30 minutes during 2D and 3D simulation 

respectively. Therefore, the 2D simulation was performed to reduce additional computational 

time and complexity. The CCR array structure viewed as a triangular grating structure (side 

view). Therefore, compression or expansion of the flexible CCR array was considered as the 

variation of triangular grating structures. 
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4.4 Optical properties of flexible CCRs array 
 

The optical property of flexible CCR arrays is based on the total internal reflection (TIR) effect 

[14]. The incident light is reflected three times from each mirror plane once and becomes a 

retroreflected beam. The retroreflected light is phase conjugated to the incident light. Figure 

4.2 shows the optical reflection property of a plane mirror, a rigid CCR array, and flexible CCR 

array. All three optical devices change the direction of the normal component of the reflected 

light, however, a plane mirror does not change the amplitude and phase component of the 

reflected light (Eq. 2). As incident angle changes the reflection angle also changes, obeying 

Snell’s law. However, the CCR array changes both amplitude and phase components of the of 

the light incident on it (Eq. 3). The incident light is retroreflected from the CCR array and is 

independent of illumination angle. The flexible CCR array changes the internal angles and 

dimensions of the three-mirror surface due to applied stress.  

 

Figure 4. 2: (a-b) Reflection and retroreflection property of plane mirror, CCR array, and 

dynamic CCR array. 

 

The retroreflection property works up to certain illumination angle; light scatters at larger 

angles and is unable to fulfil three mirrors based retroreflection (Eq. 4, Figure S2). Directional 

reflection property of a flexible CCR array can be expressed based on wavefront analysis. 
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Consider a plane wave propagating along z-axis (Eq 4. 1) under paraxial approximation (Kz= 

K = 2π/λ):  

)),((),(),,( ikzyxi

i eyxAzyxE −=                     (4.1) 

The reflected light from the plane mirror is: 

)),((),(),,( ikzyxi

PM eyxAzyxE +=                    (4.2) 

The reflected light from phase conjugate mirror is: 

EPCM(x,y,z)= A(x,y)𝑒−𝑖Ф(x,y)+𝑖𝑘𝑧       (4.3) 

The reflected light from CCR array is: 
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EPCM (eq.4.3) can be considered as ECCR (eq. 4.4) if following conditions are satisfied [20]: 

(i) If amplitude in each CCR remains constant, 

A(x,y)rec(
𝑥−𝑚ℎ

ℎ
,
𝑦−𝑛ℎ

ℎ
) ≈ A(mx,ny)rect(
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ℎ
,
𝑦−𝑛ℎ

ℎ
) 

(ii) And if in each CCR phase remains in linear relationship, 
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𝑥−𝑚ℎ

ℎ
,
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ℎ
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therefore equation 4.4 can be written as, 

ECCR(x,y,z)=∑ 𝐴(𝑚ℎ, 𝑛ℎ)𝑚,𝑛 exp(2i(mhkx,m,n+nhky,m,ny)+ikz)exp(-i(mkx,m,n+npy,m,n) 

accrrect
𝑥−𝑚ℎ

ℎ
,
𝑦−𝑛ℎ

ℎ
)         (4.5) 
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Here, exp (2i(mhkx,m,n+nhky,m,n)) and exp(-i(mkx,m,nx+nky,m,ny)) represent the phase conjugation and 

phase mismatch between the segments. Figure 4.2 (a, b) illustrates amplitude and phase reversal of 

the reflected wave from plane mirror, CCR array, and Dynamic CCR array. 

Thus, the reflected light from a flexible CCR array can be written as: 
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where A(x,y), ϕ(x, y) and rect(x, y) represent amplitude, phase and rectangular functions, 

respectively. m and n are optical field segments of the reflected light by each single CCR. M 

represents the optical phase modulation of reflection due to size change of the flexible CCR 

array. acc(x,y) is a scalar quantity defined as the aperture function of the reflected beam 

amplitude. rect (x,y) represents a rectangular function and defined as 1, where abs(x,y)<1/2 and 

0 otherwise [20]. 

4.5 Dynamic modelling and optical characterization 
 

Optical characterization of the flexible CCR was performed using monochromatic light 

illumination and a far-field experimental setup (Figure 4.3a). Upon illumination with a 

monochromatic light source, the flexible CCR array produced a triangular shape on the image 

screen in both transmissions and reflection mode. The spot size of the incident laser beam was 

larger than the dimensions of a single cornercube structure. The incident light transmitted 

through each plane once and some part of the incident light was reflected and propagated along 

plane-to-plane of the cornercube. All these segments of light interfere and produce a triangular 

shape at the far field. In the transmission mode, a sample holder was used to keep the sample 

fixed and the sample was illuminated in the normal direction with the monochromatic light 

source. 
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In the reflection mode, monochromatic light was illuminated at 30° tilt angle (Appendix-B, 

Figure S4.1). The reflected/transmitted light produced a far-field triangular interference pattern 

on the image screen, which was captured using a digital camera. External weight was added to 

the sample holder to physically expand the elastomer CCR array sample. Figure 4.3b and c 

show the strain sensing response of the flexible CCR as a function of external load. The size 

of the interference triangle increased as the weight increased during transmission/reflection 

mode. Reflected or transmitted light through/from the flexible CCR array depended on internal 

angle variation. Therefore, minimum or maximum reflection distance between two interference 

points of the triangular structure changed due to physical expansion or compression of the 

flexible CCR array structure. During reflection/transmission mode, minimum reflection 

distances were measured with lower weights and normal green (532 nm) light illumination. 

 

Figure 4. 3: (a) Schematic far-field experiment setup for optical characterization during 

transmission mode. (b, c) Reflection area of transmitted and reflected triangle as a function of 

weight suspension. 
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The angle between the CCR structures increased as the CCR array expanded due to high strain 

or temperature variation. Figure 4.4a, and b show a 3D simulation diagram and associated mesh 

diagram with the variation of triangular grating structures.  

Figure 4.5a shows a hemispherical block diagram for FEM simulation of the flexible CCR 

array. The CCR array structure viewed as a triangular grating structure (side view). Therefore, 

compression or expansion of the flexible CCR array was considered as the variation of 

triangular grating structures. Figure 4.5b shows reflected light intensity as a function of the arc 

length of the incident laser wavelength. The reflected light intensity also increased as the 

wavelength increased. Therefore, minimum and maximum light reflections were observed with 

violet (450 nm) and red (635 nm) light under normal illumination respectively.  

 

Figure 4. 4: (a-b) 3D simulation and mesh diagram. 

 

Further simulations were also carried out with the expansion of cornercube structures and 

associated light reflection properties. Figure 4.5c shows reflected light intensity as a function 

of arc length due to the triangular mesh geometry variation by 10%, 20% and 30% (having 90° 

triangular angle). Fixed wavelength (635 nm) was considered during triangular structural 

variation due to strain. However, similar simulation results were also observed with violet (450 

nm) and green (532 nm) light illumination with triangular structural variation (FigureS4,5). 

Figure 4.5d-f shows the electric field intensity distribution due to incident wavelength 
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variation. Maximum and minimum light reflection from the triangular grating structures were 

observed due to red (635 nm) and violet (450 nm) light illumination. The retroreflection 

property was valid for every illumination wavelength. Similarly, Figure 4.5g-i shows electric 

field intensity distribution due to triangular structure variation with fixed incident wavelength 

(635 nm). Maximum and minimum light reflection from the triangular structures were observed 

at the maximum (30%) and minimum (10%) from normal illumination. Comparable light 

reflection field intensity distribution was also observed with green and violet light normal 

illumination (Appendix-B, Figure S4.2, 4.3). Maximum light reflected towards the source was 

reduced compared to a fixed CCR size. However, retroreflection property was also valid with 

CCR array size variation and at fixed illumination wavelength. 
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Figure 4. 5: Computation modeling of light reflection from triangular grating structure with 

normal light illumination. (a) Schematic diagram of FEM simulation. (b) Reflected light 

intensity with monochromatic normal light illumination. (c) Reflected light intensity with stress 

variation. (d-i) Electric field distribution with monochromatic light illumination and stress 

variation. 

 

Further simulations were conducted to observe light retroreflection with the fixed and 

triangular grating structural variation at tilted red (635 nm) light illumination. Figure 4.6a 

shows reflected light intensity with illumination angle variation. Generally, the lower reflection 

was observed at lower tilted angles. However, light reflection had fewer influxes with the 

triangular grating structure due to direction property of CCR structure. Figure 4.6b-d shows 

the electric field intensity distribution with 10°, 20°, and 30° tilt illumination. Directional 

reflection intensity towards the source increased with tilted illumination. Figure 4.6e-h shows 
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light retroreflection, reflection property with a fixed tilt angle of 10° and 10%, 20% and 30% 

expansion of triangular structure from the normal. The reflected light intensity increased as the 

structure expanded. Therefore, the maximum (90%) and minimum (20%) light reflection was 

observed at 30% and 10% expansion of triangular structure respectively. Figure 4.6f-h shows 

retroreflection, reflection electric field light distribution with (10% to 30%) and fixed angle 

(10°) illumination. Maximum reflection field intensity distribution was observed at 30% of 

triangular structure expansion. Figure 4.6i-l shows light reflection property with tilt angle (20°, 

30°, 40°) variation and 10%, 20% and 30% triangular structure expansion from the normal. As 

tilt angle and triangular structure expansion increased, reflected light intensity also increased. 

Maximum (90%) and minimum (30%) light reflection from the triangular structure was 

observed at the maximum and minimum tilted angle of triangular structure expansion from the 

normal. Figure 4.6i-l shows the electric field intensity distribution with tilted illumination and 

triangular structure expansion. Maximum light reflection distribution was observed with a 

maximum tilted angle (40°) and triangular structure expansion (30%) from the normal. The 

light reflection was also observed with triangular structure variation, green and violet light at 

tilt angle variation are shown in Appendix-B, Figure S4.4-4.7. In all the electric field intensity 

distributions, maximum light reflected towards the source and showed retroreflection property 

and its validity with structural variation. 
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Figure 4. 6: Computation modelling of light reflection from triangular grating structure with 

tilted light illumination. (a-d) Reflected light intensity and electric field distribution and with 

tilted illumination (10, 20, and 30°) and fixed triangular grating structure. (e-h) Reflected light 

intensity and electric field distribution and with fixed tilted illumination (10°) and triangular 

grating structure expansion (10, 20, and 30%) from normal. (i-l) Reflected light intensity and 

electric field distribution with tilted illumination (20, 30, and 40°) and triangular structure 

expansion (10, 20, and 30%) from normal.  

 

Light retroreflection from the triangular structure was predicted by computational modelling. 

Optical experiments were performed to observe the flexible CCR’s response to the triangular 

structure variation based on external stimuli. Retroreflection property of the fabricated flexible 

CCR structure was observed through the reflection measurements. One of the important 

attributes of the CCR array is its directional property, i.e. incident light is reflected towards the 

source at any illumination angle. The flexible CCR structure strongly followed this directional 
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property. Retroreflective light was measured through an established optical setup to observe 

the directional property of the flexible CCR array and tune its optical property with external 

stimuli (Figure 4.7a). 

 

Figure 4. 7: Directional reflection of flexible CCR array with temperature variation. (a) 

Schematic experiment diagram for selective directional reflection measurement with 

temperature and angle variation. (b) Directional reflection of flexible CCR array as a function 

of tilted angle variation with red, green, and violet light normal illumination. (c-e) Directional 

reflection of flexible CCR array as a function of temperature variation with red, green, and 

violet light normal illumination at four different positions (pos1, pos2, pos3, and pos4). 

 

The light was illuminated using a laser source and passed through the input port of a 

polarization-independent beam splitter. A spectrophotometer used to measure the intensity of 

the reflected light from the Au coated flexible CCR sample. Constant heat flux was supplied 

from a hot air blower (heat gun) to observe the temperature-dependent expansion of the flexible 
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CCR array structure and the associated reflected light intensity variation. A glass enclosure 

was used to ensure uniform temperature distribution and to reduce vibrational effects from the 

flow of heat. A mercury thermometer was used to measure the temperature of the enclosure. 

The distance between the sample and the beam can be adjusted as the experiment was set up 

on a rail system. An 𝑥 − 𝑦 positioning stage held the flexible CCR sample, therefore the laser 

focus position could be chosen and was able to rotate at predefined angles to observe angle-

dependent directional reflection. Heating the sample expanded the cornercube structures, 

which in turn enlarged the size of the reflected triangle and affected the optical response of the 

CCR array. A direct relationship was observed between the temperatures and reflected optical 

power for PDMS based CCR arrays. 

The optical response was recorded on a far-field screen (a triangle) using various light sources 

(635 nm, 532 nm, and 450 nm) illuminated on the sample without a weight suspension. Weight 

was suspended from the free side of the sample and increased from 10 𝑔 to 40 𝑔 for the next 

trial. Increasing the weight elongated the cornercube array via mechanical strain force. 

Increasing weight increments increased the degree of expansion of the cornercube structure in 

the array, which affected the size of the transmitted triangle on the far screen and recorded with 

a digital camera. A direct relationship between increasing load and magnitude of the 

transmitted power (area of transmitted/reflected triangle) was measured consistently. In 

general, a 0.02 𝑁 increment of applied inward force increased the area of the transmitted 

triangle by 0.2 𝑐𝑚2. However, the strain produced by a specific force depended upon the 

thickness of the fabricated PDMS block (sample). The sample was also coated with a gold layer 

and kept at an angle of 120° to the light source and far-field screen to obtain data in reflection 

mode. Figure 4.7b shows directional reflection intensity as a function of tilt angle.  
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Directional reflected light intensity was measured with normal (red, green, and violet) light 

illumination at room temperature. Maximum and minimum light intensities were recorded with 

green and red light illumination. Directional reflected light intensity was measured at 4 

different locations at different temperatures (Figure 4.7c-d); reflected light intensity increased 

with increasing temperature. Maximum and minimum directional reflections were observed 

with green and red light illumination respectively, with high and minimum temperature. 

Therefore directional reflection amount was tunable through temperature variation.  

An angular directional reflection experiment was performed to measure the optical response of 

the flexible CCR array with temperature and tilt angle variation. Figure 4.8a-c shows 

directional reflection from the flexible CCR with a temperature range of 25-75 °C and tilt angle 

variation of 0°-30° with red (635 nm), green (532 nm) and violet (450 nm) light illumination. 

Maximum directional reflection was found at 0° and minimum reflection at 30°. Moreover, 

green and red light reflected the maximum and minimum amount of light. Figure 4.8d-f shows 

reflected light intensity as a function of temperature. The maximum intensity was at a smaller 

tilt angle (< 10°) for red, green, and violet light illumination. 
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Figure 4. 8: Directional reflection of flexible CCR array with temperature and tilt angle 

variation. (a-c) Directional reflection of flexible CCR array as a function of temperature and 

tilted angle variation with red, green, and violet light normal illumination. (d-f) Directional 

reflected light intensity as a function of temperature variation with red, green, and violet light 

normal illumination. 

 

Optical experiments were also performed to measure the optical response of the flexible CCR 

array due to inward and outward bending force in transmission and reflection modes (Figure 

6). The optical response of the sample subjected to the applied force (compression or 

expansion) was captured from the image screen. The triangular profile stayed the same until a 

threshold value for perturbation was reached. Above this threshold force, optical response 

suddenly increased. The intensity I, of a laser at a point was defined as the energy per second 

per unit of area arriving at that point normal to the propagation direction (I = Power/Area = 

P/A). For a triangle with the base length b and height h, intensity can be expressed as I = 2P/bh. 

Change in the transmitted/reflected light intensity, Ic can be empirically correlated with the 
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strain as Ic (Ɛ) = Io, if Ɛ < threshold or otherwise, Ic (Ɛ) = Ɛ × Io – threshold, where Ɛ is strain 

(degree of change in expansion due to applied force divided by initial structure without any 

force application), Ic is the change in intensity after force application and Io is the initial 

intensity of light when no force is applied. 

Figure 4.9a, b shows the area of reflection triangle as a function of inward force during 

transmission and reflection modes. As the inwards force increased, the area of the 

transmitted/reflected triangle increased with (red, green and violet) illumination in reflection 

and transmission mode. Figure 4.9b shows the area of reflected triangle increased by 0.9 cm2 

(90%) as a result of 0.08 N applied inward force. During inward bending, the internal CCR 

structure and associated angle of planes reduced. As a result, the far-field reflected light 

produced a larger reflection triangle with increased inward force [20]. Figure 4.9c shows the 

far-field reflection triangle with an increased inward force which was captured using an image 

screen setup. Similarly, Figure 4.9d, e shows the area of the reflection triangle as a function of 

outward force during transmission and reflection modes. As the outward force increased, the 

area of reflected profile decreased with red, green and violet light illumination in reflection and 

transmission modes. During outward bending, the internal CCR structure and associated angle 

of planes increased. Figure 4.9f shows far-field reflection triangle with an increased outward 

force which reduced in size as a result. The area of the reflected triangle decreased up to 50% 

of the original area (i.e. no stress) due to 0.08 N of the outward applied force.  
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Figure 4. 9: Force sensing of flexible CCR array with inward and outward bending during 

transmission and reflection mode. (a, b) Reflection area of far-field reflection triangle as a 

function of inward force with red, green, and violet light illumination. (c) Far-field reflection 

triangle due to increased inward force. Scale bar = 0.5cm. (d, e) Reflection area of far-field 

reflection triangle as a function of inward force with red, green, and violet light illumination. 

(f) Far-field reflection triangle due to increased inward force. Scale bar = 0.5cm. 

 

The directional retroflexion response of the flexible CCR array, when subjected to external 

stimuli, can be applied in temperature and strain sensors. The amount of retroreflected light 

changed with the variation of temperature and strain. The reflected far-field triangular structure 

also increased/decreased based on temperature and strain variation. Optical response of the 

flexible CCR array worked in both reflection and transmission modes. The amount of 

retroreflected light also depended on the tilt angle. Therefore, the retroreflected light (area of 

triangle) can be considered as a function of temperature and strain variation:  
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where k is a proportional constant and related with environmental conditions (relative humidity, 

temperature), R , T , and F  are changes in retroreflection, temperature, and force related 

to strain. ),,( FTS  is the change of sensitivity as a function of temperature, force related 

with strain or weight suspension and tilt angle of the flexible CCR sample. Therefore, 

sensitivity, S  can be measured as a ratio of changes in retroreflected light or distance of far-

field triangular pattern (d) and small change of temperature or strain variation (in the form of 

inward/outward force or weight suspension) during reflection or transmission mode (Eq. 5). At 

fixed illumination and without any load suspension or strain force, temperature sensitivity can 

be measured as TS = 0.265 AU/°C (from the tangent of temperature response curve, Figure 

4d). Similarly, at fixed illumination and room temperature, strain sensitivity can be measured 

as SS = 31.1267 cm2/N (from the tangent of inward force, red (635 nm) illumination for 

response curve, Figure 6b). 

4.6 Discussion and summary  
 

Optical properties of the fabricated flexible CCR array were characterized through reflection, 

transmission, far-field experiments as well as numerical modelling. Soft flexible CCR array 

showed total internal reflection based on the three mirror retroreflection. The incident light 

reflected towards the source with a different tilt illumination and showed directional reflection. 

In general, the retroreflected power decreased considerably from 10° tilt angle with increased 

temperature. The flexibility and directional reflection of the fabricated CCR array structure 

were observed during strain and temperature variation. The amount of retroreflection varied 

with temperature, strain variation and provided selective directional reflection. As the structure 

of the CCR array changed due to temperature or strain variation, the angle in the CCR structure 
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increased/decreased; the thickness of PDMS block changed which increased/decreased the size 

of the reflected/transmitted triangle and also changed the magnitude of retroreflection intensity. 

A direct relationship between temperature, strain, and the retroreflected optical power of CCR 

array can be observed. In general, the reflected power of PDMS CCR increased with increasing 

temperature for all selected positions and monochromatic light illumination. 

A gradual decrease in directional retroreflection occurred when the sample was tilted at larger 

angles. At the normal angle (0° illumination), maximum reflection power was detected as all 

retroreflections were directed to the source which was redirected by the beam splitter to the 

optical spectrometer. Part of the incident light is unable to reach inside the cornercube due to 

the three mirrored triangular mesh and the increased tilt angle. It is scattered out by bulk PDMS 

block and redirected away from the beam splitter. Therefore retroreflection was not detected 

by the optical power meter. Moreover, the cross-sectional area of the cornercube array towards 

the incident ray may directly influence the retroreflected beam. The highest cross-sectional 

area was achieved without tilting the sample and resulted in the highest amount retroreflection. 

Laser illumination on different sample positions resulted in a different amount of 

retroreflection. Therefore, the choice for first illumination point in each experiment was the 

position where the maximum reflection was found. The distance between the flexible CCR 

array, beam splitter, spectrometer, and laser source did not affect the retroreflection, given the 

focus point was fixed at a constant position. The lowest detectable signals also called DOL 

(temperature/force as weight suspension) can be calculated from the intercept between the 

regression lines of the standard errors (Appendix-B, Figure S4.8). For red (635nm) light 

illumination, the DOL values for temperature and weight variation are approximated at 30 °C 

and 5 gm. However, DOL values are influenced by incident light wavelengths, materials, and 

structural properties of the replicated CCR structure and metal-coating thickness. 
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For temperature or strain sensing, the aperture size was an important factor which had to be 

positioned in a way that all the retroreflected light from the flexible CCR array reached the 

spectrometer. Light power will be only detected by the photometer if it passes through the 

aperture and reaches the detector. By increasing the temperature, the flexible CCR array 

expanded, the magnitude of reflected triangular profile became bigger than the size of the 

aperture which resulted into decreased power detected by the photometer (some light may 

scatter away in the surroundings) as detection power of the photometer was limited to the 

aperture size caped on it. In general, the detected power of PDMS CCR array due to thermal 

expansion increased with increasing temperature. During sensor sensitivity measurement, the 

constant tilt angle (normal illumination) were considered for measurement simplicity. 

Moreover, external stimuli (humidity, temperature, strain force, and tilted illumination) may 

change the flexible CCR response in a complex way and reduce the sensor’s optical response 

and sensitivity. The directional reflection intensity and sensitivity of the proposed PDMS based 

CCR array sensor is low due to non-uniform gold coating. However, the reflection intensity 

and sensitivity can be improved/enhanced by uniform selective coating as well as controlling 

the thickness of both PDMS replica and metal-coating. 

The directional retroreflection of the PDMS based flexible CCR array was demonstrated. The 

retroreflection property of a flexible CCR array was tuned through external stimuli 

(temperature and strain due to inward/outward force from weight suspension). Compared to a 

conventional CCR array, the selective directional reflection was achieved using a flexible CCR 

array. Moreover, conventional CCR arrays are limited due to fixed retroreflection, however, 

flexible CCRs allow tuning of retroreflection and are passive (no electronics required). 

Moreover, flexible CCR arrays based in temperature and strain sensors described in this work 

were low cost, flexible and easy to fabricate. The sensitivity of a polymer-based, flexible CCR 

array sensor could be customized with other copolymers or the PDMS CCR array could be 
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coated with silver or gold nanoparticles to tune its optical-mechanical properties. Reflected 

optical power was independent of the positioning and movement of the laser source. The direct 

relationship between the force and magnitude of the transmitted/reflected triangle was 

demonstrated in the flexible CCR array using a strain sensor. In addition, temperature and 

reflected power optical values were in good agreement to prove the flexible CCR array could 

act as a temperature sensor. Sensors based on soft, flexible CCR arrays may have application 

in remote sensing as strain and temperature sensors where manual sensing is not possible. It is 

anticipated that polymerised CCR array based optical devices may have applications in space 

science, where light waves can travel without being lost as heat to enable astronauts in space 

to measure the temperature and deformation of devices/parts of the spacecraft by having a 

flexible CCR array installed on the surface and directing a laser at it. Another application may 

be in nuclear power stations and nuclear-related research where human operators measure 

temperature or nuclear expansion at a safe distance to ensure their safety and well-being from 

radiation and other environmental hazards. 
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Chapter 5 Remote Thermal Sensing by Integration of 

Corner-Cube Optics and Thermochromic Materials 
 

5.1 Overview 
 

CCRs with thermochromatic materials and hydro-chromic paints are investigated to define 

their potential application as remote temperature sensors and moisture level detectors in this 

chapter. Section 5.2 illustrates the basic properties of CCRs, monochromatic and broadband 

light interaction with various colours, and thermochromic properties of liquid crystals and 

leuco dyes. Schematics of the remote temperature sensing setup, phase inversion property of 

CCRs and influence of distance variation between laser light sources to the target CCR are 

presented in sections 5.3. Experimental results from ink pigments, acceptance angle, leuco dye, 

liquid crystals and hydro-chromic paint along with computational modelling are shown in 5.3 

subsections. Section 5.4 provides a discussion and summary of the conducted experiments. 

This chapter is reproduced from ‘’Khalid, M.W., Whitehouse, C., Ahmed, R., Hassan, M.U. 

and Butt, H., 2018. Remote Thermal Sensing by Integration of Corner‐Cube Optics and 

Thermochromic Materials. Advanced Optical Materials, p.1801013.’’ 

5.2 Introduction 
 

Temperature is one of the most commonly monitored parameters within industry [1, 2]. Remote 

temperature monitoring is typically performed through an electronic wireless sensor over radio 

wave transmission or through wired sensors that transmit data over cables directly to the 

readout and control system [2, 3]. These devices have active components requiring a power 

supply to function. Many have limitations, including a poor communication range, high 

manufacturing costs, a slow response time, and are prone to electromagnetic interference and 

thermal noise [4]. Remote sensing becomes extremely important in areas that are either difficult 
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to access or due to the environmental conditions, such as high temperatures, radioactivity, 

pressure, toxicity, or other stringent constraints, allow the operator to supervise a system placed 

in a hazardous environment at a safe distance [5]. Since these stringent conditions pose 

limitations on certain sensing methodology, optical sensing and probing offer a promising 

alternative monitoring methodology [6]. 

Thermochromatic materials based fibre optics temperature sensing are being utilised by many 

researchers and are being explored for their feasibility as a cost-effective, simple, higher 

sensitivity and real-time sensing response [7, 8]. Commonly used fiber optic temperature 

sensors are mainly classified into two types interferometric and non-interferometric. However, 

these devices are applicable only to human accessible areas as they are operated manually. 

Another issue with POF based sensor is the presence of active components in them such as thin 

semiconductor ships. Temperature sensing systems based on purely optical elements to 

measure the temperature of distant objects or human restricted areas are in high demand [9, 

10]. In general, thermochromatic materials-based temperature sensors provide a visual 

indication of temperature through colour coding. The base is coated with several different 

liquid crystals which change colour at their activation temperatures. These types of sensors are 

most commonly used for room temperature monitoring etc [11].  

Sensors involving thermochromatic materials have been in use for various applications where 

the monotonic relationship between temperature and colour enables accurate mapping of 

temperature distribution within the region of interest [9, 11, 12]. These materials allow the 

broadband spectrum of a certain wavelength to pass through them at a specific temperature and 

absorb or reflect the rest. The transmitted/reflected wavelength that can be detected is 

processed with processing devices/optical detectors to correlate temperature with the 

wavelength (colour code). Combination of thermochromatic materials with luminophore or 

inclusion in electrical devices are also proposed, however, these devices may not be eligible to 
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map temperature distribution across the human restricted environments e.g. high radioactive 

sites or other chemical hazardous areas. Hence a device is proposed which is based on 

thermochromatic material coated on a CCR [13-15]. 

The incident monochromatic beam is reflected once from each of the three mirror surfaces and 

returns towards the source. The reflected laser beam is phase conjugated to the original incident 

beam. An arbitrary incident plane wave under paraxial approximation is: 
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where Ai is an amplitude function, ki is a wave vector, and ε is a unit polarization vector so that 

1. * = . The light reflected from a CCR can be approximated with ideal PCM if (a) the 

physical dimension of the CCR is large enough, and (b) the centre of the CCR coincide with 

optical axis. Therefore, reflected wave from a CCR is: 
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where R indicates amplitude reflectivity of a CCR, -ki shows reverse direction of the reflected 

wave, ε* , and Ai
* indicates conjugate/reversal of polarization and amplitude vectors. 

It is the Bragg’s scattering which determines the characteristic spectrum of colours when the 

light of a specific wavelength interacts with thermochromatic materials undergoing a colour 

transition due to temperature changes. Mathematically, Bragg’s diffraction equation can be 

expressed as follows [16, 17]: 

                 𝜆 =  P ɳ sinϕ                                               (5.3) 

Here, 𝜆 is the wavelength of the incident light, P indicates the pitch of optically active molecule 

under illumination, ɳ denotes mean refractive index, and ϕ is the exposure angle or angle of 

incidence. It is observed from equation 5.3 that helicoidal pitch determines the ability of the 

thermochromatic material to selectively reflect the wavelength of incident light i.e. when 

incident light (broadband 400-700 nm) is comparable to the pitch length then a range of colours 
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are produced depending upon their associated wavelength [17]. Temperature change under 

normal illumination changes the pitch length and changes the orientation of the direction 

vector, hence the reflection percentage of the incident light can be selectively tuned. Any 

applied stress can also change the pitch length by changing the orientation of the direction 

vector which can lead to ambiguity in temperature sensing data [18]. 

5.3 Experiments and results 
 

Optical characterization of a CCR coated with various coatings of different coloured ink dyes, 

and thermochromatic materials were performed using a simple set up shown in Figure 5.1 (a). 

 

Figure 5. 1: (a) schematic of experimental setup showing the beam propagation from laser 

source towards CCR after passing through the beam splitter, reflected beam from CCR is 

directed towards the power meter. (b) showing Phase conjugation property of CCR. (c) is the 

plot depicting recorded reflected power against distance between laser source (red, 635 nm) to 

the CCR.  
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Monochromatic light of variable wavelengths at various temperatures are directed at the CCR 

and the resulting reflected power is recorded with a power meter. Reflected power was 

significantly influenced by the colour coating on the CCR walls. A CCR having three mutually 

perpendicular surfaces, which on illumination directed the reflected light of the same 

wavelength as of incident light influenced by external stimuli i.e. colour in the target, which 

was changing due to thermochromatic effects. A power meter was placed to detect the reflected 

power which was further correlated with the temperature and colour codes. A basic concept of 

colour visualisation was used to plan the experiment i.e. the observed colour is reflected by the 

object under observation. If the broadband light is directed at a red table, only the red 

light/wavelength will be reflected, and the rest is absorbed. Similarly, if the red laser is pointed 

at the red colour, most of the red light is reflected; if violet light is shined on the red colour 

most of the light is absorbed i.e. reflected power will be reduced for the second case.  

Using the experimental set-up shown in Figure 5.1 (a), monochromatic light sources include; 

red (635nm), green (532nm) and violet (405nm). The beam-splitter was used to direct the 

reflected optical response from the coated CCRs with various colours sequentially. Several 

different coatings were applied under various wavelength illumination; reflective coating, 

black ink, red ink, green ink, blue ink, yellow ink and white ink, and controlled measurements 

were taken by illuminating an uncoated CCR. The coatings were spray painted to achieve even 

and smooth layers of coverage adhered to the glass. The optical response i.e. retroreflection 

from the CCR was measured using a power meter. From figure 5.1 (c) it can be seen that the 

distance variation between the laser source and the CCR does not affect the reflected power at 

the fixed focus point of the CCR. 
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5.3.1 Characterisation and calibration of CCR and pigmented colours 
 

The optical characterisation of CCR without any coating and simple dye colours were done in 

order to generally assess its response to incident light. The uncoated CCR yielded the highest 

reflected power for monochromatic light sources, red (635 nm), green (532 nm) and violet (405 

nm) through total internal reflection (TIR). Applied coating reduced the reflected power 

significantly due to light intensity losses as absorption and scattering at the interface of the 

CCR [19-21]. Under normal red (635 nm) illumination at various coloured coatings, the red 

reflective coating produced the highest reflected power; followed by white, red, yellow, green 

and blue coloured coating respectively as shown in figure 5.2 (b). 
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Figure 5. 2: Experimental setup used for normal spray painted CCRs and their reflectance 

behaviour. a) Schematic of the experiment: R (reflectance) and T (transmittance) show the path 

taken by the laser beam. b) monochromatic red light (635nm) reflected from uncoated CCR, 

highly reflective material coating and then from white, black, blue, green, yellow as well as red 

ink coated CCRs. c) Trialled backing colors applied to the rear of the CCR for the preliminary 

experiment. From left to right: reflective, white, red, yellow, green, blue, and black, 

respectively. d) Spectral reflectance curves obtained from pristine (not coated), and black and 

white coated CCRs, the CCR was illuminated by a broadband white light beam. e) Spectral 

reflectance curves obtained from coated CCR in blue, green, yellow, and red colors, the CCR 

was subject to broadband white light.  

 

The black coloured coating reflected no light i.e. all the incident light was absorbed by the 

black ink. Change in the distance between the laser source and the CCR had a negligible effect 
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on the measured power. Broadband illumination at various coloured coating showed 

consistency as predicted and obtained from the monochromatic red light. The wavelength of 

incident broadband light which also determines the colour of the light showed higher reflection 

when illuminated at a similar colour as can be seen in figure 5.2 (d-e). The uncoated TIR 

corner-cube produced the highest reflectance across the entire visible spectral range (Figure 

5.2d-e). The reflection percentage was low (<10%) for various coloured coating, and lower 

than expected for the reflective coating (<40%). This is most likely due to the method of 

application and nature of the spray paints used to coat the CCR (with losses occurring due to 

absorption or scattering of incident light at the interface of CCR/coated layer). Poor surface 

application and use of non-glossy paints create a roughened surface that is only partially 

reflective; a higher proportion of energy is scattered and absorbed than reflected towards the 

source. 

The red (635nm) laser beam produced the highest reflected power when incident on the red 

coating colour. Broadband contains all wavelengths of visible light, with each colour having a 

different wavelength. Under white light, a red object appears red because it absorbs all other 

wavelengths of white light and reflects only the red portion of the EMS. It follows that a blue 

object illuminated with a red laser beam should, ideally, appear black. However, colours are 

not discrete entities; the pigments that form a colour, such as a paint or dye will reflect a range 

of wavelengths within the EMS. This would suggest the highest reflected power from the red 

laser beam would be measured when incident on a red or yellow backing and lowest when 

incident on a blue backing as this is furthest removed from the red portion of the EMS. 
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5.3.2 Acceptance angle  
 

The acceptance angle of the uncoated CCR was measured using monochromatic red (635nm) 

light through the same experimental set-up to the one detailed in Figure 5.1 (a). The incident 

beam was varied between 0 and 90° by changing the combinations of yaw and pitch of the 

CCR. The resultant percentage reflection could then be measured and plotted as shown in 

Figure 5.3 (a).  

 

Figure 5. 3: Acceptance angle calculations (a) plot of resultant percentage reflection. (b) details 

the CCR coordinate system, whereas, figure 5.3 (c) explains the output polarisation of 

horizontally polarised incident light incident within a perfect CCR [21, 22]. 
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The greatest retro-reflection occurred when the incident light beam was between 0 - 20° in 

combinations of yaw and pitch. Beyond 20°, a remarkable decrease in reflected power 

suggested the limiting angle of TIR had been exceeded. Beyond 60°, the CCR did not retro-

reflect any incident light. The acceptance angle appeared to be independent of the size of the 

CCR. Acceptance angles depend upon the refractive indices of coated materials on CCR walls 

and the wavelength of incident light. The refractive index for violet light (1.530) is slightly 

larger than the red light (1.512) in crown glass i.e. index of refraction is inversely proportional 

to the wavelength of light. So, theoretically acceptance angle and percentage reflection is 

slightly increased during violet light illumination at CCR [23-25]. 

5.3.3 Leuco dye 
 

Using the similar experimental setup as shown in figure 5.1a, the reflected optical power from 

a solid glass CCR coated with the leuco dye was measured in different thermal conditions 

(Figure 5.4). 
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Figure 5. 4: Experimental setup/method of controlling the surface temperature of the coated 

CCR and thermal response of the coated CCR. a,b) Schematic/ray diagram of the optical and 

heating setup. c–e) Percentage reflectance values against temperature for a CCR coated in leuco 

dye as measured with red, green, and violet lasers. f) Color changing transition of the leuco dye 

from cool (dark) to hot (colorless), from (i) to (vi), respectively. 

 

The measurements were performed for heating and cooling between 35 and 55 °C; the surface 

temperature of the CCR was controlled by transferring heat from a hot plate through a thermally 

conductive potting compound that encapsulated the CCR. The potting compound had a thermal 

conductivity of 1.26 W m−1 K−1 and operational temperature range of −40 to 130 °C. Each 

retro-reflected power measurement was taken after ensuring the entirety of the potting 
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compound had reached thermal equilibrium with the hot plate. Measurements were carried out 

using red, green and violet laser light sources. The experiment was repeated for three times. 

The leuco dye had an activation temperature (TA) of 47 °C, at which point it changed from 

black to colorless. There was a negligible difference in percentage reflectance values from the 

use of a red, green and violet laser. The reflectance values were also independent of the distance 

between the laser source and the CCR. Below the value of 43 °C, the dye remained black as all 

incident laser light colors were absorbed by the dye and therefore the recorded percentage 

reflection values were 0%. The dye began to lose color beyond the value of 43 °C and so the 

recorded percentage reflection values increased in accordance with the increase in reflected 

laser light. The dye transitioned from black to colorless across the temperature range of 43–

50 °C, peaking at a percentage reflection value of ≈11.5% for all three laser light sources. 

Heating beyond 50 °C did not change the percentage reflection values further, indicating that 

the dye had completed its transition. At 55 °C, the hot plate was turned off, and the percentage 

reflectance values during cooling were measured. Reflectance values across the entire 

temperature range were higher for the cooling cycle as compared with the heating cycle, 

leading to a hysteresis. The presence of the hysteresis loop between the heating and cooling 

curves is mainly due to the thermal mass of the CCR, which can be minimized by improving 

the heatsink efficiency of the system. Although the response time of both, the sensing layer is 

less than 20 ms, the sensor showed a stable change after a few seconds. The CCR in the present 

study are made of borosilicate glass, notice that the thermal conductivity of glass is less than 1 

W cm−1 K−1, whereas that for metals, the value is two to three orders of magnitude larger (for 

Au: ≈300 and Cu: ≈400 W cm−1 K−1). Therefore, the response of such sensors is a function of 

thermal mass (/conductivity), and efficiency can be increased by increasing the conductivity as 

well as reducing the overall size of the sensor. The peak percentage reflectance values of 

≈11.5% were lower than expected for this experiment. It was assumed when under heat, the 
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dye would appear completely colorless and so allow the CCR to carry out the better internal 

reflection. Instead, the dye appeared a mottled grey, only partially reflecting the incident laser 

beams. A later investigation into the appearance of the dye at high temperatures as a function 

of its thickness revealed only the thinly applied dye (one to two coats) disappeared completely. 

It may be possible, therefore, to "boost" the percentage reflection values by applying the leuco 

dye sparingly to the rear of the CCR. Also, the TIR is limited because of the higher refractive 

index of the dye as compared to air. Therefore, the interface between the CCR surface and dye 

require a larger incident angle for a better TIR. In order to validate the results, the CCR was 

heated to a certain temperature (between 42 and 52 °C) and the percentage reflection value 

measured using the red, green, and violet laser. This was then compared to the results obtained 

in Figure 5.4c–e, from which a temperature could be predicted. The average relative error 

between the true and predicted residual temperature was ≈1.7%. 

5.3.4 Liquid crystal 
 

The retro-reflected power from a CCR with three coats of liquid crystals coatings was measured 

during heating and cooling. All coats performed under identical conditions using an airbrush 

at a maximum pressure of 20 PSI. After drying the liquid crystal ink, a black paint backing was 

applied via an aerosol. The CCR was heated between the temperatures of 20–35 °C, whereas, 

the liquid crystal had a bandwidth of 24 to 29 °C, over which it changed from red (at lower 

temperatures) to yellow and green (at mid-temperature range) and then blue (at higher 

temperatures). Outside of this temperature range, the liquid crystals generally appeared 

transparent. The blue phase generally appears in the temperature range between isotropic liquid 

and chiral nematic phases. Change in the temperature changes the arrangement of the LC 

molecules, hence changing interspacing between LC layers. This in turn changes the 

wavelength of light that is reflected back due to constructive interference. This phase can be 

exploited to measure very narrow temperature range but can also be designed to encompass 
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thermal large ranges. The broad colorimetric modulation in the coated material within a narrow 

temperature range can be exploited to attain an enhanced sensitivity within the desired range.  

 

Figure 5. 5: Color spectrum displayed by the liquid crystal. a) The liquid crystal appears red at 

lower temperatures, changing to yellow, green then blue at higher temperatures. The liquid 

crystal was deposited on top of a black backing to absorb incident light not reflected by the 

liquid crystal layer. b) Percentage reflectance values against temperature for a CCR coated in 

liquid crystal ink as measured with a red, green and violet laser light source. The red line 

represents heating, while the blue line represents cooling. c) Color changing transition of the 

liquid crystal ink from cold (red) to hot (blue), from (i) to (vi) respectively. 
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BHAM (abbreviated Birmingham) is written with the liquid crystal ink to display the thermal 

response of liquid crystals when heated (Figure 5.5a). The hottest spot turned dark blue, while 

in the nonuniformly heated specimen (heated via a hair dryer) revealed the black backing 

outside the operating range. Measurements from the CCR sensor were carried out using a red 

(635 nm), green (532 nm), and violet (405 nm) lasers, each having a maximum power of ≈4.5 

mW. The experiment to take one reading was carried out a for three times The peak percentage 

reflectance values occurred when the laser light source of a given wavelength fell on the same 

color (reflecting the peak maximum at the same wavelength) that is the red laser (635 nm) 

produced the highest percentage reflectance values when incident on a red coloring between 

24 and 25 °C (Figure 5.5b–d). The cooling curve is represented by the dashed line and closely 

follows that of the heating curve. The thermal hysteresis loop in the case of liquid crystal coated 

CCRs was negligible as compared to leuco dye, indicating better thermal conduction 

properties. Photographic recording of the heating CCR showed the subsequent change in color 

of the liquid crystal ink from a deep red to blue (Figure 5.5e). Beyond 29 °C, the liquid crystal 

did not immediately turn transparent. Instead, it retained a dark blue coloring from 29–32 °C 

and gradually turned transparent (and hence revealed the black backing) thereafter. This 

retention of color extended the band over which the green and violet laser experienced retro-

reflection. To validate the experiment, the CCR sensor was heated to a certain temperature 

within the range of 23 and 35 °C and percentage reflection values measured using a red, green 

and violet laser. Using Figure 5.5b–d, the predicted temperature was calculated by taking a 

mean of the predicted temperatures for each laser color. The CCR was allowed to cool between 

each run. Using all the three laser curves, enabled to predict the temperature within 1% of error. 
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5.3.5 Hydro-chromic paint  
 

Hydrochromic paints undergo through a reversible change in colour from milky white to 

transparent when treated with water. These materials are most commonly used to hide secret 

colours, texts as well as in hundreds of other applications. Hydrochromic inks are non-toxic, 

easily available in market and environment friendly, thus so could be feasibly utilised for any 

novel application. In this research, a combination of a CCR with hydrochromic paint sprayed 

on its walls was used to construct a remote sensor for moister level supervision in hazardous 

areas, where human access is restricted. Using the same idea as for leuco dye and liquid 

crystals, hydrochromic paint is coated on CCR and optically characterized with various light 

sources including broadband and monochromatic light sources under various moister 

conditions. Initially, coated CCR with hydrochromic paint which was white, nearly opaque was 

immersed in water to transform in transparent form. After that, the system was monitored while 

undergoing a reversible transformation attaining its actual color i.e. white. Reflected power 

from the hydrochromic system was recorded and plotted as shown in figure (5.6c). 
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Figure 5. 6: Experimental results from hydrochromic paint analysis. (a-b) Experimental setup 

used to optically characterise the designed system (CCR optics). (c) Reflection (%) against 

given moister level during red (635 nm), green (532 nm) and violet (405 nm) normal 

illumination, respectively. (d) Reflection (%) during broadband light illumination under 

various moister levels. It is to be noted that white represents the as received paint which is 

milky whereas transparent represents the fully immersion in water and then the semi-

transparent levels were considered during the reverse process of transformation (i.e. drying out 

the paint) from fully transparent to milky white respectively.  

 

Recorded power was highest i.e. around 70% of the total power, for hydrochromic system soon 

after being immersed in water because the colour of received hydrochromic paint transformed 

from milky white to transparent (colourless), and the incident lights include; red (635nm), 

green (532nm) and violet (435nm) reflected towards the source through TIR mechanism. As 

the system dried out, the reflected power dropped down continuously and attained 
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approximately the initial value i.e. around 4.5 % on average once the system was fully dried 

and turned into milky white. A direct relationship between reflected power and moister level 

is observed in the event of broadband light illumination, as shown in fig (5.6d) based on the 

fact that hydrochromic paint transforms into transparent with the higher moister level and allow 

CCR to undergo through TIR based reflection as well as direct light transmission through it. 

5.3.6 Computational modelling 
 

Optical properties of liquid crystal coated CCR surface were modelled through FEM. 

COMSOL multi-physics simulation tools were used to simulate retroreflection and ray-tracing 

properties from the two/three-dimensional (2/3D) LCCR structures. Scattering, continuity-

boundary conditions were used to observe retroreflection property from the liquid-coated CCR 

(LCCR) surfaces. 2D computation consisted of triangular meshing elements, maximum mesh-

size (one-fifth of wavelength), 12201 domain and 433 boundary elements. Complete 3D mesh 

consists of 369417 domain elements, 13064 boundary elements, and 503 edge elements. 

Maximum and minimum mesh sizes were 0.667 and 0.00667 mm. Also, mesh convergence 

was performed to get result accuracy. User define customised physics-controlled mesh (mesh 

size was one fourth of wavelength) was utilised to for modelling. Customised mesh containing 

more mesh elements around the spherical domain. For further reduction of element number a 

swept mesh is applied which considerably minimises the size of the model and complexity of 

simulation. Customising the meshing also helps to reduce memory requirement by controlling 

quality of elements by creating efficient and accurate simulation environment. 

Figure 5.7a shows 2D LCCR computational geometry and simulation environment. 

Retroreflection property of the LCCR was simulated through monochromatic light at normal 

illumination. The incident and retroreflected light were parallel and produced bright 

interference pattern towards the source. The E-field intensity distributions of the retroreflected 
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light were computed with monochromic light (405, 532, and 632nm) at normal illumination. 

Maximum retro-reflection field distribution was observed with higher wavelength (632nm). 

Furthermore, retroreflection property of LCCR was also 3D-modelled based on structural 

parameters (height-6.10mm, diameters-7.16mm, etc.) available on commercial CCR (N-BK7, 

Edmount optics) (Figure S5.1a-c). Retroreflection property of LCCR was simulated with 

refractive index (RI) variation from 1.33-1.50. Higher laser wavelength (632nm) shows five-

folds retroreflection improvement compared with lower-wavelength (405nm) at 1.33 RI. As RI 

increased, the retroreflection values decreased exponentially. Moreover, retroreflection 

property was simulated with wavelength (400-800nm) and RI variation (1.33-150). As 

wavelength increased, the retroreflection property increased exponentially. The retroreflection 

angle was also plotted as a function of incident angle. Linearity of the curve (R2=1) ensures the 

retroreflection property of LCCR. Furthermore, 3D ray trajectory of retroreflection from LCCR 

was also modeled. Each ray color indicates RI value and remain constants in the full trajectory. 

Incident rays and retroreflected rays from LCCR are also found parallel from the ray-trajectory 

observation. The phase (vp), group velocity (vg) of the incident (before entering the LCCR) and 

retroreflected (after LCCR) light remain at a constant level (vp=vp= sm /105.1 10 ) (Figure 

S5.1d,e). However, inside the LCCR, reduced amount of group and phase value ( p
= g

=

sm /1010 9 ) was observed compared with incident/retroreflected light. Similarly, constant 

angular frequency was (
== ri  srad /1014.2 17 ) observed for incident and retroreflected 

light (Figure S5.1f). Again, minimum constant angular frequency (
=LCCR srad /1043.1 17 ) 

was observed at inside the LCCR. 
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Figure 5. 7: FEM modelling of retroreflection property of the LCCR. (a) 2D computation 

geometry. (b-d) Electric-field distribution of the retro-reflected monochromatic light at normal 

illumination. (e) 3D geometry of the modelled LCCR. (f, g) Retro-reflection as a function of 

RI and wavelength variation. (h) Retro-reflection angle as a function of incident angle. (i) 3D 

retroreflected ray-trajectory as a function of computation time (t). 

 

5.4 Discussion and summary  
 

Liquid crystal, leuco dye and hydro-chromic paint coated on various CCRs based systems 

demonstrated tuneable optical properties subject to the environmental conditions. All three 

designed systems yielded very interesting and encouraging results with average relative errors 

of under 2%. The basic idea of colour visualisation was utilised to plan these simple 

experiments. CCR showed TIR based reflection retroreflection, where the incident light from 

the source was directed perpendicularly at the CCR which reflected towards the source and 
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showed directional reflection. Leuco dye systems are more cost-effective and robust as 

compared to liquid crystals. However, in terms of sensitivity liquid crystals have an edge over 

leuco dye, typically, a 3°C temperature change is required for a leuco dye to change colour, 

whereas liquid crystals based system is found to be more sensitive which require only 1°C to 

change its colour. Proposed applications for Leuco dyes are typically in textile industry, 

packaging, advertising, toys. Liquid crystals on the other hand are accurately calibrated and 

can be used in precision applications, such as, medical devices, thermal mapping and heat 

transfer studies. Presence of hysteresis loop in leuco dye systems show poor thermal 

conduction properties of leuco dye, however hysteresis loop was not present in liquid crystal. 

Tuned optical response of the coated CCR with various paints and thermochromatic materials 

was observed, based on external stimuli (supplied temperature). A beam splitter was 

accommodated between the light source and the sensor to divert reflected response towards the 

power meter. Although the local heating effect due to the absorbed radiation have not been 

studied, the phenomenon cannot be ruled out. In order to avoid such unwanted effects, low 

powers, as well as short operational intervals of the probing laser, can be used. The proposed 

study combined two commercially available components, that is, i) optical: CCRs, and ii) 

material: different types of dyes/liquid crystal to demonstrate a new remote sensing optical 

thermal sensing technique. Such combination for thermal sensing has never been reported 

previously, and it not available in the market. The study offers a new mode of temperature 

sensing via visible (monochromatic laser or broadband) light probing technique, which is 

capable of sensing the temperature virtually from any angle (angle independent measurement). 

The three reflections from mutually perpendicular planes also allow higher interaction between 

the probing laser beams and the thermochromic coating, hence improving the overall response. 

To bring the proposed sensor to the market, the performance parameters, such as accuracy, 

resolution, and thermal sensing range of the proposed sensor, require a detailed comparative 
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study with respect to the commercially available mercury or thermal imaging sensing 

techniques. It is believed that CCR-based remote thermal sensing can find its application in 

numerous fields after making appropriate selection of the sensing materials and optical 

components, such as in space equipment or atmospheric temperature sensing in challenging 

locations, in hazardous environments (posing risks like presence of toxins, corrosives, or 

radioactive chemicals and gases), within underground mines to provide adaptability to the ever-

changing topographies, and within power generation plants where temperature is measured 

using an optical thermochromic system, would be immune from different interfering fields. 

The above study has proven that it is possible to create a remote temperature sensor by 

combining thermochromic material with a CCR. As temperature sensors are required to work 

in evermore challenging environments, development of concepts explored within this study 

may provide a costeffective and simple solution. There are however a number of limitations 

that must be overcome to ensure the success of the sensor. These include the presence of a 

hysteresis loop for leuco dyes, bandwidth and maximum temperature limitations for liquid 

crystals, and the susceptibility of the thermochromic materials to aggressive chemicals and 

light. Further work regarding accurate calibration of the sensor, choice of thermochromic 

materials for particular application, and prospective design for a commercial sensor should be 

carried out in future studies.  
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Chapter 6 Nanofabrication on Rigid and Flexible 

Substrates via Nd:YAG Laser Ablation for Remote 

Sensing Applications 
 

6.1 Overview 
 

This chapter demonstrates the single pulsed Nd:YAG laser ablation, in Denisyuk reflection 

mode to record 1D/2D holographic structures on various substrates with different optical 

properties, including rigid glass, soft polymers and gelatine coated with single as well as with 

multilayer of conductive and non-conductive materials. Surface morphology of 

polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) based nanostructures was changed by applying mechanical 

force which in turn tuned their optical response at far fields depending upon the amount of 

force applied, yielding into a low cost and robust force sensor. This chapter introduces 

diffractive gratings, methodology and theory in section 6.2, while section 6.3 along with its 

subsections describes briefly the experimental results and analysis. Section 6.4 pivots around 

the discussion and summary of combined experiments. 

6.2 Introduction 
 

Holographic recording in the form of diffractive gratings are often called super prisim as they 

split polychromatic light into its constituents. Conventional glass prisms have limited use in 

advance optical devices due to their sizes and brittle nature. Planner miniature diffractive 

gratings have their potential use in data storage devices such as CDs/DVDs, biosensing (optical 

biosensor based on a porous silicon composite structure), security holograms on bank/business 

cards and currency notes to make forgery difficult [1-5]. Holograms made on edible materials 

are highly welcomed in the food industry for food decoration purposes. The personalised used 

of holography is limited due to the time consuming, high cost and expertise dependent 
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fabrication methods as well as due to the suitable materials availability. Historically, permanent 

images were recorded in photosensitive media based on multi-beam interference and wet 

chemistry involving silver halides or photoresists to create volumetric or surface gratings [6-

10]. To create holograms with flexible dimensions, many recording materials have been 

proposed such as photorefractive, bacteriorhodopsin, thermoplastics and liquid crystals [11-

16]. Amongst these various materials, photorefractive polymers have been the most promising 

media for rewritable holographic display. Such polymer composites are often doped with 

nonlinear chromophores, which can be poled by an external voltage. On the other hand, 

holograms are conventionally recorded by coherent laser beams, femtosecond direct laser 

writing [17, 18] where achieved resolution is limited due to the spot size, and other complex 

methods including E-beam lithography (EBL) [19] along with focussed ion beam (FIB) milling 

[20] which have still low-throughput, are labour-intensive and costly. Hence, the rapid 

fabrication of low-cost, flexible holograms at large scale production remains a big challenge. 

Here, we utilised a single step, flexible, low-cost and simple method to record holograms on 

various different materials soft polymers, conductive/nonconductive multilayer films and on 

edible materials to demonstrate their application as food decoration and force sensing device. 

A nanosecond pulse laser and reflective object in Denisyuk reflection mode is used to record 

holograms in the form of periodic gratings by means of laser ablation on various light absorbing 

materials (Figure 6.1 a, b). Light absorbing materials coated on a surface can be selectively 

ablated by directing the intensity distribution of interference pattern to it. Peak intensity regions 

corresponding to constructive interference pattern ablate the material; however, the material in 

the destructive interference regions stays intact. Hence, a periodicity depending on the intensity 

distribution of an interference pattern can be recorded in a light-absorbing material. The 

collimated laser ablation is a physical process, where high peak power, determined by the 

ablation threshold of the coated material, is capable of selectively removing layers of material. 
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This is dissimilar to the photochemical patterning process. The recording of the interference 

pattern depends upon optical properties of recording media (i.e. absorption), working distance 

(between object to be copied and recording media), pulse duration, caption angle of the 

recording media, and the localised energy distribution of the laser beam, which is determined 

by the optical properties of the object to be copied.  

Under monochromatic light illumination, uniform periodic gratings diffract light based on the 

periodicity as well as the wavelength of the illuminated light through them. Diffraction 

angles/distance of diffracted orders to the central-spot/non-diffracted zero order could be 

changed by somehow varying the periodicity of periodic gratings through the application of 

mechanical stress or due to thermal expansion/compression, as stated by Bragg’s law [21, 22].  

The transmitted monochromatic light through the periodic gratings is diffracted based on the 

periodicity of the target fringes, provided that there is a well-defined diffraction pattern at a far 

field. The diffraction pattern is composed of a more intense central spot due to non-diffracted 

light and n diffracted orders due to diffracted light intensity. If the distance of periodic gratings 

to the image screen and separation between the non-diffracted central spot and diffracted orders 

is known, then the relevant diffraction angle can be calculated by using Pythagorean theorem 

to figure 6.2c, from equation (6.1) [23-26], 

                                                    𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃 =
𝑙1

√𝑙1
2+𝑙2

2
                                                    (6.1) 

Where 𝜃 is the diffraction angle, 𝑙1 = ℎ is the 1st order inter space and 𝑙2 = 𝑑 represents the 

distance between the grating sample and the image screen. The relationship between the 

periodicity of the gratings and diffraction distance/angle can be defined by the following 

equation,  

                                                       𝑑1 =
𝑛×𝜆

𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃
                                                            (6.2) 

For the 1st diffracted order, the value of 𝑛 would be set as 1. 
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Strain created due to any applied stress (mechanical, thermal) depends upon the 

physical/chemical properties of the material onto which the nano-structure is engineered. On 

expansion, the dimension of the grating sample changes, i.e. the periodicity between the 

uniform periodic gratings widens. Using the extension ratio in macro-perspective, gratings 

period can be calculated as follows [27, 28], 

                                                     𝑑2 = 𝑑0 × (1 + ή)                                                (6.3) 

Here 𝑑0 is the initial grating’s period without any applied stress and ή is the extension ratio, 

which can be calculated by measuring the 1st order interspace. Next, changes in the optical 

response can be monitored to quantify the strain produced by specific values of applied stress 

on physical grating’s structure. 

6.3 Experiments and results 
 

6.3.1 Materials and methods 
 

Biocompatible gelatine: Gelatine is commonly used as; a food item, for smoked lenses, colour 

filters, photographic film emulsions, sizing, adhesives, inks and encapsulations. It is a mixture 

of proteins prepared by hydrolysing, via boiling, and collagen obtained from skin, ligaments, 

and tendons. Gelatine is composed of amino acids in the proportions; alanine, glutamic acid, 

hydroxyproline, proline, glycine along with small amounts of arginine, leucine, and aspartic 

acid [29-31]. Gelatine is approved as a food product and is easily digestible. Gelatine is strongly 

hydrophilic [32]. In cold water, dried gelatine can absorb up to ten times its weight of water, 

forming a viscous mass [33]. Adding alum to gelatine produces a harder gel [34]. Potassium 

chrome alum and formaldehyde (formogelatine) also harden gelatine and make it insoluble. 

The refractive index of gelatine is around 1.51-1.53; the melting temperature is 32 ∘c and 

density is 1.27 kg/m3 [35-37]. 

http://cameo.mfa.org/wiki/Amino_acid
http://cameo.mfa.org/wiki/Alanine
http://cameo.mfa.org/wiki/Glutamic_acid
http://cameo.mfa.org/wiki/Hydroxyproline
http://cameo.mfa.org/wiki/Glycine
http://cameo.mfa.org/wiki/Leucine
http://cameo.mfa.org/wiki/Alum
http://cameo.mfa.org/wiki/Formaldehyde
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Polydimethylsiloxane PDMD: Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) is non-toxic and inert silicon-

based organic polymer capable of replicating 3D structures in nanometeric scales [38, 39]. 

PDMS has been a popular choice for soft lithography due to its robust nature, low cost and ease 

of fabrication to replicate nano/micro scale structures [38, 39]. Compared to traditional etching 

and bonding approaches, PDMS micro-modelling process is rapid and simple [40]. The optical 

properties of PDMS involve it having a refractive index of ~ 1.4. It is transparent in the visible 

range (240 nm – 1100 nm) with an extinction coefficient of < 10-10, 25 and has negligible 

birefringence[41], and inert properties which makes it suitable for prototyping and testing [42]. 

Ink characterisations: Black permanent ink (Staedtler, Germany) diluted with ethanol 

solution on glass, gelatine, PDMS substrates was used as a reflection holography recording 

medium. The Nd:YAG laser operated at 1064 nm and 300 mJ of energy was used during 

holographic recording. Spectrophotometer (resolution 0.1 nm) and a broadband light source 

(400–1100 nm) were purchased from Ocean Optics for optical measurements. 

6.3.2 Holographic laser writing 
 

Nanostructure fabrication was based on a single pulsed Nd:YAG laser and reflecting object in-

line Denisyuk reflection holography mode (Figure 6.1a). The laser beam normal to the 

horizontal passed through the sample kept at 2D stage and reflected from the object. Reflected 

laser beam carrying information in the wave-front about the object from which it was reflected, 

propagated in an opposite direction to the incident beam. Both incident and reflected beams 

interfered and created standing wave effect, which showed constructive and destructive 

interference regions. The resulting standing wave (interference pattern) exposed the substrate 

with a high enough intensity to ablate the light absorbing film(s) to record the information it 

carried from the object in the form of periodic gratings. 
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Figure 6. 1: Schematic of the laser setup (a) showing an Nd:YAG laser (1064nm) with beam 

spot size 1/2cm2 directed from the top at the object to be copied. Sample is kept on a 3D stage 

above the object. (b) Optical microscopic images of fabricated samples showing the surface 

morphology of fabricated holograms; scale bar10μm (c) SEM image with scale bar 500nm. (d) 

SEM images with scale bars 2μm with the plot showing grating spacing as function of d 

variation. (e) With scale bar 2μm SEM image with plot depicting a relationship between grating 

spacing to the tilt angle of recording media. (f) Optical response captured during various d 

values and plotted d as a function of diffraction distance. 

 

Nanostructures were recorded in the form of periodic gratings, as shown in figure 6.1(b, c), 

which were uniform to produce diffraction patterns at image screen during reading beam 

illumination. The characteristics of nanostructures made in light absorbing materials depends 

on the laser wavelength and geometrical parameters. The Sample (substrate coated with light 
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absorbing material) was adjusted in a flexible sample holder (adjustable along x, y and z axes) 

above the object to observe the effects of parameters i.e. d and θ variation on characteristics of 

recorded nanostructures. Object distance to the recording media, d was varied from 2 cm to 5 

cm and the tilt angle of the substrate was gradually increased from 0° to 25° (θ=0°, 5°,10°, 15°, 

20°, 25°) with respect to the object, during the recording of the nanostructures. Only one 

parameter was changed at a time while other parameters were kept constant. Figures 6.1(d-e), 

depict the grating size influenced by d and θ variation respectively. Figure 6.1(d) shows the 

trend observed in the increase of grating spacing from 1.7μm to 2.5μm with increasing value 

of d from 2cm to 5cm respectively. This is because the interference pattern spreads as it travels 

along a path. Similar spreading effects were also observed during optical characterisation, 

when the distance of the image screen to the illuminated holographic structures was 

deliberately increased. A decreasing trend in the grating size with increasing tilt angle is 

observed from figure 6.1(e); for 0∘ tilt angle, grating spacing is found to be 4.1μm, whereas for 

a tilt angle of 25∘, the grating spacing decreased to 0.9μm. Equation (2.33) suggests that the 

resultant wave oscillates in time but has spatial dependence. Also, the constructive interfering 

peak occurs at intervals of half wavelengths. However, other factors include, tilt angle of the 

sample and the distance of the object to the recording media, which can influence the 

periodicity, as stated by Bragg’s law which states that the periodicity must be comparable to 

the wavelength of the standing wave created by incident and reflected waves (sticks to half of 

the wavelength limit). Figure 6.1(f) shows the spatial resolution, i.e. the separation between 

diffracted orders caused from the structured gratings, during red (650nm), green (532nm) and 

blue (450nm) normal light illuminations against grating spacing varied from 2.3μm to 5μm. 

Upon diversion from narrow grating spacing to broad grating spacing, the separation between 

the diffracted orders (diffraction distance) is observed to decrease, as stated by the Bragg’s law. 
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6.3.3 Nanostructures recorded in multi-layered coatings 
 

Optical response was predicted through computational modelling for various wavelengths of 

transmitted light as well as for various grating spacing, as shown in figure 6.2(a, b). 

 

Figure 6. 2: Simulated and Experimental optical characterisation of the fabricated samples. (a) 

Diffraction angle (degree) with respect to grating spacing (b) Diffraction angle (degree) against 

the wavelength of transmitted light (c) Diffraction of broadband light at image screen. (d) 

Optical response under red, green, blue and white light normal illumination with scale bar 1cm. 

(e) Optical microscopic image providing information about the surface morphology of as 

fabricated gratings in multi-layered (ink/gold) coatings. (f) Optical response of the engineered 

structures as a function of tilt angle. (g) Transmission (%) measurements with broadband light 

through corresponding gratings. 
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Nanostructures were fabricated in a multi-layered coating, comprising of a conductive gold 

film on the top and a nonconductive ink film underneath deposited on a glass slide, through 

nanosecond pulsed laser ablation and optically characterised, using the setup shown in figure 

6.2(c). Nanostructures were recorded in the form of periodic gratings shown in figure 6.2(e), 

which were uniform to produce diffraction patterns at the image screen during reading beam 

illumination; as depicted by figure 6.2(d). Monochromatic red (650nm), green (532nm), blue 

(450nm) and broadband light were transmitted, turn by turn, through the periodic structures 

fabricated within multi-layered coating. The optical response was recorded at the image screen, 

kept in front while the digital camera captured the response. The optical characteristics of 

nanostructure made in multi-layered coating were dependent on the wavelength of the 

transmitted light (reading beam), the distance of image screen to the sample and illumination 

angles. For the sake of simplicity, all other parameters were kept constant throughout the 

optical characterisation experiment except for the transmitted wavelength of light sources. 

Figure 6.2(d) shows the optical response of gratings, structured in multi-layered coating; where 

red (650 nm) was the highest wave length across the visible spectrum, which diffracted at the 

highest angle, hence indicating that the distance between diffracted orders is highest as 

compared to green (532 nm) and blue (450 nm), which have intermediate and lowest 

wavelengths, respectively. Rainbow patterns were obtained at each diffraction orders during 

white light illumination. Surface morphology of the fabricated structures can be seen by the 

BF image labelled as Figure 6.2(e). Tilt angle variation as discussed earlier by figure 6.1(d), is 

an important parameter used in changing the characteristics of the fabricated structures and is 

applied during the fabrication stage in multi-layered coating. Figure 6.2(f) shows the distance 

between the diffracted orders to the central spot (non-diffracted light) as a function of tilt angle, 

for all light wavelengths i.e. red, green and blue. It is observed that this distance increases with 

an increase in the tilt angle, which in turn means that the size of grating spacing engineered 
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within the multi-layered coating decreases with increased tilt angle. Figure 6.2(g) represents 

the broadband light transmission (%) through the multi-layered gratings at 10∘ tilt angle. 

6.3.4 Edible gratings 
 

Gelatine substrate coated with light absorbing material was used to demonstrate nanostructures 

fabrication on edible materials through the proposed fabrication set up (in-line Denisyuk 

reflection holography). Various edible nanostructures were fabricated and optically 

characterised by altering geometric parameters. Figure 6.3(a-c) shows the diffraction patterns 

obtained at the image screen by transmitting blue (450nm), green (532nm) and red (650nm) 

monochromatic light beams through periodic gratings fabricated on edible substrate 

respectively, at various tilt angles i.e. θ =0∘, 5∘, 10∘, 15∘, 20∘ and 25∘. 
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Figure 6. 3: Gratings manufactured on edible substrate (gelatine). (a-c) Diffraction patterns 

obtained by shining blue, green and red light through the gratings fabricated during various tilt 

angles (0-25∘), respectively. (d) Optical microscopic image with scale bar 10μm showing 

topography of the edible gratings made at 0∘ tilt angle (θ ∘ =0), whereas the plot showing 

influence of tilt angle onto the grating size. (e) BF image of surface gratings fabricated at 20∘ 

tilt angle; scale bar 5μm and the graphs showing diffraction distance with respect to grating 

size. Grating engineered at 10∘ tilt angle with the plot showing broadband light transmission 

(%) through them; scale bar 10μm. (f) Diffraction distance with respect to the response of the 

gratings made at 0-25∘ tilt angles with 5∘ increment each time under blue, green and red lights’ 

normal illumination.  
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It is obvious from the diffraction patterns that each increment in the value of the tilt angle 

increases the diffracted order’s separation. Figure 6.3(d) shows BF image of gratings made at 

0∘ tilt angle with scale bar =10μm, the plot depicts grating size (from the end of one spacing to 

the end of next mutual spacing) decreased from 20μm to 0.9μm, when the exposure angle was 

increased from 0∘ to 30∘, respectively. It is observed that the grating size decreases sharply 

from 0∘ to 5∘ of tilt angle, however beyond the 5∘ tilt, the decline in the grating size tends to 

become gradual and attains a constant value for higher tilt angles, around 30∘. Equation (2.33) 

and figure 6.1e depict that, each constructive interfering peak occurs at a regular interval of 

half of the wavelength of the standing wave. However, other factors include, tilt angle of the 

sample and the distance of the object to the recording media can influence the periodicity of 

the grating and hence the overall size of the grating structure, as stated by Bragg’s law. This 

trend is seen due to the λ/2 limit which strict the periodicity comparable to the wavelength of 

standing wave. Optical microscopic images taken in BF mode of the nanostructures made on 

edible substrate at a tilt angle of 25∘ are presented in figure 6.2(e). The figure shows that the 

very fine grating size are around 1.8μm, which is two-fold of the grating spacing, i.e.0.9μm at 

25∘ fabrication, as shown by figure 6.1(e), which means ablated region is of the same size as 

non-ablated region. Spatial resolution/diffraction distance is much higher at higher tilt angles 

i.e. 15.6 cm against θ =30∘ as compared to the lower tilt angles i.e. 2cm at 5∘ tilt angle, as can 

be seen by figure 6.3(g). Plots in figure 6.3(e) are obtained by analysing blue, green and red 

laser beams’ transmissions through the gratings made at various tilt angles. Highest wave 

length of 650nm (Red), diffracted at highest angle, while 532nm (green) at intermediate and 

450nm (blue) at lowest angle, as predicted. Spatial resolution i.e. separation between central 

spot to the first order is recorded as 0.65 cm for 0∘ tilt angle and 13.9 cm for 25∘ tilt angle. 
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6.3.5 Tuneable gratings 
 

PDMS, which is stretchable under mechanical stress was coated with light absorbing material 

(black ink) to generate gratings in flexible form and to further demonstrate its application as a 

force sensor. Samples were tilted at 10∘ with respect to the object i.e. exposure angle was 10∘ 

during fabrication. Grating’s structure was analysed under the microscope and surface profile 

was plotted to analyse its surface morphology. Figure 6.4(a-b) presents the microscopic images 

showing uniformly-made gratings with surface morphology plots along with broad band light 

transmission through flexible periodic gratings structured on PDMS. Well-arranged periodic 

gratings in flexible form may yield tuneable, well-ordered diffraction patterns at the image 

screen without any considerable noise, for use as an effective force sensor. 
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Figure 6. 4: Flexible gratings manufactured on PDMS substrate. (a, b) Optical microscopic 

images BF and DF modes; scale bar=10μm, plots depicting surface morphology and broadband 

light transmission (%) through them respectively, (c) stress against strain curve during red light 

normal illumination. (d-h) plots showing spatial resolution against normalised intensity during 

various stretching levels (0% to 25.2%). (i) Plots depicting change in spatial resolution against 

mechanical stretching under green and blue lights’ normal illuminations in a similar manner as 

shown by figure 6.4 (d-h). 

The sample was kept in a fixed two-dimensional stage with a weight suspension set up to be 

focused on any chosen point. Force, as weight suspension, was gradually applied on the 

stretchable periodic structures to increase the periodicity. Monochromatic light beams include 

red (635nm), green (532nm) and violet (435nm). These were illuminated at the normal angle 
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on to the sample, turn by turn, and resulting well-defined diffraction patterns were captured 

from the image screen for all applied stress values. The diffraction distance between the non-

diffracted central spot to the diffracted first order was observed to note any changes in the 

optical response as result of the strain caused within the periodic structure. A linear relationship 

between extension ratio and periodicity of gratings was found. Expansion of grating’s 

periodicity was found inverse to the diffraction distance of the diffracted orders, as predicted 

by simulations. Figure 6.4(c) represents the stress strain curve showing a linear rise from the 

start up to 5 kpa; whereas above that value of stress, the strain rate becomes slower i.e. due to 

approaching the stretching limit of the sensor. Stretching the sample means that the periodicity 

is increased between the adjacent grating, which in turn shifts the diffracted spots closer to the 

non-diffracted central spot. Reduction in the diffraction distance (tuned optical response) of the 

diffracted spots is then correlated to the strain caused within the PDMS based gratings by 

known applied force. Without stretching i.e. 0%, the diffraction distance was recorded as 6.23 

cm, whereas for maximum stretching i.e. 25.2% of the original size of the sample, the 

diffraction distance reduced to 4.66 cm during red (650nm) light illumination. Figure 6.4 (d-h) 

shows the tuned optical response during red light normal illumination at the flexible gratings 

under various stretching, ranging from 0% to 25.2% along with their normalised intensities 

with respect to the diffraction distance. Figure 6.4(i) demonstrates the changes in diffraction 

distance during blue (450nm) and green (532nm) laser beams’ normal illuminations, in similar 

manners as described for the red laser beam in figure 6.4(d-h). In general, there is an inverse 

relationship between diffraction distance to the applied stress, which is stated by the diffraction 

equation and is also predicted by the simulations. 

6.3.6 2D nanostructures 
 

Utilising the understandings of tilt angle variation affecting grating size, 2D gratings were 

constructed to demonstrate the feasibility of our fabrication setup to generate complex 
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nanostructures. Rectangular shaped, uniform gratings at 90∘ as well as at 30∘ were fabricated 

through Nd:YAG laser and in-line Denisyuk reflection holography. 

 

Figure 6. 5: 2D Rectangular gratings structured on ink coated glass substrate utilising the 

fabrication setup and direct femto second laser writing of squared shape gratings on transparent 

sample. (a i,ii) Microscopic images of 2D rectangular shaped gratings’ structure with scale bars 

of 20μm and 10μm respectively. (iii) Microscopic image with scale bar of 10μm showing the 

2D structures fabricated by rotating sample at 30° rotation each time (b i-iii) Optical response 

captured from the image screen under red, green, and blue light normal illuminations through 

structures shown in fig 6.5(a i, ii). figure 6.5(c i-iii) Optical response of the nano-structures 

recorded at 30° rotation with respect to the first laser exposure event, under red green and blue 

light normal illumination. 

Figure 6.5a (i, ii) shows the optical microscopic images at different magnifications of the 

rectangular shaped structures made by twisting sample in xy plane at 90∘,
 each time during both 

laser exposures. Figure 6.5a (iii) is the optical microscopic image of the structures made by 
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twisting sample in xy plane at 30∘ after first exposure. Rectangular shaped structures are 

obvious and uniform throughout the sample. Captured images of the optical response during 

red green and blue light transmission through as fabricated rectangular gratings can be viewed 

in Figure 6.5b (i-iii). It is observed that the horizontal/vertical spatial resolution of diffraction 

patterns depends upon the wavelength of transmitted beam, i.e. 650nm wavelength (red) 

diffracted at higher angles, and then diffraction angles gradually decreased as the transmitted 

wavelength decreased. Figure 6.5c (i-iii) shows the diffraction patterns obtained by 

transmitting same wavelengths of monochromatic lights (as from rectangular gratings) through 

the gratings’ fabrication at 30∘. It is worth mentioning that over here, the diffracted orders are 

not much distinguishable. It is anticipated that with few simple and fast steps, (i.e. variations 

in parameters) nanostructures with desired shapes and higher resolution can be fabricated if the 

demonstrated set up is followed. 

6.3.7 Diffraction efficiencies with respect to transmission 
 

To utilise holograms for various applications, spatial resolution is the key factor. Here, 

diffraction efficiency, i.e. the ratio of diffracted to non-diffracted light by grating’s structure is 

demonstrated. Broadband light was transmitted through as coated samples with various 

compositions to compare diffraction efficiencies with respect to the transparencies of the 

samples. These measurements also optimise the flexibility of the set up used in this work to 

fabricate nanostructures on transparent as well as opaque samples via nanosecond laser 

ablation. Figure 6.6(a-d) shows the transmission (%) of broadband light through as coated; i.e. 

ink coated on PDMS block with 80% highest and 78% lowest transmission, ink coated glass 

substrate with 39.6 % highest and 10% lowest transmission, ink on gelatine leaf with 32% 

highest and 8% lowest transmission and ink plus gold coated on glass with highest 6.5% and 

0.5% lowest transmission, respectively. 
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Figure 6. 6: Broadband light transmissions (%) through as coated samples. (a) Ink coated 

PDMS substrate (b) ink coated glass substrate (c) ink coated gelatine substrate (d) combination 

of ink and gold coatings on glass substrate i.e. ink coated on glass slide and gold layer was 

deposited on top of ink layer. (e) Normalised diffraction efficiencies (%) of the diffracted light 

at first order with respect to nondiffracted light at central spot as a function of broadband light 

transmissions (%), shown in figure 6.6(a-d). 6.6(f i-iv) Diffraction distance (cm) during blue, 

green and red-light transmission through fabricated gratings on the corresponding samples. 

 

Figure 6.6(i-iv) consists of plots depicting the transmission (%) of monochromatic red 

(650nm), green (532nm) and blue (450nm) through samples mentioned in figure 6.6(a-d); it 
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was revealed that the lowest wavelength used i.e. 450 nm across the visible spectrum 

transmitted the most as compared to higher wavelengths, which include 532 nm and 650nm. 

All four substrates with various transmissions (%) ranging from 0.5% to 82% were exposed to 

Nd:YAG laser to record holograms successfully in the form of periodic gratings, which were 

then optically characterised in terms of diffraction efficiencies with respect to transmissions by 

illuminating monochromatic lights of 450nm, 532 nm and 650 nm wavelengths. Absolute 

diffraction efficiencies i.e. diffracted light intensities at the first orders to the non-diffracted 

light intensity at central spot for each diffraction pattern is compared and plotted in figure 

6.6(e). During red (650 nm) light normal illumination at multi-layered gratings (<10% 

transmission), diffraction efficiency is recorded as 116%, whereas for 20%, 40% and 80% 

transmissions diffraction, efficiencies were recorded as 91%, 91% and 43%, respectively. 

Green (532nm) and blue (450nm) light transmissions also followed a similar trend, i.e. 

diffraction efficiency of the fabricated nanostructures is inversely proportional to the 

transmission (%) through the as coated samples to be structured by means of ablation. In 

general, red (650nm) the highest wavelength has highest diffraction efficiency as compared to 

green (532nm) and blue (450nm) light, respectively because the nanostructures are recorded 

with near infrared laser (1064nm) and have much comparable periodicity to the red light 

wavelength as depicted by Bragg’s law. It is observed for lower transmission (%) of the 

material, diffraction efficiencies are higher and vice versa. For red (650nm) with 2.50%, green 

(532nm) 0.8% and blue (450nm) 0.6% transmissions the diffraction efficiencies are 160%, 

130% and 116% respectively; obtained from multi-layered gratings, as shown in figures 6.6d 

(iv) and 6.6f(iv). Comparison of figure 6.6(ai, bii, ciii) and 6(fi-iii) indicates that highly 

transmitted wavelength through recording media, will be diffracted less through the fabricated 

holograms to replay the recorded event. 
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6.3.7 Rainbow patterns 

Uniform nanostructures diffract light based on the wavelength of the light transmitted through 

them. Broadband light composed of seven colours was shined on various nanostructures 

fabricated through the setup used in this work, as shown in figure 6.7(a-d). 

 

Figure 6. 7: Captured images of rainbow pattern obtained at the image screen during broadband 

light normal illumination through fabricated holograms via laser ablation. (a) Rectangular 

gratings (b) PDMS gratings fabricated at 10∘. (c) Multilayer gratings engineered at 10∘ (d) 

gelatine gratings made at 5-25∘ tilt angles. (e-f) Broadband light illumination in reflection mode 

at edible gratings decorated at a Pizza and red-light transmission through them on cake. 
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Broadband light split into its constituent colours depending upon their wavelengths along with 

non-diffracted central spot (middle of the spectrum) i.e. white spot. Lowest wavelength violet 

diffracted at lowest angle and occupied nearest space closer to the central spot at first order, 

while red highest wavelength of visible spectrum diffracted most. Influence of grating size on 

light diffraction can be observed by figure 6.7(d). gratings with larger periodicities were formed 

at 5∘ exposure angle which diffract light at smaller angles with respect to non-diffracted central 

spot while fabrication at exposure angle 25∘ lead to fine grating’s spacing which interns giving 

diffraction orders at the highest distance from the central spot. Edible gratings were used to 

decorate vegan pizza showing rainbow pattern in reflection mode and on fruit cake in 

transmission mode, as depicted by figure 6.7(e,) and figure 6.7(f), respectively. 

6.4 Discussion and summary  
 

1D/2D nanostructures in the form of periodic gratings based on stretchable, edible conductive 

and nonconductive materials have been produced via nanosecond pulsed laser and light 

reflecting object in-line Denisyuk reflection holography mode, keeping all parameters i.e. h 

(distance between laser tip and object), d (distance of object to the recording media), E(energy 

of the laser) and S (spot size) constant, except the exposure angles (i.e. tilt angles of the 

sample). The sample fabrication process was completed in few minutes. Black Ink was used 

for coating on the samples as light absorbing materials, however, to demonstrate the efficiency 

of the setup to fabricate nanostructures on various light absorbing materials, multi-layered films 

were also successfully structured. Multi-layered light absorbing coatings composed of 

nonconductive (ink) bottom layer deposited on a glass slide and conductive (gold) film on top 

of the ink layer. Potential of various materials to be structured for various optics’ applications 

with simple, fast and flexible techniques are also discussed. Increasing d means that the 

standing wave (resulting from incident and reflected beams interference) travels a greater 
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distance before exposing the recording media, thus each increment in d resulted in the larger 

grating size due to beam spreading. Further, above optimum value of d (0.5-3.5 cm in this 

setup) the intensity of standing wave focussed on larger areas at the compensation of focused 

threshold intensity, which is required to ablate the target material. 

To get a better spatial resolution of the optical response from physical nanostructures, gratings’ 

spacing must be as fine as possible. The results showed that finer grating spacing yielded a 

higher spatial resolution. Tilt angle (i.e. the exposure angle of the standing wave to the 

recording media) variation of the recording media is found to be an important tool in controlling 

the grating size. Tuneable optical response was also demonstrated using flexible gratings 

structured on soft polymer substrate. Tuneable periodic gratings were stretched, i.e. grating 

size was increased and the changes in optical response were recorded. For each degree of stress, 

the grating spacing increased and the distance between the central spot to the first diffracted 

spot increased (higher spatial resolution). Broadband light connected with optical microscope 

was transmitted at normal through the surfaces of as coated samples as well as after structuring 

to assess the transmission (%) of various wavelengths, especially in the visible region 

influencing the nanofabrication with the current setup and to correlate them with their 

diffraction efficiencies. Recorded holograms include edible and stretchable periodic gratings’ 

diffracted light in a similar way to the function of the object used. 2D nano-patterns were 

engineered by superimposition of two standing waves in an ink medium coated on a glass 

substrate by changing the tilt angle of the recording media by 3∘ each time, i.e. first standing 

wave was exposed to the sample tilted at 10∘ (larger grating size), while the second beam 

exposed to the same spot at 12∘ (finer grating size), to get rectangular shaped nanostructures. 

Fabrication of nanostructures using the current setup found cost-effective as it is not requited 

to be attached with expensive equipment like e-beam and FIB milling are required to be 

attached with expensive SEM etc. Moreover, the fabrication process is fast, more productive 
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and provides more choice in the material’s selection with various optical and conduction 

properties as compared to e-beam and FIB milling which are expertise dependent and are 

limited to only certain materials. Flexible (polymeric) diffractive gratings (flexible polymneric 

super prism) result into tuneable diffraction field with tuneable; spatial resolution, diffraction 

efficiencies and transmissions (%), which may be a step forward in holography and can be 

utilised for numerous novel applications in data storage devices such as CDs/DVDs, biosensing 

(polymeric gratings for endoscopic biosensing), security holograms on bank/business cards, 

and holograms on plastic currency notes to make forgery difficult. Nanostructures made on 

edible (biocompatible) material may have applications in food industry, medical research and 

developments. Nanostructures made on multilayer coating of conductive and nonconductive 

material’s combination may be utilised for constructing many electrical components within 

few minutes. Optical properties of the recorded 1/2D nanostructures showed multiple highly 

intense diffraction orders, and efficient optical adjustable properties. Light diffraction 

properties of the different orders from the non-diffracted zero-order were tuned to higher 

distances by adjusting certain parameters, i.e. exposure angles and separation between object 

to be copied and target material, the physical grating structures, and this showed efficient 

tunability of the diffraction through monochromatic and broadband light at normal 

illumination. Therefore, holographic nanofabrication via laser ablation has applications in 

printable, low-cost optical devices including tuneable and biocompatible; diffraction gratings, 

wavelength-selective filters, diffusers, and lenses. Moreover, a single-step laser pulse ablation 

is a flexible, reliable and efficient technique in terms of cost and device production along with 

being less time consuming for recording holographic patterns on various light absorbing 

materials including conductive/nonconductive, single/multi-layers, transparent/opaque 

polymers and dyes.   
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Chapter 7 Conclusions and Further Recommendations 
 

 7.1 Overview 
 

Fabrication and real-life applications of various nanophotonic devices include; ink base phase 

conjugate nanostructures, gelatine based diffractive gratings, tuneable polymeric diffractive 

gratings, nanostructured multi-layered thin films, polymeric optical sensors based on CCR 

array and diffusing surface structures for remote sensing applications (temperature, force), 

CCR based leuco dye and liquid crystals based optical devices for remote temperature sensing, 

CCR based hydro chromic sensor for mist sensing application are demonstrated in this PhD 

research thesis. Ink based phase conjugate nanostructures, diffractive gratings on edible 

gelatine, soft polymers and coated with conductive/nonconductive substrates are generated via 

simple, fast and cost-effective laser interference-based ablation. Combinations of CCR with 

with liquid crystals, leuco dye and hydrochromic paint are utilised to develop wireless systems 

for remote temperature and mist sensing. Polymeric CCR array and diffusing surfaces are 

prepared via soft lithography in order to develop light weight, cost effective and simple systems 

for remote temperature and strain sensing to monitor environmental conditions within 

hazardous areas where personal access is not possible due to increased radioactivity, chemical 

hazards, or toxic gases emissions. This research demonstrates in detail the optical behaviour 

and dimensional changes of all fabricated optical structures under various environmental 

conditions through extensive optical characterisation experiments and microscopic analysis. 

Techniques such as theoretical analysis along with computational modelling are also employed 

in this research to predict and compare experimental results. 
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7.2 Contributions 
 

a) Ink based phase conjugate nanostructures 

Fabrication of 1D/2D phase conjugate nanostructures via laser interference-based lithography 

was detailed by utilising a single CCR and Nd: YAG laser in Denisyuk reflection holography 

mode. The fabrication technique is not expertise dependent and is not required to be attached 

with expensive equipment unlike e-beam lithography and FIB milling. Recorded ink-based 

holograms diffracted light in phase conjugation manners similar to the function of a real CCR. 

The only difference was that in the real CCR, 3D geometry is involved, whereas the recorded 

hologram in ink had a 2D geometry and showed phase conjugation properties in terms of 2D 

diffraction patterns under monochromatic/broadband light illumination. The resultant 

conjugate diffraction patterns were optically characterised, and their diffraction behaviour was 

predicted by numerical simulations. The intensity plots of phase-conjugated diffraction 

patterns showed inverse symmetry between the similar order numbers. The diffracted light 

intensity from the conjugated gratings was found to be two-fold than simple periodic gratings, 

while having unique surface morphologies with additional features, which is a step forward in 

holography and can be utilised to improve and develop numerous novel applications in 

encrypted data storage, security, remote sensing and identification. 

 

b) Dynamic CCRs array 

CCR array is replicated within PDMS via surface stamping in order to generate flexible, 

lightweight system for remote temperature and strain sensing. Polymeric CCR array was then 

optically characterised with various monochromatic light sources to assess its optical properties 

and was predicted through simulations. Optical response at the image screen is obtained in the 

form of a triangular shape, which is tuned based on the external stimuli. Manipulation in the 
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dimensions of CCR structures within the array by force application or thermal expansion 

yielded a change in the area of the optical image (triangle) at the image screen. Changes in 

optical response are then correlated with the applied stress and temperature values. For a 

desirable sensor, it is necessary to function in reflection mode, which is also demonstrated by 

coating the polymerised CCR array with gold. These kind of remote sensing systems are based 

on purely optical components, does not require power supply to function, easy to fabricate and 

reliable to use. Moreover, polymeric CCR array sensors may be helpful to measure temperature 

and strain within human restricted areas such as nuclear power plants and nuclear waste 

management facilities etc. 

c) Thermochromatic materials and CCR based sensors 

Due to retroreflection property of CCRs, they have a huge potential in developing optical 

sensors for measuring/supervising environmental conditions within human restricted areas (i.e. 

radioactive or chemically hazardous areas). The idea behind this approach involves just 

directing the laser beam at CCRs surface and monitoring the reflected response as they direct 

incident light towards the source without any angle of reflection or any illumination angles. A 

single CCR is coated with a thermochromatic material such as leuco dye and liquid crystals as 

well as with hydrochromic paint, to develop remote temperature and mist sensors. 

Monochromatic light sources are used to optically characterise all three systems, 

thermochromatic systems were monitored during heating and cooling events between their 

activation temperature values. Satisfactory results were obtained from both systems, with a 2% 

average relevant error. 
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d) Edible and flexible nanostructures via laser interference-based lithography 

in Densyuk Reflection mode 

Diffractive gratings were produced within gelatine, polymers, conductive and nonconductive 

materials via laser interference-based lithography in Denisyuk reflection mode by optimising 

the fabrication setup parameters, such as h (distance between laser tip and object), d (distance 

of object to the recording media), E (energy of the laser), S (spot size) and exposure angles (tilt 

angles of the sample). Nanofabrication technique used here is found simple, cost effective and 

fast, fabrication process was fast completed within just few minutes and various materials with 

different optical properties. Black ink and gold films were used as recording media, however, 

to demonstrate the production flexibility of the proposed setup employed in this study to 

structure multi-layered light absorbing coatings composed of a nonconductive (ink) bottom 

layer deposited on a glass slide and a conductive (gold) film on the top were also selectively 

ablated. Optical properties of fabricated nanostructures in the form diffractive gratings (super 

prisms) was extensively studied through image projection experiments. SEM is also employed 

along with OM in order to characterise surface morphologies of fabricated structures. 

Diffractive gratings fabricated on PDMS substrate were mechanically stretched under 

continues light illumination. Customized optical response was tuned based on applied stress in 

order to show the potential of flexible gratings fabricated via laser interference-based 

lithography to be utilised as strain sensor. Diffractive grating on edible material were shown to 

be used as food decorating purposes. 

Flexible photonic devices based on soft polymers enable environmental conditions and real-

time remote sensing in various industrial applications; where conventional optical devices are 

based on active components i.e. they require power supply to function and might fail due to 

their rigidity and fabrication complexity. Polymerised diffraction gratings and diffusing 
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surfaces are generated through surface replication from a stencil to within the PDMS sheet. 

The structured sheet was mechanically extended, and the extension was remotely monitored 

via optical methods: where monochromatic light (450, 532 and 635 nm) was transmitted 

through the imprinted sensor under various stress levels, the optical response was recorded on 

an image screen and correlated with the strain created by the applied stress. The stress response 

was also analysed using computational modelling. The calculated Young’s Modulus was found 

to be in a reasonable range as compared to the Young’s Modulus of PDMS (360-870 kpa) 

Appendix D. 

7.3 Conclusions 
 

a) Holographic laser interference-based lithography can be used in combination with CCR 

to fabricate phase conjugate nanostructures in light absorbing media. The recording 

process is completed in few minutes and does not involve any expensive equipment 

attachments for operation unlike e-beam or FIB milling which require SEM. 

b) Experiment results demonstrated that the diffracted light intensities of ink-based phase 

conjugate nanostructures were almost doubled as compared to the diffraction 

efficiencies of the simple periodic gratings. Therefore, ink-based phase conjugate 

diffractive gratings fabricated may have improved applications in printable, low-cost 

colour selective optical devices, tuneable wavelength-selective filters. 

c) Optical response of ink-based phase conjugate nanostructures having unique surface 

morphologies with additional features, may be a step forward in holographic displays 

and could be utilised for numerous novel applications such as biosensing, business 

cards, encrypted data storage, and security. 
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d) Fast, flexible, cost-effective and facile laser interference lithography (in Densyuk 

reflection mode) can be optimised to create nanostructures in various materials for 

different applications such as, gelatine-based nanostructures (edible) to be used for food 

decoration purposes, PDMS based optical sensor for force sensing applications and 

multi-layered nanostructures were made with a multilayer of ink (bottom) and gold 

(top). Demonstration of multi-layered nanostructures where gold being conductive and 

ink being nonconductive material may help to create miniature and inexpensive 

electrical components within few seconds. 

e) Ink as recording media for holographic recording of 1D/2D surface structures is cost 

effective, easily available, nontoxic and can yield similar image resolutions as well as 

diffraction efficiencies as compared to metallic coatings, such as Au and Ag. Moreover, 

the ink coating process is much easier and simpler than the coating procedure for other 

materials or metals, which require sputtering facilities. 

f) Flat, thinner, flexible diffractive gratings (often called super prism) due to their 

compactness may be a good substitution to the rigid glass prisms, as they can effectively 

split polychromatic light into its constituent. 

g) Optical structures engineered on soft materials with specific optical properties, on 

illumination, can yield tuned/varied optical response under mechanical stress. Change 

in customised optical responses caused by dimensional change of physical structures 

due to applied stress can be used to measure and quantify changes in environmental 

conditions. 

h) Metal coated CCR has an increased acceptance angle and can be employed to reflect 

incident laser beam from Nd: YAG laser of high intensity to cause interference pattern, 

which can then be directed towards a substrate, coated with light absorbing material, to 
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produce well-ordered ablated and non-ablated regions on its surface. The optical 

properties such as phase conjugation in recorded hologram within a thin film are 

retained and are comparable to the optical properties of the original object (CCR).  

i) Optical sensors based on purely optical elements require no power supply to function 

unlike electrical sensors which are based on active components, , immune to EM and 

thermal noise interference, no power supply needed to function and have an increased 

demand in most of the remote sensing devices.  

j) Rigid structures with various dimensions (size, shapes, orientation) can be transferred 

from stencil to the target material (polymers, gelatine) by surface stamping to construct 

polymeric optical devices, which are flexible/stretchable, light weight, compact, cost-

effective and simple in terms of fabrication and function. 

k) Polymeric micro/nanostructures have the ability to be used in remote sensing 

applications as they can be expanded or compressed and can yield tuned optical 

response based on external stimuli, such as temperature variation, applied stress or other 

environmental factors.  

l) CCRs array structures due to their retroreflection property were successfully replicated 

within the PDMS block to convert rigid and constant dimension structures into a 

flexible/stretchable CCRs array structure. Study suggests that polymeric CCR array 

structures can be used for remote temperature and force sensing applications. 

m) Sensitivity of polymeric optical sensors could be customised by the addition of 

impurities in PDMS mixture during the following stages: fabrication, 

metallic/nonmetalic coatings, paints and polishing. 
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n) Difference between coated and uncoated CCRs is found only in terms of acceptance 

angle. Usually, available CCRs are metal coated to increase their acceptance angle. 

However, metal coating of CCRs can be replaced with any other desirable coating 

material such as thermochromatic materials, radiation sensitive material, humidity 

sensitive dyes, or any other materials which are sensitive to specific atmospheric factors 

for remote sensing purposes. The ability of CCRs to reflect incident light in the same 

direction to where it was first sourced, makes them a perfect choice to be employed in 

remote sensing devices. CCR based sensors can be used to measure environmental 

factors within nuclear power stations, aerospace, toxic chemical or gas facilities along 

with mining and in several more applications  

o) Thermochromatic liquid crystal and thermochromatic leuco dye were applied for 

coating on uncoated glass CCRs and the surface, which were then illuminated with 

monochromatic light sources, while the temperature was varied within the activation 

temperature values of these materials. The detected optical response i.e. the reflectance 

percentage was dependent on the instantaneous colour of the thermochromatic material, 

which was in turn dependent on the temperature of the CCR surface. Both systems 

yielded satisfactory results with an average error of under 2%. The fabricated systems 

are compact, simple to fabricate and function, and operate in reflection mode, which is 

a more desirable factor in sensing systems. The sensor’s sensitivity may be influenced 

by external factors such as, humidity, ambient light, dust and many more. In addition, 

colour visualisation of liquid crystals is strongly angular dependent, so consistency 

within illumination angles may help to obtain accurate results. 

p) Leuco dye systems are cost effective than liquid crystals and are usually more robust. 

However, they are less sensitive (i.e. a 3 °C temperature change is required for a leuco 

dye to change its colour) than the liquid crystals (which require 1°C to change from red 
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to yellow). Moreover, presence of a hysteresis loop between heating and cooling events 

may lead to some complications in measurements, whereas, liquid crystals show 

consistency between both, heating and cooling temperature values and can also be 

accurately calibrated to get precise measurements. 

q) Applied force (increasing the periodicity of adjacent gratings) is found to be inversely 

related to the diffraction angles (separation between the adjacent orders at image 

screen) during monochromatic light illumination. Whereas, diffusion fields are found 

directly proportional to the applied force. In both cases, optical response was tuned 

based on applied stress, which is the backbone of a material used for sensing. 

r) Surface imprinting/embossing to replicate polymeric optical structures from the master 

surface is simple, productive and cost-effective but is not a fast process as a significant 

amount of time is required for the preparation and further treatment of the polymeric 

structures. In addition, the dimensions of replicated structures remain constant to that 

of stencil. On the other hand, laser interference lithography is a more flexible and 

productive technique to engineer micro/nanostructures to obtain desirable image 

resolution (optical response) along with being fast in terms of device production time. 

Moreover, it can be utilised to write holographic patterns of desirable 

dimensions/shapes (by simply changing certain parameters) on various light absorbing 

materials including transparent/opaque polymers, gelatine, metallic/non-metallic films 

and dyes for various everyday life applications. 
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7.4 Further recommendations: 
 

Based on the key findings of this work, the following areas for further researches can be 

suggested: 

a) Work should be carried out to modify laser interference based lithography for 

volumetric holographic recordings. 

b) Metallic/non-metallic, conductive/nonconductive and combination of coatings instead 

of ink/gold could be structured to receive interesting and desirable optical properties 

and applications. These include structural tattoos and electrical components along with 

several more. 

c) Chemical composition of PDMS could be changed by introducing some impurities to 

obtain a customised response. 

d) Polymers with an increased sensitivity towards temperature could be structured via 

laser interference-based lithography, such as PMMA. 

e) Gelatine can be structured via replication to be used for food decoration purposes. 

f) Food colours should be structured via the laser based selective ablation method. 

g) CCRs should be utilised for many other remote sensing applications as well by coating 

them with radiation, or chemical-sensitive optical materials. 

h) Direct laser writing, femtosecond/picosecond laser interference methods can also be 

employed to fabricate nanostructures for advance optical applications. 
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Appendices 

Appendix A 

 

Figure S3. 1: (a) Conjugate diffraction patterns with 0° tilted angle. (b-d) left and right 

conjugation plots with red, green, and violet light through normal illumination. 

 

Figure S3. 2: (a,b) Conjugate diffraction patterns with 5-25° tilted angles. (c-e) left and right 

conjugation plots of 15° tilted sample with red, green, and violet light through normal 

illumination. 
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Figure S3. 3: (a,b) Conjugated diffraction patterns through green and violet light illumination 

with distance variation from 1-2.5 cm. (c-e) left and right conjugation plots of 15° tilted 

sample with red, green, and violet light through normal illumination. 

 

 

Figure S3. 4: (a-c) Left and right conjugation plots of the recorded sample (Energy, 

E=180mj) through red, green, and violet light normal illumination. 
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Figure S3. 5: (a-c) Left and right conjugation plots of the recorded sample at working height, 

h=13.00, 15.50, and 19.50 cm through red, green, and violet light normal illumination. 

 

Figure S3. 6: (a-c) conventional, and (d-f) conjugate diffraction plots along horizontal 

direction through red, green, and violet light normal illumination. 
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Appendix-B 
 

 

 

Figure S4. 1: Optical characterisation through reflection mode. 

 

 

Figure S4. 2: Computational modeling of retoreflection, diffraction/scattering from triangular 

grating structure with strain variation (10, 20, 30%) and green light illumination. 
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Figure S4. 3: Computational modeling of retoreflection, diffraction/scattering from triangular 

grating structure with strain variation (10, 20, 30%) and violet light normal illumination. 

 

Figure S4. 4: Computational modeling of retoreflection, diffraction/scattering from triangular 

grating structure with green light illumination angle variation. 
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Figure S4. 5: Computational modeling of retoreflection, diffraction/scattering from triangular 

grating structure with violet light illumination angle variation. 

 

Figure S4. 6: Computational modeling of retoreflection, diffraction/scattering from triangular 

grating structure with strain variation (10, 20, 30%) and green light 10° illumination. 
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Figure S4. 7: Computational modeling of retoreflection, diffraction/scattering from triangular 

grating structure with strain variation (10, 20, 30%) and blue light 10° illumination. 

 

 
Figure S4. 8: The detection limit (DOL) calculation for (a) temperature and (b) weight 

variation during red (635 nm) illumination.  
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Appendix-C 

 

Figure S5. 1: (a-c) Bottom, Side, and 3D mesh of the LCCR, respectively. (d-f) Phase, group 

velocity, and angular frequency of the incident and retroreflected light as a function of 

computational time, respectively. 
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Appendix-D 
 

 

Figure S6. 1: Mirror replication of a master surface on PDMS: (a) schematic illustration of 

the replication process through which rigid nano/microstructures were transferred to a 

flexible form, (b, c) microscopic images and surface morphology analysis of the flexible 

polymerised optical diffuser (scale bar = 50 μm) and grating surfaces (scale bar = 350 nm), 

respectively , (d, e) broadband percentage light transmissions through the polymerised optical 

diffuser and periodic grating , respectively, plotted against the visible wavelength range. 
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Figure S6. 2: Experimental setup for optical characterisation and simulations (a) schematic of 

the apparatus setup to perform optical characterisation of the polymerised samples (b-d) 

diffraction angles (degree) of the diffracted spots through different periodicities of the 

periodic gratings (i.e. left to right are for finer to gradually increasing grating spacing) under 

violet (445nm), green (532nm) and red (650nm) normal illuminations, respectively. (e) Plots 

of diffraction angles against various stress levels under various incident lights (f) stress 

versus strain curves for red (650nm), green (532nm) and violet (445nm) light illuminations. 
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Figure S6. 3: Patterns formed from the digital camera on the image screen, obtained by 

illuminating red (635nm), green (532nm) and violet (445nm) monochromatic lights, 

respectively, through polymerised periodic gratings stretched gradually through specific 

weight suspensions. (d) Diffraction distance (cm) of the diffracted spots throughout relevant 

applied force (N) during red (640nm), green (532nm) and violet (435nm) normal 

illumination. (e) Normalised intensity against diffraction distance during minimum and 

maximum stretching of the flexible periodic gratings under various light illuminations (d) 

Calculated grating period (nm) with respect to applied force (N) by transmitting violet 

(450nm) light beam through periodic gratings and grating period calculated from pre-strain. 

(e) Tensile stress (kpa) versus Young’s modulus (kpa) with red (635nm), green (532nm) and 

violet (450nm) monochromatic light sources. 
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Figure S6. 4: Optical characterisation of polymerised optical diffuser (a-d) Intensity 

distribution with respect to diffusion angles during monochromatic green (532nm), violet 

(450nm), red (635nm), and broadband light normal illumination, respectively. (e) Diffusion 

field captured from the image screen by illuminating the sample with continuous violet 

(450nm) laser beam under various stress levels. (f) FWHM with respect to applied force. (g-

h) change in diffusion area (cm) and transmitted violet (450nm) monochromatic light 

intensity through polymerised diffuser under various mechanical stresses. (i) Intensity 

distribution across the diffusion area at image screen during red, green, blue and broadband 

light illumination. 
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S6.1 Flexible gratings 

One end of the grating sample was fixed, and the other end was loaded with known weights, 

so that their suspension stretched the periodic structures further on increased loading. The 

transmitted beam patterns from the gratings taken on the image screen contained more intense, 

non-diffracted central spots along with diffracted orders. The transmitted laser beams from the 

periodic gratings resulted in diffraction patterns on the image screen. The separation between 

the non-diffracted central spots to the first-order diffracted spots was taken into account to 

observe the changes in the optical behavior under various mechanical stress conditions.  

The incident monochromatic laser beams gave diffraction patterns on the image screen 

following the Bragg’s law, namely, nλ = dsinθ, where, n is an integer signifying the diffraction 

order, d is the groove spacing or period of the grating, and θ depicts the diffraction angle. The 

first-order diffraction angle can be deduced from the experimental observation by, θ = sin-1(l1 

/(l1
2+ l2

2)1/2), where l1 and l2 represent the first-order interspace and distance between the grating 

and image screen, respectively [1-4]. Consequently, the change in the grating period and 

therefore in the length against any load can be deduced by taking the difference between 

upstretched condition, namely, d = λl1/(l1
2+ l2

2)1/2, and stretched condition, for which di = λli 

/(li
2+ l2

2)1/2, where subscript i denotes the ith load suspended on the flexible grating.  

A linear relationship between extension ratio of the PDMS block and periodicity of gratings 

was observed. The periodicities of the gratings calculated by pre-stain have the same trend to 

the values calculated based on the experimental data. From figure S6.3d, it can be deduced that 

the starting point i.e. the periodicity values without any mechanical expansion, is similar to 

710.8 nm, obtained from both methods, but the growth rate is different. Some differences can 

be observed between the two methods. There are two reasons which could account for these 

differences. The first reason could be based on the fact that probably, the grating on the 
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substrate is not filled with the entire substrate and the grating period could not be enlarged with 

a homogeneous speed during the elongation of the substrate. Another reason could be due to 

the fact that the grating might change in the longitudinal direction during the stretching of the 

flexible substrate in the transverse direction. 

The diffraction angle, which is the separation between diffracted to non-diffracted or mutual 

distance between diffracted spots, was found to be directly proportion to the applied stress, as 

predicted by simulations. On application of the external stress, the periodicities of the gratings 

were found to expand, which indicates that the distance between two slits is increasing and the 

transmitted light would have a wider space to pass through without any diffraction. Hence, the 

intensity of non-diffracted spot also increases as compared to the diffracted spots. Diffraction 

angles and the periodicities of the gratings were found to be inversely proportional to each 

other. For each increment in the value of applied force to expand the grating’s period, the 

diffraction angle decreased independently from the wavelength of the illuminated laser i.e. all 

wavelengths followed the same trend. However, according to the predicted results and 

literature reviews, the red light diffracts at the highest angles, that is, 15 for no stress 

application and 13.45 for maximum stress, whereas violet, having the lowest wavelength in 

the visible spectrum, diffracts at the lowest angles, that is, 10.4 for without stress and 9.12 

for maximum stress, as shown in Figure S6.3e. The diffraction angle consistently depends on 

the wavelength of the illuminated light, as well as, on the periodicities of the grating structure. 

The Young’s Modulus is calculated by tensile stress and strain. Using the area of the cross-

section and net applied force, the tensile stress can be achieved. The average of measured value 

was taken to calculate the cross-sectional area in order to get an accurate result. 

The highest Young’s Modulus is created by the chromatic green laser. On the contrary, the 

monochromatic violet laser created the lowest Young’s Modulus.  
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From figure S6.3g, it can be observed that green (532nm) laser and red (635nm) follow the 

similar trend for tensile stress against Young’s Modulus. A sudden rise is noticed in the values 

of Young’s Modulus at the beginning and at the peak stages around 40 kPa tensile stress. After 

achieving the peak value, the plot shows a smaller decline and maintains a relatively stable 

slow rise. Whereas, the values of Young’s Modulus for the violet (435nm) wavelength show a 

rapid growth at the beginning and achieve a relatively slower growth until the tensile stress 

reaches up to 20 kPa. The main parameter affecting Young’s Modulus is strain (change in 

optical response i.e. diffraction angle). 

The Young’s Modulus of PDMS is 360-870 kPa [5, 6] [7] which is higher than the highest 

value calculated in this experiment. From the obtained diffraction patterns at the image screen, 

it is found that the Young’s Modulus values are all in a reasonable range. 

As the force on the sample is increased, the level of stretched processing is improved. During 

this experiment, tuned diffraction is achieved based on external stimuli i.e. mechanical force. 

S6.2 Flexible optical diffusers 

PDMS substrate was grooved with micro/nanostructures; dimensions of these structures were 

comparable to the wavelength of electromagnetic radiation across visible region of the 

spectrum. These structures diffused visible light with high efficiency and proved wide field of 

view diffusers. The applied mechanical force altered the average surface morphology of these 

physical structures, which under continuous normal illumination with visible monochromatic 

and broadband light sources tuned the diffused light. Tuned diffused light based on external 

stimuli (mechanical stress) was captured from the image screen, kept in front of the sample and 

correlated with the applied stress. Mechanical stress applied to the flexible optical diffusers 

caused the surface structures to expand, which in turn changed the intensity of the transmitted 

light without interacting with the surface structures as well as altered the diffusion area across 
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the image screen. The surface structures were in the range of few hundred nanometers to few 

hundred micrometers, as shown by figure S6.1a. The optical characterisation of diffusion 

patterns was performed with a power meter in order to demonstrate diffusion angles with 

various monochromatic and broadband light sources. The sample was kept in a three 

dimensional stage i.e. free to move along x, y and z directions. Monochromatic red (635 nm), 

green (532nm) and violet (435nm) along with broadband light sources were shined at the 

sample normal to its plane. Photometer was fixed at a 0° and the 3D stage was moved from 0-

180°. Spectrum in the form of light intensity distribution across various angles ranging from 0-

180° was recorded from the computer attached to the photometer. It can be observed from 

figure S6.4a-c that the diffusion angle for the red (635nm) wavelength was recorded as 121°, 

for green (532nm) it was 114° and for violet (435nm) the diffusion angle was found to be 121°. 

Average diffusion angle without any stress application by transmitting broadband light source 

was recorded around 120°, as shown in figure S6.4d. The average transmission (%) through 

the flexible diffuser sample was measured to be 50% across the visible spectrum. Diffusion 

angle for green (532nm) was recorded as being slightly lower than that of red (635nm) and 

violet (435nm). This trend can be attributed to the transmission curve, shown in figure S6.2c, 

where a small peak is observed in the transmission of intermediate wavelengths ~500 to 560 

nm across the visible spectrum, which led to narrower diffusion field of view, as more light 

was being transmitted without getting scattered. 

 In the next step, the photometer was replaced with the image screen to investigate changes in 

the optical properties of the sample under various stress levels. Experimental arrangements 

were similar to the experiments done for periodic gratings, as shown in figure S6.2a. The 

surface features engraved on PDMS substrate were distributed randomly causing the diffusion 

of light across wide angles. According to Bragg’s law, the diffusion angles are defined by the 

size of structures, when dimensions of the structures are comparable to the wavelength of 
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transmitted light. Due to the random distribution of surface structures with various sizes 

ranging from nanometer to micrometer on the scale, the diffusion effects are also based on 

Rayleigh scattering, where scattered light was larger than the physical structures in the target 

[8]. Measured diffusion area at full width, i.e. at half of the maximum, varied from 2.56 cm2 to 

4.26 cm2
, for no force till the maximum applied force of 0.35 N, as shown in Figure S6.4g. 

Normalised peak intensity of scattered light was recorded as 45.7 (a.u) to 79.4 (a.u) for no force 

applied till the application of maximum force, i.e. 0.35 N is applied. For higher values of 

applied stress, several fluctuations in intensities around the centre, at 0° were observed, as 

shown by figure S6.4h. This is due to the reason that some light could not scatter and thus 

focused at the centre, when the dimensions of the structures causing diffusion became larger 

than that of the wavelength of the light source. Tuneable optical diffusion based on applied 

stress was successfully achieved with monochromatic violet (435 nm).  

S6.3 Discussions 

The soft polymeric flexible periodic gratings and optical diffuser changed optical properties 

based on external stimuli i.e. applied stress. Flexible fabricated structures were expanded by 

applying various loads ranging from 0-35 g with small increment in weight suspension each 

time. Changes in optical behaviour were continuously observed and recorded. The amount of 

transmitted light through PDMS based structures varied under various stress level. In general, 

light transmission was higher at higher stress levels. One of the reasons for this was due to the 

thickness (width) of the PDMS substrate, which decreased because of expansion (surface area). 

Another reason is that in the experimental work, the size of flexible structures under higher 

stress values expanded and became even larger than the wavelengths of visible spectrum, which 

could cause some light intensity within the beam to pass through without any interaction 

(diffusion/diffraction) with the larger structures. Simulations were carried out in order to 
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predict and successfully achieve the optical characterisations for the current polymeric devices 

used in this study.  

An inverse relationship was found between the applied stress on flexible periodic gratings and 

the diffraction angle i.e. the diffraction angle decreased with applied stress, which expanded 

the periodicities of the gratings. Whereas, for flexible optical diffuser, a direct relationship 

between diffusion areas across the image screen and applied stress was observed i.e. diffusion 

area was largest for highest value of applied stress and vice versa. Cross-sectional area of the 

physical polymerised structures towards the incident light may have a high influence on the 

diffraction angles. Highest cross-sectional area was achieved by arranging normal illumination 

and keeping it consistent throughout the experiments. The periodic gratings were uniform to 

yield a well-ordered diffraction pattern offering flexibility in the choice of incident light 

position. Other parameters such as the distance between the flexible structures under normal 

illumination and the image screen, the spectrometer, the light source and image screen to digital 

camera, were kept constant during all optical characterisations. It is anticipated that external 

stimuli (humidity, temperature, force, and tilted illumination) may alter the optical response in 

a complex way and can affect the sensitivity of sensors. 

S6.4 Analysis 

This doctoral research has successfully demonstrated tuneable optical properties of the 

polymerised optical devices including periodic gratings and optical diffusers based on external 

stimuli (applied stress). Compared to rigid conventional nano/microstructures, selective optical 

diffusion as well as diffraction angles were achieved using flexible optical diffusing surface 

and polymerised periodic gratings, respectively. Moreover, rigid optical devices are limited 

due to constant dimensions, whereas, flexible optical devices change their structures’ 

dimensions in the event of applied stress, which in turn yields the tuning of optical response, 
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and the devices are composed of passive components (no electronics required). PDMS based 

optical force sensors described in the present work are simple, low cost, easy to fabricate and 

feasible to operate in complex environments. The sensitivity of polymerised sensors could be 

customised by adding impurities in the PDMS solution during fabrication or treating with 

polishes, paints and coatings with selective metallic/nonmetallic components to obtain 

desirable optical/mechanical properties. An inverse relationship between applied force and 

diffraction angle of transmitted light was demonstrated during optical characterisations of 

flexible periodic gratings to be used as a strain sensor. Whereas, a direct relationship was 

observed between diffusion field and applied force during optical characterisation of 

polymerised optical diffusers under various stress levels. Recorded tuneable optical responses 

were correlated with tensile stress and were found to be in good agreement with the predicted 

value received from simulations and thus proved the effectiveness of the flexible devices 

demonstrated in this work as force sensors. Sensors based on soft, flexible 

nano/microstructures are reliable and may have applications in remote sensing as stress strain 

sensors. It is anticipated that instead of mechanical expansion/compression, similar results 

could be achieved under thermal expansion/compression. Also, performance of PDMS based 

sensors could be affected by environmental condition such as; humidity, temperature, and 

mechanical forces along with illumination. 
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